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ACCOUNT APPLICATION FOR NAA MEMBERS

Yes, as a Member of the National Association of
Accountants, I want to receive a: (select only one, please)
� �Beneficial�Gold�MasterCard�account including a credit line
of up to $15,000
� �Beneficial�Premier�Visa�account�Including�a�credit�line
of up to $15,000
Please provide all information requested. Incomplete
applications must be rejected.
Name
Social Security No.

City
Rent��

Ba nk na me —

Balance $
Savings

Balance $
Checking

Other�Credit�Cards—

� �Amex

� MasterCard � �Visa

Other, including money market funds, etc. Balance $_
Estimated total debt (excluding home mortgage) $
1 ag re e to be b o und by the Be ne f ic ial Natio nal B ank USA
Cardholder Agreement and Disclosure Statement that will be mailed to
me along with my Gold MasterCard or Premier Visa card. I understand
that if my total household income is less than $40,0001 will be issued a
regular MasterCard or Visa card. This application is not for a company

account.

Home Address
State

Birth Date

0
FINANCIAL REFERENCES
Ba nk na me —

� �I'm�interested�in�credit�life�insurance.�Send�details.

Zip

Home Phone

Own�Home��

Applicant's Signature

Years there

Previous Address
(if at new address less than 3 years)

Date

Co-Applicant's Name (please print)
Co-Applicant's Social Security No.

Birth Date

Co-Applicant's Employer

Monthly mortgage /rent payment $ .

Business Phone

Employer's�name�and�address�—

Years T here

Position
Co-Applic ants Annu al Income

Co- Applicant's Signature

Business Phone
Position (occupation)
Current annual income (gross) $

MAIL TO:

Years there

..

Date

Beneficial National Bank USA
P.O. Box 1010, Wilmington, DE 19899

To cover the administrative costs of arranging a national program, the Association
receives a small fee. This offer should not be construed as an endorsement by the
Association of the lender or any other products or services included in the Group
Discount Program.

Beneficial
National BankUSA

MembwF DIC

The Annual Percentage Rate for purchases and cash advances is variable, and will be the higher of 17.52% or 4% above the "Prime Rate' There is a minimum finance charge of $.50 in
any billing period in which a finance charge is due. Of course, no interest will be charged for purchases which first appear on your most current billing statement if payment in full of
the new balance is received by the payment due date.
C i r c le nu mb er 4 o n r ep ly C ar d.
K- 5705.104000.5

if YOU use
temporary personnel,
you may need more
than one service.
While most temporary personnel services provide employees for a
hundred different job categories —from clerks to laborers — Accountemps
provides professionals in accounting, bookkeeping and data processing,
exclusively.
Accountemps is a specialist in temporary personnel. And, a recent
survey* reveals that 2 out of 3 executives agree that specialized temporary
personnel services do a better job.
And Accountemps does the best job of all.
At Accountemps, you'll find that our specialized employees are slightly
over - qualified —which means they get the job done quickly and accurately. And
that's cost - effective.
When you need an accountant, bookkeeper or edp professional for
a day, a week, a month —or even longer —call any of our offices on three
continents.

*Burke Marketing Services
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Rent an Expert.)

O 1985 Robert Half International Inc. All offices independently owned and operated.
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CMA: Progress and Prospects

22

By Susan Jayson and Kathy Williams
It has been a busy year for the Institute of Certified Management Accountants (ICMA). The
Institute's offices were moved to Montvale, the name was changed from the Institute of
Management Accounting (IMA), and Certificate No. 5,000 was presented. Here is a retrospective look at the Institute's rich but recent past together with a report on the significant
strides the program has made during its brief existence.

How Valuable Is the CMA?

29

By Dale L. Flesher and Frances M. McNair
Those who actually hold the Certified Management Accountant designation were asked a
number of questions to find out just how valuable the CMA is to holders. The consensus is
that the CMA experience is decidedly a net benefit, both personally and professionally.

How CFOs View the CMA Program

33

By Robert H. Farrar, William C. Lawler, and Linda J. Block
A majority of chief financial officers surveyed approve of the Certificate in Management
Accounting program but few do little to encourage their own staffs to pursue the CMA goal.
More promotion and public education will help to ensure its long -term success, they
suggest.

CMAs Can Learn from the U.K. Experience

38

By Richard Kochanek, Bimal Prodhan, and Harold Wyman
Certified management accountants in the United Kingdom must have a minimum of three years' professional experience and undergo a 45 -hour exam. Candidates who succeed in
meeting these rigorous requirements are considered highly capable and desirable for top
management positions.

Does the Typical Curriculum Prepare You for the CMA Exam?

44

By Robert J. DePasquale
Fear of the unknown —or in the case of the CMA exam fear of the accounting and business subjects you never studied —may be keeping you from taking the exam. But here is
some encouraging news: there are very few topics on the test that have not been covered
in an undergraduate business course.

Finance

How a Proposed Accounting Change Threatened an Industry

47

By Steven L. Slepian
There was trouble in paradise when a proposed change in accounting for growing crops
endangered the economic well -being of the growers, residents, and state of Hawaii.
Certificate of Merit, 1984 -85.

Accounting
Issue

Defeasance: Financial Tool or Window Dressing?

52

By Paul K. Chaney
With the passage of FAS 76 by the FASB, in- substance defeasance has become a new
financial tool for management accountants. Although some have criticized it as just window dressing, there are sound economic reasons for the use of the defeasance technique.
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Cost
Control

Case -Mix Accounting Can Help Hospitals Control Costs

56

By Joanne A. Collins
Traditional accounting systems used by medical facilities are based on aggregates and
department- oriented so they don't provide information on actual resources used by each
patient. If hospitals were to match service costs to individual patients receiving the services, they could establish a better control system. As described, case -mix accounting
may be the solution.
Certificate of Merit, 1984 -85.
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Liquidating? If so, you'll want to review some of the tax consequences involved in
corporate acquisitions and liquidations —a timely article in the December issue. Also,
check out a provocative view on the impact of automation on accounting for indirect costs.
.. and an overview of the red -hot, just -in -time inventory management system.

Cover: Design by Mandel & Wagreich, Inc.
Views expressed herein are authors' and do not represent Association policy unless so stated. Publication of paid advertising and new product and service information does not constitute an endorsement by the Association of the advertiser or the product or the service. Quantity reprints of any article
in MANAGEMENTACCOUNTINGor back issues (subject to availability) may be obtained from Special Order
Department, NAA, P.O. Box 433, Montvale, NJ 07645 -0433.
Authorization to photocopy items for internal or personal use, or the internal or personal use of specific clients, is granted by the National Association of Accountants to libraries and other users registered
with the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional Reporting Service, provided that the base
fee of $1.00 per copy, plus 10c per page, is paid directly to CCC, 21 Congress St., Salem, MA 01970.
0025 - 1690/85 $1.00 - 100.
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Obstacles to Credibility
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Arcane Presentation. Accounting professionals tend to use traditional
formats and arcane terminology. Such information often fails to commu
nicate with the reader. Quite properly, consistency and conformance are
employed in pursuing the goal of effective financial reporting. One must
guard, however, against allowing such approaches to deteriorate into
such formalization and complexity that the main objective is lost.
Presumed Awareness. The circumstances and language with which the
financial executive deals are very close to those which in broad terms
concern the general business public. Consequently, it is not difficult for
the generalist to convince himself that he has a full perception of the
financial circumstances when, in fact, the special and complex issues are
escaping him. Unfortunately, the mistaken confidence of the generalist
too often causes him to scoff at the disclosures of the management
accountant.
Ambivalent Foundations. Everyone prefers to have working rules which
are fixed and understood. They provide a foundation for belief and acceptance. Unfortunately, the standards that govern financial reporting
are being continuously altered. Moreover, the accounting arguments supporting such changes tend to vacillate between legal and economic doctrines. Persistent revision suggests to some readers that professional
methodology may not be basic truth and thus raises doubts as to the
realism of accounting conclusions.
Lack of Competence. Trust is a derivative of operating competence.
Such competence — particularly within the firm —is demonstrated by leadership skills and technical awareness. Not everyone is so gifted that he
can win automatic credence without a long -term factual demonstration of
truth. It is vital that the management accountant develop a history of
competent professional dealing. His associates will rely on the record!
Professional Reputation. The accounting specialist may become so immersed in the details of his performance that he fails to expand both his
personal capability and a reputation for his professionalism. An avowed
and dedicated "bean counter" wins few adherents to his flag! Enthusiastic participation in professional organizations can help to enhance the
functional image of an accounting group and its acceptance.
Absence of Ethical Basis. Management accountants have often felt it to
be their duty to employ form rather than substance in finding loopholes
for meeting
g management
g
ggoals. In the process the may have seemed to
be "tongue -in- cheek" professionals rather than the voice of propriety. A
consistent and demanding ethical basis is a strong invitation to credibility.
p

•

•

•

•

•

•

It seems to me that the most precious asset of the financial executive is his
credibility. The provision of data that are scorned by his colleagues and the
submission of opinions that are ignored by his readers greatly override in
importance any accountant's expertness of professional technique and any
special perception which he might have about real problems of his company. All else fails when belief is absent!
Problems of credibility are the result of many circumstances. Some of
these are environmental while others reflect the limitations of the individual.
They are significant both within the corporation and within the broader financial community. Consider the following:

y

The foregoing points are only illustrative of credibility issues. You can
think of others! Almost all of them can be alleviated b a vigorous
corrective
g
program. If you wish to serve your corporation effectively, you should begin
your personal credibility campaign today. W ithin the financial function, the
measure of your performance is dependent upon your credibility.

HERBERT C. KNORTZ
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TABintroduces
laser-Optic"Filing

I would like your
brochure on the new
TAB Laser - Optic'"'
Filing System.
Nanio
MOM

Title-

Company
Address
i

One thin optical disk becomes your file for 60,000
letter -size documents.
It's faster than microfilm, and unaffected by the
"glitches" that plague computer systems. With TAB's
Laser -Optic system, papers are scanned and tiled in
seconds... located and retrieved just as fast.
Fidelity and accuracy of original documents are
maintained without fear of accidental erasure. And a
laser printer gives you copies as sharp as the originals.
With added workstations you have simultaneous multi useraccess
To reach the TAB Representative nearest you, call.(800) 672 -3109 Ext. 4901. In Calif. (800) 742 -0099
Ext. 4901. Or send us the coupon.

-- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -

City

Stale

Zip

i

Mail to TAB Products Co, Marketing Services Dept.
1400 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304.
,

How much money could your company save if files
were always there when you need them?
This "Electronic Filing Cabinet" will make it happen. It's
no dream. It's the breakthrough that shatters the "1 -in -5
standard" (One file in five is misfiled, in use, or lost).

Circle number 23 on reply card.

See us at Comdex, Booth 2038.
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Robert L. Shultis, Executive Director

The Loss of a Friend
The word came Saturday about noon while I
was raking leaves and enjoying the beautiful
post- Hurricane Gloria Virginia sunshine. As it
must have been to so many of Jack Vavasour's
other friends, it was a real blow to learn of his
sudden death early that morning.
Jack has been characterized as "Mr. NAA"
by many of his fellow members and co- workers.
Certainly no one that I know of more richly deserved that title. Both as a volunteer and, later
on, as a staff member, Jack's contributions to
NAA were many and varied. The phrase "too
numerous to mention" is trite and overused,
but it certainly applied in Jack's case. One can
recall his service as chapter president, national
committee member, national vice president,
national treasurer, and so on. Then, when he
was appointed to staff as managing director, he
devoted an even larger portion of his time and
energies to the NAA.
That is all well known, of course, and elsewhere In this issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING is an all- too -brief synopsis of Jack's contributions. But man y of u s have person al
memories of Jack's kindness, thoughtfulness,
and interest. Many of these were behind the
scenes, so to speak —known but to Jack and
the second person —but they best illustrate the
true worth of the man. Therefore, if I may, I'd
like to share with you a few of my own personal
reminiscences of Jack.
While I had known Jack for several years
during my own service in various capacities as
an NAA volunteer, my closest association began when I joined the NAA staff. I was the new
kid on the block; Jack was the veteran. His
knowledge of NAA policies, procedures, and
politics was far greater than mine. Breaking in a
new boss is never easy, but Jack gave of himself and his knowledge and experience freely

6

will

Opinion

and generously all during our five -year association together — especially during that initial transition period. I learned to value his counsel, respect his knowledge, and appreciate his
patience.
This was true not only in more general Association matters, but also especially so when it
concerned certain more specific areas. He educated me on the intricacies of the 501(c)(3) organization. With Robert's Rules of Order at the
ready, he helped bail us out of more than one
parliamentary tangle at Executive Committee
and Board of Directors meetings. His accustomed place at the left hand of the President at
Executive Committee meetings helped assure
all of us that the procedural aspects of the
meeting were in capable hands.
His contributions to the building of NAA's
Montvale headquarters are well known. I used
to kid Jack about having the muddiest shoes of
any one on the staff. There were times when
that was true, but the statement was meant as
a compliment. He was never above doing whatever was necessary to get the job done, and
that included walking in ankle -deep mud when
construction of NAA's headquarters was under
way.
One of his prides and joys was a family of
mallards which settled in on our little stream
early this spring. Largely because of Jack's
generous handouts of corn, they grew and
prospered. They still visit us and, rest assured,
Jack, we'll keep feeding them and welcoming
them as long as they return. Gertrude and
Heathcliffe have flown in for a visit and a snack
as I write.
Even though recently retired, Jack was planning to be of future service to NAA. Our last
conversation concerned a project he was looking forward to enthusiastically. He had planned
to interview NAAers and tape the conversations. These would serve as background for our
upcoming 75th anniversary history.
Now the office next to mine is empty. And,
while all of us on the staff feel empty as well,
we really aren't. Jack has left us with many,
many fond memories and pleasant thoughts
continue to fill our minds and hearts.
that
Our sincere condolences and heartfelt sympathy go out to Kaye, Jack's devoted wife, and to
their wonderful family. We know our sense of
loss is minor compared with theirs, but we hope
that the fond memories of Jack that all his
friends and co- workers at NAA continue to
share is of some consolation.
To Jack Vavasour, then, a great NAAer, a
fine friend, and a true gentleman! God bless
you!
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ce there was a small company that was operating
in the red. Cash flow was tight. Books didn't balance.
The paperwork was insurmountable. And the owner
was so busy reacting to daily pressures, he didn't have
time to plan for the future. Times were tough. But
luckily he had a smart CPA who recommended
Open Systems business and accounting
software. So he started with General
=
Ledger, Accounts Receivable and
V
Accounts Payable. And his business began
to transform before his eyes. Accounting i
procedures were streamlined. Pr d uC ri ry increased. And the books began
Q
.
to balance. His CPA recommended
two more software solutions:
Inventory and Payroll.
Amazing. He was out of the red and in
the black. It seemed the more Open
tl
Systems solutions he added the more
successful he became. So his CPA
recommended Job Cost, Human
Resource Management, Purchase
Order Processing and Sales Order Processing. In no time
at all, his business was running more cost
effectively than he ever dreamed
possible. Today his company is
successful, prosperous and still in
s 1
1p00 I
the black. His CPA? He's more
successful too. Because he
M
recommended Open Systems, he's
spending more time in financial planning and
less time balancing debits and credits. Adding value
to his client relationship, securing a good reference
and improving his own cash flow as well.
w

-.

s

Open Systems gets you in the
black and keeps you there.
TM

OPEN SYSTEMS

Business and Accounting Software
1 -800- 328 -2276
6477 City WestParkway, Minneapolis, MN 55344
A UCCEL Company
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Taxes
Susan Jayson, Editor

Regulations Governing FSCs Explained
Congress, as part of the Deficit Reduction Act
of 1984, retired the Domestic International
Sales Corporation (DISC) tax method and replaced it with the new Foreign Sales Corporation (FSC) through which export sales may be
made. A recent IRS announcement clarified
certain transitional rules provided in the 1984
Act for companies making the changeover from
DISC to FSC.
The announcement explains what tax years a
former DISC may adopt, and provides that 10year installment treatment for certain DISC
deemed distributions may be elected on an
amended return filed by December 31, 1985.
The election applies to any distribution the
shareholder is deemed to have received with
respect to income derived by the DISC in its
first tax year beginning in 1984 and after the
date in 1984 in which the shareholder's tax
year begins (Par. 0- 1624).
To qualify as a FSC, a company must meet
specific requirements. For example, it must be
created under the laws of a foreign country
having an exchange of information agreement
with the United States or be a U.S. possession,
not including Puerto Rico. The corporation is
not permitted to have more than 25 shareholders during the tax year, it may not have any preferred stock outstanding at any time, and it
must maintain an office and a permanent set of
books outside the U.S. while at the same time
maintaining books and records within the U.S.
Unlike the DISC provisions which contemplated a deferral of tax, the FSC rules provide
for an exemption from tax on a portion of a
company's foreign trading income. Foreign
trading income is defined as that income which
is derived from foreign trade gross receipts or
receipts obtained from the sale or leasing of export property.

Acceleration of Deferred Income
When a business changes its accounting meth8

ods, the IRS will allow any resulting increase in
income for the year of the change to be spread
out over as many as 10 years. But if, at a later
date, the business incorporates, even if only
part of the firm is incorporated, the balance of
the tax deferral must be paid the year of incorporation. (Rev. Rul. 85 -134, 1985 -35 IRB 4)
The case at hand involved a firm that carried
on two separate businesses, a professional
and a technical business. In 1980, the business
changed from a cash to an accrual method of
accounting, agreeing to take the resulting adjustments into account over a 10 -year period.
The company incorporated its professional
business in 1982. According to the IRS, by incorporating the professional business, the firm
ceased to engage in that particular business. It
was ruled that the portion of the unamortized
adjustment attributable to the professional
business must be accelerated and included in
income for 1982.

Tax Briefs
The number of taxpayers filing after the April,
15 deadline is growing. The IRS projects that
91.8% of all 1984 returns were filed through
April 1985. That percentage is down from the
92.3% of 1983 returns that were promptly filed
.... One of President Reagan's tax proposals
calls for the repeal of the 60 -month depreciation provision for low- income housing rehabilitation expenses paid or incurred after 1985.
Anyone interested in restoring homes in low -income areas is advised to enter into a binding
contract or actually start work before the end of
the year.... Another of the President's tax proposals that pertains to property owners recommends the retention of the rule that if a taxpayer realizes a gain on the sale of his or her
principal residence, the gain is not immediately
taxed if a replacement residence is acquired
within two years before or after the date of the
sale. Moreover, current tax law also allows a
taxpayer 55 years or older to completely avoid
tax on up to $125,000 of gain on the sale of a
principal residence. President Reagan proposes that these taxpayers should be able to
exclude from taxation the first $125,000 of inflation- adjusted gain on the sale of a principal
residence.... New guidelines have been issued by the IRS for valuing gifts resulting from
low- interest and interest -free demand loans
outstanding in 1984 or earlier. Gifts of more
than $10,000 during 1984 to any donee must
be reported on a gift tax return. The donor must
include the value of gift resulting from the interest -free or low- interest loans in figuring whether total gifts for 1984 are more than $10,000. ❑
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

Running ahead.

NOMORETRADE-OFFS!
A whole New Concept in Corporate Tax Software
UST BECAUSE you have a micro computer doesn't mean your
tax department is automated.
It you are a dedicated tinkerer, you
may be able to get conventional tax
software to do what you have in mind.
But what are you willing to trade for
the pleasure?
Automatic calculations? Unlimited
room for your data base? Continuous compliance with changing laws?
Speed? Versatility? Personal service?

None of the above.
Now you can give up giving up. CLR/
FAST -TAX has developed a new
family of corporate tax micro software with a plus: No compromises.
You can have it all with CORPORATE SERIES SOFTWARE: The economy and convenience of off -line micro processing, plus the advanced
technology of the FAST -TAX system.
Plus Factor #1: A family of software . . . The CORPORATE SERIES
automates federal and state income
tax calculations ... and more. State
allocation /apportionment, and tax
planning, and sales tax, and an
electronic calendar are all part of the
family.
Plus Factor #2: Simplicity ... The
family resemblance is very easy to
live with. All screens look alike. So

does the documentation. The applications follow identical formats. An
independent national consultant
rates the simplified CORPORATE SERIES menus "superior."

Plus Factor #3: Automatic Data
Entry ... From your corporate mainframe, from micro spreadsheets, or
straight from the books. CORPORATE
SERIES SOFTWARE lets you enter data

— automatically — from 1120 trial
balances. So much for the source
data bottleneck!
Plus Factor #4: Instant tax code
updates. . . No waiting for new diskettes. Electronic software distribution is the secret, and only FAST -TAX
can do it. Key the menu, get the online updates, proceed off -line.
Plus Factor #5: Speed . . . According to an independent consul-

tant, CORPORATE SERIES SOFTWARE
"operates significantly faster than
similar products." That's because
there are no commands to peck out
on the keyboard. It's function key
driven.
Plus Factor #6: User - defined output ... You determine exactly how
your reports and schedules will look,
And you don't have to "doctor" the
software to get what you want.
Plus Factor #7: The FAST -TAX
connection ... With FAST -TAX, you
can forget pencil pushing for good.
CORPORATE

SERIES

SOFTWARE

packs more off -line power than any
alternative. W hat's more, you have
an on -line link to the most comprehensive corporate tax system in the
world. You get unlimited calculations. Plus unlimited storage. Plus ...
Plus Factor #8: Unlimited personal service ... Problems? If there's
a FAST -TAX diskette in the slot, all
the help you need is only an 800
phone call away.

1 -800 FAST -TAX
The same number will put you in
touch with your FAST -TAX representative. You can have the power and
versatility of a m ainframe computer
on your own desk. And you can make
your next trade up: to CORPORATE
SERIES SOFTWARE. It'll be your last.

R C

i

AS

]

The "PLUS FACTOR" Software for Corporate Tax Departments
'
Computerized processing for corporate tax professionals.
�

•

A

I
I

^ T0. Pete Roberts. CLR %FAST -TAX, 2395 Midway Rd., Carrollton, TX 75006 1
I'll trade a stamp for more information about CORPORATE SERIES SOFTWARE.
Trial Balance Interface
El 1120 C onsolidation

COMPUTER LANGUAGE RE5EQRCH

I

NAME

I

COMPANY

World Headquarters.

I

ADDRESS

2395
Road,
Texas
75006
1 -800Midway
FAST -TAX
In Carrollton,
Texas: (214)
250 -7800

i

CITY
PHONE

State Processing
El Tax Planning

Sales Tax
L1 Automatic Tax Calendar

TITLE

I

I
I

I

I
STATE

ZIP

I
M

I

Stephen Landekich, Editor

International Harmonization of
Management Accounting Practice
Guidelines
Until recently, the membership organization of
the International Federation of Accountants
(IFAC) has focused its attention on promulgations addressing external reporting needs exclusively. These include accounting standards
and auditing guidelines that are analogous to
U.S. GAAP and GAAS. A move seems afoot to
address the needs for authoritative practice
guidelines for management accountants across
the globe. A first step in this direction was the
inclusion of the "Discussion Paper: Definition &
Scope of Financial & Management Accounting" in the IFAC Handbook.
This paper echoes the content of the NAA
Management Accounting Practices Committee's Statement on Management Accounting
No. 1A "Definition of Management Accounting." David Allen, the United Kingdom & Irish
representative on the IFAC Financial and Management Accounting Committee (F &MAC)
summarized the prospective activities of this
Committee in a recent article in the July /August
issue of Management Accounting, the monthly
journal of The Institute of Cost and Management Accountants (of England),
"One of the key features of the international management accounting scene is
the similarity of the problems and opportunities which dominate the situation in
the various countries. The need to cater
for the strategic level of management, the
need to manage foreign currency risks
and the explosive growth of the treasury
function are just examples of issues which
come into this category.
"It follows that there is a place for international co- operation on such issues.
10

o

Management
Accounting
Practices

Concentration of research, followed by
rigorous challenging would appear to offer
the most fruitful course of action. The vehicle for such co- operation is the International Federation of Accountants and particularly its Financial and Management
Accounting Committee.' Active involvement in the Federation provides a second, but still very important ground on
which to build international recognition...
"But back to the Committee... My predecessor as UK /Irish representative,
Tony Howitt and Derrick Willingham, and
their fellow- members did all the groundwork necessary to establish the committee as an important and valuable activity
within the International Federation. The
current membership is able to build on
this, and will be more visible, simply because we have moved on to the 'production and output' stage on a number of
projects.
"This output takes the form of Occasional Papers, Studies and Guidelines —
reflecting increasing levels of authority.
The first 'study', on the control of computer applications, has just been submitted
for publication and work is proceeding on
such topics as:
• The management of foreign currency
risk —not another attack on the translation
question but a how- to -do -it report on raising capital abroad, investing abroad, developing overseas markets and so on.
• Strategic financial management —how
to measure, and then how to improve, the
long -term health of a business.
• Ethics — ethical guidelines are well established on the public practice side of
the profession but standing up to a client
who represents 10 percent of your income is hardly the same as standing up to
an employer who represents 100 percent
of it!
Social accounting — recognizing the
cost s and ben efits of soc ial polic ies
prompted by mechanisms other than the
marketplace."
We welcome comments and thoughts from
readers of this column regarding the "harmonization" of management accounting practices
worldwide.
O
'It should be noted that Joseph L. Brumit, past
president, NAA, is the current chairman of the
F &MAC.
Contributor- J.B. Schiff
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goal of making your office work better, and your
office a better place to work.
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

Who Discloses Social Costs?

Treasury Work Stations Grow

Virtually nothing on corporate reporting of social costs is presented in audited financial
statements of major corporations, a new NAA
survey shows. "Many corporate critics are requesting such data, so we performed an extensive computer review of the NAARS database
for financial statements of all publicly traded
companies for the last five years," said Alfred
M. King, NAA's managing director of professional services, "and we came up with only one
hit, which was the Gelco Corporation in their
1980 report." A further search of 1984 annual
reports for some 500 New York Stock Exchange firms disclosed that only about 25
firms, some 5% of the 500 annual reports surveyed, presented any information on social
costs, and it was in the text of the shareholder
report, not in the audited financial statements.

Some 22% of companies with sales of greater
than $100 million already have purchased a
treasury work station, 15% have built their own
systems, and 16% plan to buy a system from a
vendor. These are the major findings of a work
station research program conducted by Treasury Strategies, Inc., Chicago, III. The survey
also disclosed that 29% of the treasury departments of the companies surveyed do not have
access to personal computers and have no
plans to obtain access.

Companies Continue Restructuring
A widespread trend in which major corporations
around the world are restructuring their basic
business is likely to continue, according to a
Conference Board survey. The survey of 271
major companies shows that more than 60%
will be broadening the scope of their businesses during the next three to five years, with 25%
shifting the focus of their current businesses.
Refocusing the business is no panacea, however, the study shows. James K. Brown, author
of the study, says "Some of the companies
represented in the study are better off as a result of refocusing but others are worse off."
The study is "Refocusing the Company's Business," Report No. 873, Conference Board, 845
Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.

Microcomputers Reshape Auditors' Job
Microcomputers are reshaping the basic nature
of auditing, Deloitte Haskins & Sells told 90
professors of accounting at a two -day seminar
in Lake Tahoe on the latest developments in
microcomputerized audit techniques. One im12

plication of this computerized audit approach to
auditing, says Everett C. Johnson, partner in
charge of the DH &S Computer Auditing Services Dept., is that all auditors will need to be
computer literate. "In a few years, virtually every bit of data needed for an audit will be in the
client's mainframe data bank. Auditors who
don't know how to use a microprocessor to access these data will be at a severe disadvantage. In fact, there won't be any checks, receipts, or ledger books."

Business /Accounting Briefs
The American Accounting Assn. is soliciting
nominations for the 1986 Outstanding Accounting Educator Award. The award is presented
for contributions to accounting education from
scholarly endeavors in research and teaching
over a sustained period of time. Nominations
should be sent to William H. Beaver, Graduate
School of Business, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif_ 94305.... The XIII World Congress
of Accountants, hosted by the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC) and the Japanese Institute of CPAs, will open Oct. 11,
1987, in Tokyo. "The Role of the Accountants
in a Computer Environment" is the general
theme of the Conference.... Foreign manufacturing investments in the U.S. increased to 325
last year, up from 280 in 1983, according to the
Conference Board. Japanese companies,
which accounted for 87 of these investments,
were responsible for virtually all the increase.... Arthur Andersen & Co„ Societe Cooperative has formed a formal association with the
SGV Group, the premier professional services
organization in East Asia. The SGV Group firms
will become member firms of the Arthur Andersen & Co. Societe Cooperative, the coordinating entity of the Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization.... Slow- paying customers were the
biggest current problem of business creditors,
according to a survey of members of the National Assn. of Credit Management.
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Banking
and Insurance
David G. Adler, Contributing Editor

Controlling Insurance Costs

Insurance premium costs are on the
rise. With proper accounting systems
and program structuring, however, insurance costs are more controllable
than you think.
All traditional workers' compensation policies are determined by the
company's payroll_ Providing payroll
information summarized according to
job classification will make it easier
for the insurance company to determine the final premium cost and help
the firm avoid unnecessary charges.
At policy inception, the insurance
company estimates the insured's annual premium, and at year -end performs an audit to validate the estimat es , and decides if any
adjustments to the premium are necessary. As part of the audit, the premium auditor will try to determine the
company's payroll according to state
and job classification. In each state
there are separate rates for each job
classification or type of work. These
class ratings are established by the
National Council on Compensation Insurance (NCCI) and reflect industrywide experience as related to losses
and associated costs. What makes
the auditor's job so difficult is the fact
that employees may work in more
than one capacity. When the auditor
is uncertain of what the applicable job
classification is, he will apply the
"governing rate" on the highest cost
class_ This can cost the company unnecessary premium charges. Also because only straight -time is subject to
premium, neglecting to separately
track overtime can increase the pre14

mium charge by 50% because overtime is usually paid at the rate of 1 1/2
times one's regular wage rate_
Providing payroll information already summarized by job classification will not only speed up an audit
but will save on premium charges. In
most cases the various job classifications and rates are included as part of
the workers' compensation policy.
This information is available through
your insurance agent or broker.
In service industries, it is not uncommon to use subcontractors. Companies should keep records of who is
performing what work and when, and
secure a certificate of insurance from
the subcontractor. By doing so, the
company controls its workers' compensation costs by not paying premiums on the subc ontract am ount.
Without evidence of workers' compensation coverage, many carriers
will assess premiums not only on the
subcontractor's payroll expense, but
on the entire subcontract amount.
Trackin g loss history is also of
great importance in controlling costs.
The cost of all workers' compensation policies and most other policies is
directly impacted by previous losses.
In workers' compensation, an "experience modification factor" is calculated each year based on the company's loss history for the preceding
three years. A significant increase or
decrease in losses can have a severe
impact for three years on a company's premium. Due to the sheer volume of information flowing in from the
various insurance companies, errors

do occur and are not often found.
Many general liability policies are
driven by payroll as well. Other policies are based on gross sales. Here,
too, record keeping is important. Accurate segregation of taxed and foreign sales can provide for a reduction
in reportable sales for the purpose of
calculating premiums. Because most
liability policies restrict coverages to
certain geographic areas, sales
should be reported for those areas
only. For example, if a domestic company with a policy territory of the continental United States and Canada accepts a contract for services or to
deliver goods to Europe it can purchase a separate foreign liability policy for that exposure. However, the resulting European sales need not be
reported. Doing so will unnecessarily
increase premium charges.
Also, it is important to know the
loss history of any merger or acquisition target because this may have a
long -term effect on the premiums of
the parent company. If a company
with minimal losses acquires a company with a high amount of losses,
the overall loss ratio (claims paid +
premiums) may go up significantly
causing an overall rate increase to
the entire organization, In this case,
one should consider maintaining separate insurance programs for the various entities, to possibly lower overall
premium costs. Separate programs
also enable the company to tailor the
insurance program to the needs of
the various divisions' needs. For example, taking a higher deductible for
the division with greater losses reduces claims.
Most property insurance policies
contain provisions as to rating, the
mechanism for valuing a loss, and coinsurance provisions. Policy rating is
based on property values, usually that
value used for claims settlement. Two
options are available — replacement
cost (RC) and actual cash value
(ACV). On a RC policy, property damaged or destroyed is repaired or replaced with new property of like kind
and quality. This means that a five year -old 30" x 60" metal desk destroyed by fire, for example, would be
replaced with a new 30" x 60" metal
0# 60
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After a 4 year bombardment of your fixed
asset system,you need ProFax on yourside.

In the past 4 years, one change after another
has been dropped on your system for depreciation calculations: ACRS, ITC Basis Reduction, Listed
Property and ITC Limitations. And there are more to
come. The regular revising, reprogramming, and
correcting of your present system —not to mention
the risk of a serious error —all take a costly toll in
man -hours and computer time. It's time to call in
reinforcement.
ProFax, the comprehensive fixed asset accounting service from Cherry, Bekaert & Holland,
CPAs, automatically keeps up with all tax law
changes, So you don't have to spend money and
man -hours on costly adjustments to your present
manual or computerized system.
The 34 ProFax reports available include many
special reports such as property tax listing, projected monthly expense, and 5 -year projected expense. Every ProFax report is a convenient 8' 12 x 11
letter size and laser- printed for maximum legibility.

And, since ProFax is a data processing service, you
pay only for the reports you request. Yet, conversion to ProFax is easily accomplished using your
existing fixed asset schedules or computer files.
Most important, ProFax can handle an unlimited number of assets using up to 4 accounting
bases for each: Financial, Federal Tax, State Tax, and
any other you specify. So, you have the Flexibility to
respond to your company's fixed accounting needs.
Before your fixed asset accounting system is
blasted by further tax law changes, join the ranks of
5,000 other companies nationwide and get ProFax
on your side. For more detailed information, send
your business card; or call toll -free 1- 800 -4389935. (North Carolina. 1-800-222-9730).
For complete information about ProFax, send your business card to:
p

O

Fixed Asset Accounting Service

ProFax
Cherry, Bekaert 8. Holland
PO. Box 2087 • Gastonia. NC 28053
Circle number 8 on reply card.

NAA
Research
Kim Serocke

CMAs Earn Superior Salaries

To help identity member certification
status and professional designation
attitudes, the Association surveyed a
random sample of 2,000 members.
Questionnaires were sent to 1,000
CMAs and 1,000 members with no
noted designation. An overwhelming
58% response rate was received 1,161 total responses. The purpose
of this study was to determine salary
levels of members holding either a
CMA or CPA status and regular members with no professional designation
on record. Our findings are summarized in the table on this page.
A comparison of CMA and CPA salaries for all age brackets shows that
in five of the eight age categories
CMAs earned higher salaries, while in
only three did CPAs earn more than
the CMAs surveyed. In addition, for all
sample groups, CMA certificate holders earned higher salaries than their
colleagues who have no noted professional designation. For all sample
groups, the average difference in an-

nual salaries was $9,000 for CMAs
compared to regular members. Similar differences were found for CPA
holders when compared to those with
no noted professional designation_
In the age group that included individuals between the ages of 30 -32,
CMAs earned an average of $32,000
—an $11,000 difference as compared
to those with no noted professional
des ig nation. There is a $ 15 ,0 00
spread when comparing the same
two groups in the 33 -35 age bracket.
In this bracket, surveyed CMA holders
earned $48,000 a year. The survey
found close parity between CMA salaries and CPA salaries: an average of
$50,000 for CMAs and an average of
$54,000 for CPAs,
A question pertaining to the degree
of usefulness associated with the
CMA certification elicited widespread
and varied responses. The majority
surveyed felt earning the CMA has
been helpful. Many noted earning the
CMA certificate has better qualified

Age
23 -26
27 -29
30 -32
33 -35
36 -38
39 -41
42 -44
45 -47
average
age for all
average
salary for all

16

no

Average Salary Levels
increase
for CMA
ho lder

With CPA
designation

increase
for CPA
ho lder

4%
13
34
45
30
11
10
34

($000's)
29
32
42
42
50
62
66
57

21
10
31
27
28
38
35
16

($000 -x)
25
33
43
48
51
50
54
66

($000's)
24
29
32
33
39
45
49
49

38

40

38

$50,000

$41,000

$54,000

%

With no
professional
designation

%

With CMA
designation

them to meet increasing job responsibilities. Main areas stressed were personal recognition, increased knowledge, and pers onal satisfaction.
Self- confidence, promotion, and salary increases also were rated high by
respondents.
The survey corrects some misconceptions regarding the CMA as a professional designation. Because it was
established only a few years ago and
because it is not widely recognized in
the field, some accountants consider
the Certificate of little value to their
careers. Survey results, however,
show that the CMA designation is
valuable and undoubtedly will grow in
value as more accountants successfully complete the program.
NAA created the CMA program to
enhance development of management accountants by highlighting the
key management role they play. To
earn certification, a candidate must
pass the CMA examination, a five part rigorous exam which is comparable in difficulty and breadth of knowledge to the CPA exam.
To date, 5,500 individuals hold the
certification and approximately 7,000
candidates are currently enrolled in
the exam program. For further CMA
program information, contact The Institute of Certified Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Drive, P.O.
Box 405, Montvale, N.J. 07645 -0405.

NAA Continues Dissertation
Grants
NAA is continuing its dissertation research grant program. For the 198687 s chool year, t here will be two
$8,000 grants awarded to doctoral
students doing research in the area of
management accounting. The deadline for grant applic ations for the
1986 -87 school year is Feb. 15, 1986.
Award recipients will be announced
on or about April .15, 1986. The recipients will be selected by a committee
of two professors of management accounting, two practicing management
accountants, and the director of research for NAA. Terms of the grants
and application forms may be obtained by contacting NAA, Attn.: Stanley M. Hunt, 10 Paragon Drive, P.O.
El
Box 433, Montvale, N.J. 07645.
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Consco'sAccounting
Information System
Lets YOUTakeFinancial
Information Processing
BeyondTheGeneral
Ledger.
An ordinary general ledger system can snafu
your battle plan in the war on accounting problems.
To defeat the oncoming platoons of reporting and
analysis requirements, you need instant access to all
financial data. In the format you want it in, not some
programmer's idea of a format. And what's more, you
want it without data processing limitations or restrictions. The strategy: AIS from Consco, a user - oriented,
mainframe computer system providing you with
accounting and financial information customized into
any format you require.
AIS, Accounting Information System, is General
Ledger plus everything else you wish you could do
with your present system, but can't. A full - fledged,
on -line information management system capable of
integrating and reporting on accounting data from
your entire company, no matter how large or diversified. And providing your management with the
information it needs to do its job.
AIS includes such capabilities as work order management, construction work in progress, cost control
and analysis, project reporting, encumbrance accounting and an unlimited number of custom applications
yo u s p e c i f y .

And for the company required to prepare consolidations, there's CONSOL Consolidation System,
the only consolidation system ever developed that
actually automates the tedious tasks involved, such as
reconciling intercompany accounts and producing
management reports. CONSOL does it with a unique
design which allows it to produce results up to 200
times faster than any other system, even on such complex applications as reporting in conformance with
FASB 8, FASB 14, FASB 33, FASB 52, the preparation
of schedules as required by SEC and IRS, as well as
the preparation of analysis and operating statistics as
required by your management. It even permits the

design and formatting of an infinite variety of reports
combining items from various schedules and time
periods, with multiple formats in a single report.
Retire that cranky old General Ledger system and
promote your financial data
processing up to Consco's
systems. Better strategy for
better financial management.
�
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For details, callus at
or writ561-2111
or write to: :

400Corporate Court, South Plainfield, NJ 07080
Circle number 18 on reply card.

he'd built a successful medical practice. Another, a CMA, became a long haul truck driver.
You're on the right road. Just stay
with it.

Managing Your
Career
Robert Half, Guest Editor

Going from Accounting to Tax Law

I am the assistant controller of an
electronic components manufacturer, am a CPA, and have recently
passed the bar. I currently do a
minimum of tax work with my company, and had some exposure to
taxation in my previous employment as a public accountant. I
would like to switch careers and
become a tax manager, using my
new law degree. What are my
chances of accomplishing this?
Probably not as good as you'd like
to think, at least in the immediate future. Granted, you have achieved an
impressive educational background,
and I'm sure it serves you well in your
current job, The problem is that despite your education, you won't be
competitive with others who've specialized in taxation all along. In order
to close that gap, you must find a way
within your present position to increase your amount of hands -on tax
experience.
It's easier to make the sort of career move you're contemplating within your existing company, provided
you were able to incorporate some of
your firm's tax functions into your current position. Then, you would either
have reac h ed your goal wit hou t
changing jobs, or would be better prepared should you decide to seek a tax
manager's position with another firm.
Bear in mind, however, that every
company approaches its handling of
taxation differently, and only you
would know whether the opportunities
are available to you where you are
now to round out your background in
such a way that your goal will be
attainable.
18

Many professional men who add a
law degree to their credentials become frustrated when they aren't able
to put that new knowledge and training to immediate use. Obviously, any
financial officer who also possesses a
legal background is a valuable commodity to a company. If nothing else,
the training enables that person to anticipate legal pitfalls in time to head
them off. But the addition of a law degree does not inherently carry with it
the sort of knowledge necessary to
change careers, especially at appropriate salary levels.
Your "continuing trail" of talent and
education is excellent, even though
you presently lack the specific hands on experience necessary to accomplish your stated goal. I've known accountants who achieved far more
dramatic changes in their professional lives. One, a CPA, and who possessed an MBA from one of our leading universities, decided to become a
medical doctor. His background was
of little use in that new pursuit, except
for handling his investments once

I'm an internal auditor with a chemical firm. My boss, the divisional
controller, is basically an unstructured person, at least until recently. For the past few months he's
been sending me a steady stream
of m em os, each one critical of
some aspect of my work. What's
the best way for me to handle this?
First, start looking for another job.
Those memos from your boss aren't
cas ual criticis ms of y ou r wo rk .
They're the documentation he wants
in the file to justify eventually dismissing you. That file he's building is to
protect the company, and himself,
against an accusation by you that you
were unjustly terminated.
Get going with your job search.
Then, without mentioning that you're
looking elsewhere, sit down with your
boss and ask if there's something
wrong with your work, or your attitude.
Mention that you sense a problem,
and say you wish to explore whatever
you can do to rectify things.
If you get the impression that all is
lost, you've at least started the process of looking for another job. But, if
on the basis of your conversation, you
feel you can straighten things out,
you've retained that option.
❑
Robert Half is the author of Robert
Half on Hiring. He heads Robert Half
International, Inc., which has more
than 90 franchised offices specializing
in financial and data processing jobs.

"Of course we believe our cash flow problem is only temporary, "
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Because they did their homework. They
talked to our customers and found out that for
over 12 years, hundreds of Fortune 1000
companies have had exceptional results from
financial software systems by Data Design.
They discovered what nationally recognized
software surveys confirm year after year: that
Data Design has an unsurpassed record of user
satisfaction.
They learned they can expect fast, trouble -free
implementation with our systems.
They were told that our systems are
exceptionally flexible and easy to use.
They found out about our reputation for indepth training and responsive, knowledgeable
support.
They learned that Data Design places only
management level people in customer service
positions. People who average over 10 years
experience —not trainees.
And more.
So, if you' re. in the process of doing your
homework on mainframe financial software, call
today for our complete customer list, and you
too can hear why companies like Alcoa, Amdahl
Corporation, Burger King, Estee Lauder, May
Company Department Stores, Pillsbury,
Sherwin Williams Company, Bankers Trust

Company, Central Soya Company, Chicago
Financial Software by Data Design. Simply the best.
Tribune, CIGNA Corporation, Federal Express,
Litton, Midland Ross, Owens Corning
Fiberglas, Perini Corporation, Royal Business
Machines,.G.D. Searle and Company, Security
Pacific National Bank, Warner - Lambert
Company, Zayre Corporation, Wisconsin
Power & Light and hundreds of others decided
on Data Design over other vendors.
And find out why 68% of our customers, who � t r a � t r a t r a t r a t � � � � t r a � � � � � t � t � t � � � � � ,
previously had other vendor's systems in place,
Please send me additional information on:
f
have now decided to use systems by Data Design.
DGeneral Ledger
! - Fi x e d Aw l s
To learn more about the best financial
� Accounts�Payable
f Capital Project Management
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software available, call toll-free 800- 556.5511
'
' 0 am interested in attending a free seminar.
or complete and mail the coupon today.
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Letters
TO THE EDITOR
`Accountants Must Clean Up
Their Act'
If you do:

Robert Shu1tis' and Kathy Williams' reporting of t heir intervi ew with Rep.
John Dingell was a service both to management accountants and independent
auditors.
I'm surprised, though, that the interview apparently elicited few reader responses. Could it be that potential respondents concluded that discretion
might prove to be the better part of valor; that expressing even a tad of disagreement with the •Investigator could
turn into a tails -I -lose- heads - you -win
proposition.
Anyhow, at least for the MA File,
this brave reader hereby proffers his
own reactions, first looking at the validities, then at the perceived invalidities,
of Dingell's thrusts.
Certainly the basic premise of "oversight and investigation" is sound. Every

Grumman Data Systems
Institute
is the only logical choice.
• Extensive hands -on training
• Over 15 years experience with 7,000
graduates
• Day /evening sessions
• The educational member of a
Fortune 200 Company
• Professional instructors with
practical experience
FEATURING COURSES IN

Intro. to Pefrsooal Computers
Lotus 1.2.3 • dBase Iblll
and other popular software packages

G r u mm a n D a t e Sy s t e m s
e

Circle number 1 on reply card.

segment of society needs to be scrutinized and evaluated from time to time.
Come to think about it, that is the essential philosophy underlying auditing
itself, both internal and external.
Further, no one can seriously assert
that there is no room for improvement
in the ranks of the accounting profession. No group is more aware than auditors that better performance is always
possible and desirable. Indeed, in the
regular course of their duties auditors
are continually encountering work that
does not measure up. Such instances ordinarily occasion corrections, warnings,
reprimands and sometimes firings. This
is duty, not pleasure. One danger is not
to be rough enough, but there is also the
risk of laying on the blame for shortcomings too heavily or inconsiderately;
doing so could smack of self - serving, or
unsportsmanship. Hence no ethical accountant rejoices over the mistakes of
another, whether it be a subordinate or
predecessor, an individual practitioner
or small firm or large firm.
Despite this not altogether despicable
tolerance toward professional colleagues
(and competitors), it must be conceded
0#43

Donate your surplus
inventory and I will give your
company anabove cost
tax deduction!
U
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Do non - productive, e xcess inventories have you s aying
unc le ? Slow moving inventorie s clutter up the financial
sta te me nt as well as the wa rehouse . The governme nt ha s
es ta blishe d s ec tion 170(e )(3) of the Inte rna l Reve nue C ode
to enc oura ge bus ine s se s to dona te exc e ss ma te ria ls tha t c a n
be used by sc hools a nd other sele cte d non - profit groups.
Donors may ta ke a tax deduction up to 100% above the
ma teria l c os t.
All mate rials donated to NAEIR are dis tribute d FREE to
its more tha n 4,000 qualifie d members , including s chools ,
unive rsitie s , hos pita ls, da y c a re ce nters , a nd other nonprofit orga niza tions . With one shipping point and ove r eight
years of experience, 14AEIR greatly simplifies such
dona tions. Eliminate exc es s inve ntories . He lp educ ationa l
and other non -profit orga niza tions . Enjoy a significa nt tax
be ne fit.
Ca ll or write Ga ry Smith for comple te informa tion.
It

r
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National Association for the Exchange of industrial Resources
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A Non-Profit Organization
PO. Box 8076 540 Frontage Road, Northfield. IL 60093 312- 446 -9111

Here are the Reasons Why Accounting Professionals
Rely on Miller's GAAP and GARS GUIDES, Year After Year
Miller's Comprehensive GAAP and GAAS
GUIDES contain all promulgated and many of the nonpromulgatec
accounting and auditing principles in use today, all in two
convenient reference books.

Accounting firms, major corporations, and
practitioners worldwide rely on the accuracy of Miller's
Comprehensive GAAP and GAAS GUIDES year after year.
~'
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Each official GAAP and GAAS pronounce -
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ment is restated in clear, concise English.

Everything is cross - referenced, with
materials on the same subject grouped together, so it's easy and
fast to reference any specific topic on accounting and auditing.
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CMA:
Progress
and
Prospects

Nick Burns initials a package of candidates' papers after grading his question while Patricia Adkin takes her next
package off the shelf

By Susan Jayson and Kathy Williams

1968
NAA's Long -Range

Objectives Committee, chaired by I.
Wayne Keller, recommends the establishment of an examination program
to recognize educational attainment in
the field of management accounting.
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When the National Association of Accountants
founded the Certificate in Management Accounting (CMA) program 13 years ago, its purpose was
twofold: to help management accounting become
recognized as a profession and as a viable career
path and to help management accountants already
in the field prove their competency. Public accountants, of course, have long been recognized
through the CPA designation, but accountants
working in industry had no such s ymb ol of
recognition.
How well is the program doing? This year, the
program reached a number of milestones, so it is
an opportune moment to take a look back at its
genesis and progress.
First, the milestones. The NAA affiliate that
administers the program moved its facilities from
Ann Arbor, Mich., to Montvale, N.J., and its
name was changed to the Institute of Certified
Management Accountants (ICMA) from the Institute of Management Accounting. Moreover,
Certificate No. 5,000 was presented.
In the last five years, other visible signs have
appeared that signify the CMA is well on its way
to wide acceptance. Certified Management Accountants now range from recent college graduates just starting their careers to corporate controllers, treasu rers, chief fi nancial officers,
partners with CPA firms, chief executive officers,

and professors. Employment ads in The Wall
Street Journal and other business publications are
beginning to include CMA as well as CPA in their
list of desired credentials, and professors are encouraging students to consider management accounting as well as public accounting careers. Another plus: the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB) includes the CMA
with the CPA as appropriate certification requirements for faculty. In addition, many companies
are encouraging their employees to take the CMA
examination, and many are reimbursing for CMA
review courses. Some even sponsor in -house review courses to help in this endeavor.
To promote the field of management accounting to students, NAA recently established the
Committee on Academic Relations to work with
special coordinators at colleges and universities.
The CMA program naturally will be part of that
focus.
Although the CMA program has become better
known and more widely accepted, the true test of
its impact "will be when it becomes a natural part
of the accounting process to think of CMA as we
do CPA. When it becomes part of the common
discussion of accounting, we will have achieved
our goals," says Dr. James Bulloch, managing director of the ICMA.
A Comprehensive Exam Is the Key
To become a CMA, a candidate first must apMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

ply for admission to the program and register for
the examination. Then he or she must pass a rigorous, comprehensive five -part test covering all
the vital areas with which a management accountant must deal almost daily. Subject areas include
economics and business finance; organization and
behavior, including ethical considerations; public
reporting standards, auditing, and taxes; internal
reporting and analysis; and decision analysis, including modeling and information systems. Candidates are allowed three and one -half hours of
examination time for each part, and the minimum
passing grade for each part is 70 %.
In addition to successfully completing the examination, the potential CMA must meet a two year accounting experience requirement and comply with the Standards of Ethical Conduct for
Management Accountants. After completing the
exam, the accountant must complete 90 hours of
continuing education activity every three years to
remain in good standing and to keep abreast of
the latest developments in the field.
Through June 30, 1985, about 6,500 candidates
have completed the exam, of whom 5,800 are certified. During the last 12 months, more than 3,000
new applications were received by the Institute.
Still a Young Program
Although many NAA members had suggested
the possibility of such a program for years, formal
planning to create the program didn't take place
until 1965 when the Association established a
Long -Range Objectives Committee, chaired by
NAA Past President I. Wayne Keller. Among the
more important recommendations of that committee was one proposing that NAA develop and
administer a comprehensive examination to test
the accounting knowledge a management accountant must have to compete in today's fast- changing business world. Candidates who passed the
exam should be given an appropriate title that
would be recognized instantly for its merit and
meaning.
In 1968, NAA's Executive Committee agreed
to pursue the matter further and turned it over to
the Committee on Education for discussion. In
1970, an Ad Hoc Committee on Recognition of
Educational Attainment was established to complete the groundwork. It was chaired by Sterling
K. Atkinson. To implement the program as quickly as possible, in 1971 the Educational Attainment
Task Force, headed by Robert Beyer, was set up.
That group ironed out details and presented the
suggested program to NAA's Executive Committee in October 1971.
In January 1972, the Board of Directors voted
to put the program into effect immediately. In the
next couple of months, the Association established the Institute of Management Accounting
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

(now the ICMA) as an independent body to administer the program and a Board of Regents to
govern the Institute. NAA President J.G. Underwood appointed Herbert C. Knortz, then senior
vice president and comptroller of ITT, first chairman of the Board of Regents and announced the
names of eight others from industry, public accounting, and accounting education as Board
members. They were R. Lee Brummet, Donald H.
Cramer, Walter B. McFarland, Stanley A. Pressler, Allen H. Seed, III, David Solomons, Robert
B. Sweeney, and Thomas H. Williams. Professor
Solomons, however, accepted a sabbatical leave
and was replaced by Professor Edwin H. Caplan.
The Board was supported in its early efforts by
NAA Director of Educational Services, Arthur
Corr.
Establishing the Objectives
Recall ing t he first days of the B oard, Mr.
Knortz, now executive vice president and comptroller of ITT and NAA president, notes: "The
Board agreed that it was time that the management accountant should receive a greater degree
of professional recognition, and we determined
that it would be obtained by a proving of credentials such as passing a qualifying examination.
Also, we wanted to enhance the stature of NAA.
We could do that by establishing a good program
that could be attested to and would be attractive
to and prove the ability of accounting students,
graduates, and others already in the field." In another key decision, the Regents also decided to design the CMA as a professional recognition and
not pursue it as a license to practice.
"We established no particular timetable for
achievement," Mr. Knortz explains. "We realized
that even a state - supported licensing program
such as the CPA took time to become established,
so we knew it wouldn't happen overnight. We
knew the program had to have a professional
staff —that it couldn't be done on a volunteer basis—so we quickly sought out Dr. Bulloch to ensure it would be administered properly and professionally in terms of mechanics, grading, and
quality."
At the time, Dr. James Bulloch was teaching
accounting at the Graduate School of Business
Administration at the University of Michigan. After he accepted the appointment in April, preparations for the first examination raced forward. He
had to design the examination's structure, write
and hire others to write questions, obtain approval
from the Board of Regents for all examination
questions, coordinate production and promotional
efforts with the Association, and have the exam
printed and delivered to the exam sites —all by
December 1972. The task was accomplished, and,
as a testament to its high quality, the exam pro-

1971

A Task Force on
Educational Attainment chaired by
Robert Beyer is
formed to implement a specific educational program,
and the Certificate
in Management Accounting is created.

1972

The National Board
of Directors establishes the Institute
of Management Accounting as an affiliate of NAA for the
purpose of administering the CMA program; the first Board
of Regents of the
IMA is appointed to
set policies for the
CMA program; NAA
President J. G. Underwood appoints
Herbert C. Knortz as
chairman; Dr. James
Bulloch, professor
of accounting at the
University of Michigan, is hired as the
first director of the
IMA.
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Making the Grade
What do an accounting professor from a New Jersey university and a financial executive from a New York manufacturing
firm have in common? Twice a year for three weeks they
demonstrate their commitment to the management accounting profession by serving as graders of the CMA examination.
A total of 2,498individuals sat for the June 1985 examination, which adds up to 6,474parts that had to be graded within a three -week period. The ICMA used 62 faculty members
and practicing management accountants to grade the June examination. One -half of these graders are holders of the CMA.
The ICMA has the names of more than 170 faculty members and practicing management accountants that are filed
according to their topical area of expertise. These people are
contacted about three months before grading time and asked
ifthey are interested in grading. The starting pay for graders
is $12.50 per hour. "The Institute always has been able to
attract dedicated and qualified professionals for the grading
of examinations," Tony Houston, manager of Examination
Development and Grading, says. "This was the case when we
were in Ann Arbor, Mich., and we expect to have the same
success with our graders in the New Jersey area."
Before the graders can begin their work at the Institute's
offices in Montvale, N.J., official answers and point assignments are prepared by the ICMA professional staff. The
graders contribute to the preparation of official answers by
submitting a suggested solution for the questions they are to
grade. These solutions are returned to the ICMA prior to the
grading process. The ICMA professional staff develops the
official answer after thorough research and a review ofits answer and the answers of the graders.
The official answer to a question includes every response
that could earn the candidate points. Once the official answer
has been prepared, grading guides (answer keys) are developed. The grad ing guid es l ist the key words, numeric
amounts, and the related points that can be earned. The
guides also serve as the means to score the candidates' papers.
Once all the exam papers are gathered from the 67 exam
sites throughout the country, first each exam paper is checked

1972

Touche Ross sponsors awards for the
three top scorers in
the CMA examination, naming them
the Robert Beyer
Medals after a past
national president of
NAA and a managing partner of Touche Ross.
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to be sure that it is complete, and then all are put in proper
question order. The multiple choice questions are machine
graded, and the papers are assembled in packages for grading.
When the processing of candidates' papers is completed, sample grading is conducted. A random sample of candidates' papers is selected for each of the five parts. Graders score the
sample papers for each part using the official answer and
grading guides developed by the professional staff.
The purpose of the sample grading is to determine if most
candidates have interpreted the questions as the ICMA intended and to ensure that the official answer and point assignments properly evaluate the candidates' solutions, Revisions
to the official answer and grading guides are made as necessary, but they are usually minimal.
During the grading process, the type and length of the
question and the number of papers to be graded determine
whether one or more persons are assigned to grade each question. Those who are assigned grade only that one question
across all candidates' papers. A reviewer checks the work of
each grader to assure that the grader is consistent with the
official answer and consistent among all papers. A minimum
of 10% of the answers for each question are regraded during
this review process, Upon completion of the grading of each
lot of papers, all marginal papers are reviewed in their entirety to be sure no errors have been made during the grading
process.
While the graders and reviewers are completing the grading, the ICMA professional staff is preparing the unofficial
answers for publication. Each examination with unofficial answers is published by the Institute in a booklet to help individuals prepare for future examinations. The unofficial answers are not as extensive as the official answers that are used
in grading, but they are complete responses that would earn
maximum credit.
Finally, after all of the grading is completed, exam scores
are compiled, and the results are mailed. For the 2,498candidates who spent months in review courses and self - study, the
C
moment of truth has arrived.

cess and structure have changed very little since
the first one.
No Grandfather Clause
Since the first examination was offered, the
breadth and scope of the program have expanded
and its purposes have been reexamined periodically. In looking back over the original objectives,
Dr. Robert Sweeney, professor of accounting at
Memphis State University, member of the first
Board of Regents, and its second chairman, highlights another important Board decision —not to
grandfather any member of the Association as a
CMA. "Another group, when it started its exam,
grandfathered those members who had not taken

the exam. The Board of Regents considered this
briefly but decided it wasn't viable. To maintain
the quality of the profession, we made everyone sit
for the exam. We're glad we did this."
A Personal Challenge
Certified Management Accountants agree.
They are as enthusiastic about the program as are
the Board of Regents and the ICMA. Dennis R.
Beresford, partner with Ernst & Whinney's national office in Cleveland and holder of Certificate
No. 6, is a CMA pioneer, sitting for and passing
all five parts of the first exam. "I sat for the first
exam as a personal challenge," he explains. "I was
the first person in Ernst & Whinney's national ofMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

fice to take the exam. We thought someone should
see what it was like. Personal satisfaction is the
key to the CMA. Although it hasn't benefitted me
in more money or promotions or the like, it increased my confidence in my ability and fulfilled a
personal challenge. It's particularly beneficial for
younger people because it shows they are serious
about their career, that they'll do something extra." To encourage others to try for their CMA,
he talks to student groups in Ohio and appears in
a magazine ad sponsored by the ICMA.
Louis Vlasho, vice president — finance of Gold
Bond Ice Cream, Inc., is the first NAA president
to hold the CMA at the time of his election. He,
too, sat for the exam the first year. "This was the
first opportunity I had to measure my competency
against the common body of knowledge required
of management accountants. I had chosen management accounting over public accounting, and 1
felt we management accountants were doing comparable— sometimes even more difficult —work,
but there was not an awareness of our contribution to the business community."
He warns that the exam might be more difficult
than a can did at e reali zes and that everyone
should study for it. When he sat for the exam he
had been out of school 13 years and was assistant
controller for Hobart Corp. Although he sat for
all five parts, he passed the first four, but not the
fifth —and it was the area in which he was working. "The longer I sat in the test room, the more
concerned I became that I was not adequately prepared for the exam, especially in my area of expertise. I made it through the other parts because of
my experience and the involvement in professional organizations — primarily NAA. But I learned
that there is no substitution for preparation and
study." He signed up for the fifth part the following year, but due to personal reasons he had to
wait until 1974 to complete the exam. That year
he was granted his CMA. "It's a credit to the
Board of Regents and the ICMA staff that it's a
first -rate exam and a true test of a candidate's
knowledge and skills. It's as difficult as or more
difficult than other exams."
Vice president and general controller for Johnson & Johnson and current Board of Regents
Chairman Clark Johnson received his certificate
in 1974. He believes that many are deterred from
taking the exam because of the "fear of failure."
"With a passing rate of 50 %, there should be no
embarrassment to failing and then having to work
to pass the exam the next time," Mr. Johnson
said. He sat for the exam in 1972 but failed two
parts and had to do some self - study. "Pursuing a
CMA is truly an educational experience because
the field of management accounting is broader
than anyone studies in depth at college or experiences in the early years of on-the-job training. The
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ NOVEMBER 1985

1973
Ann Arbor, Michigan, is chosen as
the location for the
IMA's headquarters;
CMA designations
are awarded to 54
accountants who
successfully completed the first CMA
exam and met the
two -year experience
requirement.

Reviewer Dale Davis (seated) discusses grading
question with Jo Ellen Sur, a grader.

N

t
Reviewer Mo Sharif initials the grading master sheet after
reviewing a package of candidates' papers.
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1979

The CMA is recognized in the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools
of Business
(AACSB) standards
for accreditation of
accounting degree
programs.

1980

A majority of CMAs
are now serving on
the Board of Regents; Stanley W.
Guinn, graduate student at the University of Michigan, is
the first student winner of the Student
Performance Award
sponsored by Monsanto Co.
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self -study necessary to prepare for the exam is an
excellent means of development toward reaching
top financial management."
Employed by J &J for 32 years, Mr. Johnson
was CFO (vice president of finance) of a J&J subsidiary, Devro, Inc., when he took the exam. With
his background in operations, he was not exposed
to public accounting and was not able to pursue a
CPA in the state of New Jersey while employed
by industry. "I sat for the exam primarily to satisfy myself because I didn't have a CPA nor did I
have any desire to do auditing work or to leave
J&J to work in public accounting. I was surprised
by the accolades I received when I earned my
CMA. This achievement seemed to `prove' my
credentials. Within a year I was asked to move to
corporate and then became corporate controller in
1977. While no one said so, there is no doubt in
my mind that the CMA gave me a leg -up among
other capable CFOs at other subsidiaries."
State of the Art Knowledge
"The CMA exam is a challenge whether you
have to catch up on what you may have forgotten
over the years or learn entirely new areas," observes Jerry L. Ford, vice president of administrative services at Pillsbury and the first CMA to be
chairman of the Board of Regents.
"I really call it a certificate in business administrat ion, " says p rofessor AI L. Hart graves of
Emory University in Atlanta. "It is more difficult
than the CPA because it covers a vast field of
knowledge." A CMA since 1981, Professor Hart graves took the test to show his students that it is
a worthwhile certificate to have.
Donald T. Hughes, finance manager —Asia Pacific area for Monsanto Company, was out of college for 13 years when he earned the CMA in
1977. "I wanted to tak e the exam because the
CMA represents `state of the art' knowledge. It
covers the ent ire pro fess ion of management
accounting."
Kurt A. Fuchs, vice president of the Investment
Banking Division of Goldman Sachs and holder
of CMA Certificate No. 5,000, calls the CMA
"an oth er arrow i n t he qu iver of man agement
tools." Explaining why he pursued the Certificate
he says, "It was an ideal way to refresh my business education and hone the skills acquired when
I was in the graduate business program at Carnegie Mellon."
Many CMAs share the sentiments of Ellen S.
Ryczek, superintendent of financial reporting at
Aetna Life and Casualty. She was looking for a
program that would offer personal development
and fulfillment —it didn't have to promise career
advancement and promotion.
Donald Hughes agrees. "I believe people who
pursue the CMA do it for their own enrichment."

As a manager at Monsanto, he does not want to
portray it as a job requirement. Rather he advises
executives to get a solid base of knowledge which
the CMA program provides and keep up with
changes in the field through in -house development
and continuing education programs.
Mr. Hughes is a "graduate" of Monsanto's inhouse CMA review course and claims that, without a doubt, exposure to the exam is excellent
preparation for a successful career.
Susan Folsom, senior auditor with E.I. duPont
de Nemours & Co., took the exam in 1982. "I
wanted to further my knowledge and personal
achievement and to enhance my competitiveness
in the profession. Also, my boss at the time was
active in NAA and the program and encouraged
me to sit for it. I'm glad I did. The mastery of
knowledge and skills required to pass the exam
really contributed to my career knowledge."
Among the most notable CMAs are Robert F.
Garland, deputy executive director and chief financial officer of St. Paul Ramsey Medical Center
in Minnesota; Professor Ronald J. Huefner of the
State University of New York at Buffalo; and
Gary A. Luoma, director and professor of the
School of Accountancy at Georgia State University and chairman of NAA's Committee on Public
Relations. They were awarded the Beyer Gold,
Silver, and Bronze Medals for the three highest
scores on the first CMA exam and hold certificates No. 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
The reasons these "pioneers" had for taking the
test are not so different from those heard today.
Learning about the program at an NAA meeting,
Mr. Garland thought the exam would be an interesting challenge. He remembers th e exam as
heavy in man ageri al areas a n d o p er at i o n s
research.
Professor Huefner believed it would be a useful
credential to have because he taught managerial
accounting courses at the University.
"I think the program is doing darn well," Professor Luoma says. His reasons for taking the first
exam were partly selfish —he wanted the credential. He also wanted to show his support for a program that would give recognition to the management accountant.
User - Oriented Exam
Based on his experiences as the author of review manuals for both the CMA and CPA exams,
Professor Irvin N. Gleim analyzed the examination's content. According to Professor Gleim, the
CMA program is "user oriented" in contrast to
the CPA exam, which is "preparer oriented."
The CMA program does cover the preparation
of financial statements and related reports, but,
perhaps more important, it emphasizes the use of
financial data as well as qualitative and quantitaMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

tive nonfinancial data and their behavioral effects.
The CMA exam focuses on the organizational entity, its environment, and the design and use of
accounting and information systems.
Not only does the CMA program as a whole
stress the use of accounting reports, but Parts I
and 2 of the CMA exam emphasize the overall
business environment of an organization and the
management process, respectively. Study of the
topics tested on Part 2, "Organization and Behavior," facilitates understanding of the management
processes of planning, organizing, directing, controlling and includes the behavioral implications
of the management process.
"It is noteworthy," says Professor Gleim, "that
the CMA program uses an applications- oriented
MBA approach. Unfortunately, economics, marketing, and management science topics are generally presented to undergraduate accounting majors in basic survey (definition and memorization)
courses. These survey courses are usually part of
the business core curriculum and are taken in the
first year or two of undergraduate study, prior to
the 'important' accounting courses. Because most
undergraduates lack business experience that
could illustrate the material, the subject matter of

these 'peripheral' courses is difficult for most undergraduate accounting students to absorb and
integrate."
The CMA program provides an opportunity to
review and understand this important body of
knowledge in an organizational context. The accounting professional, generally with several years
of experience in the "real" world,, is in a perfect
position to relate recent business experience to
most of the principles and applications tested on
the CMA exam and included in study books.
A Giant Step Forward
The CMA program is well under way toward
receiving the recognition and participation it deserves. With continued efforts by companies, colleges and universities, CPA firms, and CMAs and
other people in the accounting field, the CMA
program will continue on its track of steady
growth and acceptance in the profession of accounting. Dr. Sweeney says it all: "The CMA program is the most significant contribution NAA
has made to the profession of management accounting, and as the leading organization of management accountants internationally, that's most
appropriate."
❑

1985
After 13 years in
Ann Arbor, the IMA
moves to NAA
headquarters in
Montvale, N.J.; the
IMA changes its
name to the Institute of Certified
Management Accountants (ICMA);
CMA Certificate
5,000 is presented
to Kurt A. Fuchs of
Goldman Sachs.

Studying for the CMA Exam
"Failure to interpret the question correctly can keep you from
succeeding on the exam," cautions Patrick Healy, CMA and
instructor for the Gilman CMA Review Course.
It is Saturday morning. Nine of us including a controller,
accounting manager, senior financial analyst, and tax associate are gathered around a conference table in a Marriott
Hotel room, listening attentively to instructor Healy's advice
on how to study and format an answer to a question with
narrative and numeric schedules.
Professor Richard Gilman started his CMA review course
in 1978 with four instructors and an enrollment of three students. To date, approximately 150 individuals have taken the
course, and he obviously is pleased to report that three of his
students were Beyer Silver Medalists.
Professor Gilman's recommendation for a good score is
simple: solve problems from old exams. An added advantage
of working through problems is that it builds self - confidence.
"CMA questions often are based on situations faced by senior
financial executives. If your decisions or answers match the
1CMA's answer of what a CFO might decide to do, you'll
have a good feeling about your own abilities as a financial
manager," he explains.
Al Tomlinson's Accounting Educators Colligation review
course is used by Johnson & Johnson and other companies in
the New Jersey area. His method of preparing candidates involves weekly homework assignments which call for candidates to write answers to the most recent exam questions.
"This form of study enables candidates to quickly learn

that although their ideas may be solid, the presentation on an
exam answer sheet is not. During class sessions we work to
correct the problem," he said.
Only one -third of all candidates attend formal review
courses in preparation for the exam. Many candidates have
been successful using Tomlinson's review course for home
study, Grant Newton's six - volume review series, or Irvin
Gleim's two - volume CMA Examination Review.
And what do the authors of the exam recommend? [CMA
Director Karl Reichardt says the first step is to become familiar with the content and format of the examination. The
CMA program announcement published by the Institute outlines the content of the five -part examination and provides
the candidate with a good idea of the topical coverage ofeach
part of the examination.
Next, the candidate should assess his or her knowledge of
the topics covered on the exam and decide on an appropriate
method of study. For example, if you need the discipline of a
structured course and have been out of school for a while, it
might be wise to enroll in a review course. The ICMA provides a list of courses offered throughout the United States.
Ano th er op ti on is to fo rm a study group with other
candidates.
Once you choose the method that suits your schedule and
budget, good study habits must be developed. A few hours set
aside each week for several months provide a much better
learning experience than does "cramming."
❑
Susan Jayson
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"We e proud
that so manv of
our people
have earned
the
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the
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Dennis R. Beresford
National Director of
Accounting Standards
Ernst

And as Denny Beresford knows, the CMA program
helps to develop qualified people. By attaining this
professional designation, these staff members demonstrate a strong commitment to better understanding
complex business operations and understanding and
meeting their clients' needs.

So if your Company is looking for a way to develop its
accountants, recommend and support the CMA program.
It's one way of discovering people with high potential.
If you'd like to know more about the CMA program,
complete the requested information and send it to:
r

Ernst & Whinny provides audit, tax, and management consulting. services to thousands of companies —
from many of the nation's leading public corporations
to small, emerging businesses.
All these clients benefit from service by professionals who are knowledgeable business people, not just
good accountants and auditors.
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How
Valuable
Is the
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Promotion is not automatic, but
there are rewards —both tangible and
intangible —for those who pass the grueling five -part examination.

By Dale L. Flesher and Frances M. McNair
There are now more than 5,800 holders of the
Certificate in Management Accounting in this
country. The CMA is the recognized professional
designation for those who wish to specialize in
management accounting. But does this professional designation have any value?
In an attempt to determine the value of the
CMA designation to current certificate holders,
we mailed a t wo -p age q uesti on nai re to 2 79
CMAs. The sample was randomly chosen from
the October 1, 1983, Roster of Certificates in
Management Accounting, published by the Institut e of Certi fi ed Management Accou nt an ts
(ICMA). Of the 279 questionnaires mailed, 175
were returned, which represents a response rate of
62 %,
The questionnaire was composed, fundamentally, of five general categories of questions. The first
part of the questionnaire contained demographic
questions concerning age, sex, education, present
area of employment, and so on. The second category of questions dealt with employer requirement or encouragement in obtaining the CMA
designation. Questions in the third category were
concerned with the rewards that resulted from obtaining the Certificate. The fourth category of
questions surveyed the CMAs' attitudes toward
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

the Certificate and toward the CMA examination.
The last category simply asked the respondents to
rank the parts of the CMA examination in order
of importance to them. The questionnaire also
asked fo r co mmen t s co n cer n i n g t h e C M A
examination.
What the Survey Showed
Respondents were asked to indicate their age as
falling into one of five age groups (see Tables for a
breakdown of the sample by age groups and other
pertinent characteristics). Almost two - thirds of
the respondents were in the age group 30 -39 years.
The youthfulness of the certificate holders is indicated by the fact that 73.8% of the respondents
are under age 40.
Of tho se res pon din g t o t he questi onn aire,
81.8% were male, 10.9% were female, and 7.3%
chose not to answer the question. This result indicates that those currently holding the Certificate
in Management Accounting are predominantly
men.
We asked respondents to indicate educational
levels achieved and, based on the responses, four
groups were defined. Of the respondents, 62.9%
hold degrees higher than a bachelor's. CMAs are
obviously the "go- getters" in the management accounting profession.
An analysis of the sample by area of business in

Dale L. Flesher is a
professor of
accountancy. at the
University of
Mississippi. An NAA
national director, he
holds both CPA and
CMA designations. He
has a doctorate from
the University of
Cincinnati. He is a
member of Northeast
Mississippi Chapter,
through which this
article was submitted.
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What Kinds of Rewards Were Received for
Passing CMA Exam?
Type of Reward
Salary
Increase

`

Area of
Business

Percentage
29.2
6.6
55.6
7.3
1.3

BS or BA
BS and BA
Masters
Ph.D.
Unknown or None

100.0

How Old Are CMAs?
Percentage

Age Group

11.7
62.1
15.3
8.0
2.9

20-29
30 -39
40 -49
50 -59
60 or over

100.0

What Type
yp of Business Are You
Employed In?
Percentage

Area of Business

61.8
8.8
6.8
2.2
20,4

Private Accounting
Public Accounting
Academics
Government
Miscellaneous

Other
Recognition

Private Accounting
Public Accounting
Academics
Government
Other

3.6%
0.0%
2.2%
0.0%
0.0%

.7%
0.0%
.7%
0.0%
0.0%

25.5%
5.1%
6.6%
.7%
6.6%

Total

5.8%

1.4%

44.5%

Did Your Employer Provide Encouragement?
What Type?

What Degrees Do CMAs Have?
Highest
Degree Completed

Promotion

Area
of
Business
Private Accounting
Public Accounting
Academics
Government
Other

Review
Training

Review
Training
Reimb.

Exam
Expense
Reimb.

65.6%
6.3%
9.4%
0.0%
18.7%

68.6%
5.7%
4.3%
1.4%
20.0%

69.8%
6.3%
3.2%
1.6%
19.1%

How Pertinent Were CMA Exam Parts?
Exam Part
Internal Reporting
and Analysis
(Part 4)
Decision Analysis
(Part 5)
Public Reporting
Standards
(Part 3)
Economics and
Finance
(Part 1)
Organization and
Behavior
(Part 2)

No, 1'
Votes

No. 2
Votes

No. 3
Votes

No, 4
Votes

No. 5
Votes

Total

430

184

72

34

2

722

165

232

117

52

21

587

135

132

96

64

51

478

120

56

135

120

32

463

30

96

108

84

67

385

'The votes are the weighed numbers.

100.0

Was Your Knowledge Broadened by CMA
Exam Preparation?

Has the CMA Certificate Made You
Feel More Confident?
Yes
More Confidence in
Professional Abilities
Keep More Current in Field
Increased Job Mobility

;10

75.3%
63.5%
74.5%

No
24.7%
36.5%
25.5%

Area of Business

Greatly

Private Accounting
Public Accounting
Academics
Government
Other

36.0%
12.5%
12.5%
0.0 0/0
26.3%

Somewhat
56.0 0/0
87.5%
81.3%
0.0 0/0
68.4%

Not at All
8.0%
0.0%
6.3%
100.0%
5.3%
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which the respondents were presently engaged
shows that more than 60% are employed in private accounting. The miscellaneous group is composed of areas such as banking, consulting, and
computer systems analysis and did not lend itself
to the selected groupings. However, many from
this latter group probably could have been categorized with private accounting also.
More than half of all CMAs also hold other
professional accounting designations. Just over
50% of the CMAs (50.4 %) also held either the
CPA or CIA (Certified Internal Auditor) certificates. Again, this is an indication that CMAs are
professionally aggressive individuals. Even though
many CMAs already hold the CPA designation,
they are not content to rest on their laurels. They
want to accomplish as much as possible in order
to differentiate themselves from the person at the
next desk. As the IMA's slide exhibit promoting
the CMA exam emphasizes, CMAs are definitely
achievement - oriented.
Did Employer Encourage CMA?
In another category of questions, we asked
whether the employer provided any CMA exam
review training, any financial assistance for CMA
exam review training, or any financial assistance
for CMA exam expenses. An analysis of the survey results revealed that employers of 59.1% of
the respondents provided encouragement by one
of the three methods mentioned.
As can be seen from the tables, more employers
encourage the obtaining of the Certificate in Management Accounting by providing financial assistance for CMA exam review courses, with reimbursement for CMA exam expenses running a
close second. As the results show, however, a very
low percentage of employers actually provide any
type of review training for the CMA exam.
Our survey also disclosed the breakdown of employers providing encouragement by area of business. The overwhelming percentage of each type
of encouragement is provided by employers in private accounting. This result is to be expected as
more than half, 61.8 %, of all employers were in
private accounting. It is interesting to note, however, that these 61.8% who are employers in private accounting provide 65.6% of all review training, 68.6% of the review training reimbursement,
and 69.8% of exam expense reimbursement. Chi square analysis reveals that area of employment is
significantly related to employer review training
reimbursement and employer CMA exam expense
reimbursement at the .05 level.
How Was the CMA Recognized?
The third category of the questionnaire dealt
with rewards received as a direct result of obtaining t he C MA designation. Respondents were
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

asked if their salary increased, if they were promoted, and if they received any other recognition
upon passing the CMA examination. The rewards
received are listed by area of business in which the
respondents are currently employed. As can be
seen in the table, only a very small percentage of
the respondents received any type of salary increase or promotion as a direct result of obtaining
the Certificate. However, 44.5% of the respondents received some type of recognition other than
salary increase or promotion. Although the results
cannot be validly compared within the area of
business category, private accounting and academics are the only two areas in which any of the
respo ndent s received in creas es i n s al ary o r
promotions.
Respondents were asked to explain any kind of
recognition received other than money or promotion. Of those that replied, letters of congratulations from superiors and recognition in the company newsletter or memo were the most common.
More than 20 respondents received letters of congratulations and a similar number were recognized in company newsletters or memos. Twelve
of the respondents received verbal congratulations, six received a free dinner, four received
plaques, and one respondent reported getting a
"hearty handshake."
Of the respondents surveyed, 61% held the
Certificate prior to obtaining their present positions. These respondents were asked to rank how
much (greatly, somewhat, or not at all) they felt
having the Certificate aided them in acquiring
their present position. Of these replies, 6.9% felt it
helped them greatly, 55.2% felt it helped them
somewhat, and 37.9% felt it was no help at all.
These statistics may change in coming years as
more CMAs change jobs. Because the number of
CMAs is increasing at a rapid rate, and three fourths of all present CMAs will probably still be
active professionally 30 years from now, it means
that non -CMAs will increasingly be at a disadvantage when job appointments are made.
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University of
Mississippi currently
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Northeast Mississippi
Chapter.

How Do You Feel About CMA?
The next category of questions dealt with respondents' attitudes toward the CMA exam and
Certificate. Based upon statistical analysis, there
was no significant relationship between area of
business and these attitudes. One interesting result
is the fact that 91.6% of the respondents believed
their knowledge was broadened to some extent as
a result of preparing for the CMA exam.
Other questions were asked concerning the respondent's attitude toward the CMA designation
and its effect on professional confidence, keeping
more current in the field, and increased job mobility. (See page 30 for the results of this analysis.)
Another attitudinal question was asked con31

HowWeConductedResearch
Most of the questions in the survey were yes -no type questions or
interval scale questions with only three intervals. These types of
questions generally produce nonmetric data, which are measured
with nominal or ordinal scales. The basic statistics for categorical
data are frequency distributions and percentages. Joint frequency
distributions can be statistically analyzed by certain tests of significance, such as the chi - square statistic, to determine whether or not
the variables are statistically independent. With a test of statistical
significance, the probability that the observed relationship could
happen by chance is learned. The probability of the observed relationship occurring by chance is equal to the proportion of the sample in which the relationship between the two variables is as strong
or stronger than in the observed sample. It has become convention
in social science to accept as statistically significant relationships
which have a probability of occurring by chance 5% of the time.'
The statistics employed in the analysis of this research are percentages and combined frequency distributions of two or more variables. The chi- square statistic was employed to determine whether
or not certain variables are statistically independent.
The survey instrument was designed to obtain some insight into
the perceptions CMA holders have of the value of the Certificate.
Because only current Certificate holders were surveyed, any inferences made from this study cannot be generalized to other groups.
Statistical significance depends not only on the strength of the
observed relationship but on the size of the sample. The sample size
of this survey was computed using a 90% confidence level. Tests of
statistical significance indicate the likelihood of the existence of an
observed relationship, not the strength of the relationship.
❑
'Nic, N., C. Ilull, J. Jenkins, K. Steinbrenncr, D. Bent, Statistical Package for the Social Sriences. Second Edition. McGntw -Hill Book Co., New York. 1975, p. 222.

cerning the extent to which personal satisfaction
was experienced as a result of successfully meeting
the requirements for obtaining the CMA designation. The results of this question also are summarized by age group in the figure.
From these results it is clear that almost all respondents received some degree of personal satisfaction from obtaining the Certificate. Although
there is no significant statistically valid difference
among age groups, it appears that the older respondents gained more personal satisfaction from
successfully meeting the requirements for obtaining the certificate. Of the respondents, 70.5% rated the experience of personal satisfaction as greatly, 28.4% rated it somewhat, and 1.1% rated it as
not at all.
The respondents were asked to rank the five
parts of the CMA exam in order of importance to
them in their regular duties. In order to determine
the part of the exam that was ranked as most important, a weighting scheme was used. For each
response the number one position was assigned
five points; the number two position was assigned
32

four points; similarly, parts ranked three, four,
and five were assigned total points of three, two,
and one respectively. The total points were then
accumulated for each part of the exam. Internal
Reporting and Analysis (Part 4 of the exam) is
clearly considered to be most important, with Decision Analysis (Part 5) in the second position.
Organization and Behavior (Part 2) is at the bottom of the list. Interestingly, all five sections received strong support from at least some of the
respondents. This indicates that the exam content
is appropriate as a management accounting evaluation tool.
Asked if they felt the reward of having the Certificate was worth the effort to obtain it, 93.7%
said yes. We also asked, "Would you encourage
others to obtain the Certificate ?" Some 98.9% responded yes.
The CMA Program: Pluses and Minuses
A final optional question asked the respondents
to make any comments they wished concerning
the CMA exam. Most responses lauded the success of the program, but there were a few criticisms. However, all of the negative remarks can
be summarized as one thing: poor publicity for the
CMA program. Comments received included:
•❑Too❑little❑recognition;❑I❑quit❑telling❑professional
contacts I had it because I'm tired of explaining
what it is.
•❑An❑excellent❑program.❑Much❑needs❑to❑be❑done
to make the business community aware of the
CMA designation.
•❑Most❑employers❑in❑Houston❑never❑heard❑of❑the
CMA exam (and most CPAs never did either).
The general concensus was that within NAA
the CMA was well known and respected, but non NAA people are not familiar with the program.
The survey results indicate a very positive attitude toward the CMA and its value. The attitudinal variables appear to have the most value. Personal satisfaction resulting from obtaining the
Certificate scored in the highest rankings. A large
number of respondents pointed to broadened
knowledge and an increase in professional confidence as a result of passing the exam and obtaining the Certificate. Financial rewards and promotions were recognized as areas of value by the
lowest number of respondents. Thus, it would appear that Certificate holders recognize the value
of the Certificate but perhaps other groups, such
as employers, do not. As several of the respondents commented, one t hing that seems t o be
needed is more recognition of the Certificate. Perhaps more extensive promotional programs by the
IMA, NAA, and colleges and universities would
help to bring about this needed recognition. ❑
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ NOVEMBER 1985
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Most CFOs believe that the
program is worthwhile—
but despite these positive perceptions,
CMAs are still not actively recruited, promoted, and rewarded.

By Robert H. Farrar, Linda J. Block,
and William C. Lawler
How do today's ultimate "buyers" of the CMA —
members of the business community who employ
management accountants —feel about the Certificate in Management Accounting Program?
In 1984, we conducted an extensive mail survey
to obtain evidence on the attitudes of a wide cross section of chief financial officers on important issues relating to the progress, problems, and future
prospects of the CMA program. Although our
questionnaire also included items pertaining to
important CMA - related career and curriculum issues, we focus here on the progress, problems, and
prospects of the CMA program.
Conducting the Survey
The sample was randomly drawn from a Dun &
Bradstreet directory containing the names and addresses of the chief financial officers (CFOs) of
more than 4.5 million organizations in the United
States. The primary criteria used for selection
were that a company must have a minimum of
$10 million in sales and more than 100 employees.
Additional sample objectives included a requirement that the sample be representative with reMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ NOVEMBER 1985

spect to both geographic distribution and industry
classification based upon standard industry classification (SIC) codes.
Purposely, we avoided using the Fortune 500 as
the sample in an attempt to develop a more representative cross - section of CFOs in the business
community. As academicians, we are involved
with individuals who may eventually be, or are
currently, working for firms of all sizes and types.
The questionnaires (2,847) personally addressed
to the chief financial officers of the sample firms
were mailed. A second request mailing was sent to
nonrespondents. In total, 843 CFOs responded,
yielding a 30% overall response rate. However,
67% of those who did respond indicated that neither they, nor any colleague within their firm, had
sufficient knowledge of or experience with the
CMA program to answer the questions.` Apparently a significant percentage of CFOs in companies of all sizes and in all industries throughout
the United States still are not familiar with the
CMA program.
Our analysis is based on the 276 usable responses that were completed by CFOs who felt they
had sufficient knowledge of the CMA program. A
profile of the average respondent is shown in Table 1. The mean respondent has worked nearly 16

it
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years, devoting equal amounts of time to managerial accounting (40 %) and financial management
(39 %). This individual respondent is likely to be
certified, affiliated with a professional organization, and have a minimum of a bachelor's degree.
Our typical CFO is as likely to work for a large
company as for a small one, in any industry, located anywhere in the U.S. This analysis of the characteristics of the "mean respondent" mitigated
any of our concerns about the size of the response
rate.
Attainment of CMA's Objectives
Table 2 summarizes the perceived level of at-

Table I
CFO Respondent Profile
Mean Response

Characteristic
15.8

Experience
Certification

years
CPA
CMA

Affiliation

AICPA

3.

Education

58%
36%

4.

Time demands

1.
2.

5. Size of firm
6. Geographic location
7. SIC codes

49.5%
6.4%
44.2%
39.6%
15.7%

NAA
FEI
college graduates
advanced degrees
Management accounting
duties
Financial management
duties
Other duties
No bias
No bias
No bias

39.6%
38.9%
21.5%

tainment of each of five basic CMA program objectives as promulgated by the Institute. A substantial majority of the respondents felt that the
CMA program has attained, at a minimum, a reasonable achievement of the objectives for which it
was established.
If we consider those responses indicating either
high achievement or complete achievement and
combine those two percentages, we can rank the
five objectives from highest to lowest achievement
as follows:
• (1st ) Ob ject ive 3 - t o ou t li n e a cou rs e o f
study... (37 %);
• (2nd) Objective 4-to foster higher educational
standards... (36 %);
• (3rd) Objective 5 -to establish an objective
measure of an individual's knowledge and
competence . . . (33 %);
• (4th) Objective 2 -to identify the underlying
body of knowledge pertaining to management
accounting (23 %); and,
• (5th) Objective 1 -to identify the role of the
management accountant (17 %).
Or, from another viewpoint, if we rank the five
objectives from lowest to highest attainment in
terms of those CFOs recording either minimal
achievement or no achievement, we obtain the following combined percentages:
• (1st) Objective 1 -to identify the role of management accountant (41%);
• (2nd) Objective 2 -to identify the underlying

Table 2
Objectives
In 1972 the CMA program was established with the objectives listed below. For each of the objectives, indicate the
level of achievement attained by the CMA program.
Complete
High
Perso nable
Minimal
No
M ean'
achievement achievement achievement achievement achievement response

Objective
SCALE
To identify the role of the

management accountant.
To identify the underlying
body of knowledge pertaining to management
accounting.
To outline a course of study
by which such knowledge
can be attained.
To foster higher educational
standards in the field of
management accounting.
To establish an objective
measure of an individual's
knowledge and competence
in the field of management
accounting.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

1.100

15.6%

42.5%

33.3%

7.5%

3.31

2.1

21.1

46.8

23.7

6.3

3.11

2.7

34.4

41.4

17.7

3.8

2.85

1.6

34.4

41.4

17.7

4.8

2.88

3.2

29.3

47.3

13.8

6.4

2.91

'We collected and summarized responses according to the scale indicated on each table. A mean response is a simple weighted average of the individual
responses. For example, a mean response of less than 3.0 indicates greater than Reasonable Achievement, and a mean response greater than 3.0 in-

dicates less than Reasonable Achievement.
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Table 3
Benefits of Attaining CMA
For each of the statements below, please indicate whether you: Strongly Agree, Agree. Neither Agree Nor Disagree,
Disagree, or Strongly Disagree.
Statements
on benefits

Strongly
Neither agree
Strongly Mean
agree Agree nor disagree Disagree disagree response

SCALE
Successful completion of the CMA exam
demonstrates a management accountant's
wide range of business and accounting
knowledge.
Successful completion of the CMA program gives evidence that a management
accountant has maintained technical competence beyond the requirements of
his/her immediate assignment.
Successful completion of the CMA program demonstrates a strong commitment
to continued professional development in
management accounting.

(1)

(3)

(4)

(5)

11.3%

50.7%

25.844,

9.0 010

3.2%

2.42

14.9

45.0

27.0

9.9

3.2

2.41

25.7

54.4

13.3

5.8

.9

2.52

body of knowledge pertaining to management
accounting (30 %);
(3rd) Objective 4—to foster higher educational
standards... (23 %);
(4th) Ob jective 3 —to out li ne a co urse of
study... (22 %);
(5th) Objective 5 —to establish an objective
meas ure of an individual's knowledge and
competence... (21%)
Both rankings clearly indicate that the CFO respondents felt that the CMA program has been
much less successful at identifying the underlying
body of management accounting knowledge (Objective 2) and especially less successful at identifying the role of the management accountant (Objective 1). This finding seems to reinforce the
summation which Robert Half made in his 1980
article, "Do Management Accountants Have an
Image Problem ? ": "Many business managers do
not know who the management accountant is or
what he or she does.
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Agreement with Benefits of CMA
To better measure the recognition and acceptance of the CMA, we asked the survey participants to agree or disagree with three statements
about the benefits' of successfully completing the
CMA examination and program (Table 3).
A majority (67 %) of the CFOs agreed with all
three of the statements regarding CMA benefits.
Table 3 reveals that 80% of the respondents either
agreed (54 %) or strongly agreed (26 %) with statement 3: "demonstrates a strong commitment to
continued professional development in management accounting;" 62% either agreed (51 %) or
strongly agreed (11 %) with statement 1: "demonstrates a management accountant's wide range of
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/NOVEMBER 1985
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business and accounting knowledge;" and, 60%
either agreed (45 %) or strongly agreed (15 %) with
statement 2: "gives evidence that a management
accountant has maintained technical competence
beyond the requirements of his /her immediate assignment." The preceding data and analysis of the
CMA program is quite favorable. Before concluding that all is well with the program, however, the
reader mu st carefu lly consi der the following
findings.
Importance of CMA Designation
The CFOs were asked to indicate how important they would consider a qualified candidate's
possession of a CMA for entry -level hiring of a
management accountant, promotion to mid -level
responsibility, and promotion to upper -level responsibility. Table 4 shows that nearly identical
majorities felt that having a CMA is at least reasonably important for promotion to mid -level
(55 %) and promotion to upper -level responsibility
(56 %). A minority of respondents (43 %) considered possession of the CMA to be at least reasonably important for entry -level hiring. Also, almost
twice as many CFOs indicated that the CMA designation is either very important or essential for
promotion to upper -level responsibility (18 %) as
did those for promotion to mid -level responsibility
(10 %) or entry -level hiring (10 %).
Educational Reimbursement
As an indicator of the CMAs' relative status,
we asked those surveyed to indicate their company policies regarding reimbursing employees for
the fees and costs involved in attaining (reviewing
for and sitting for the examination) and maintaining (annual fees and continuing education) their
professional certifications (Table 5).
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Approximately 45% of the companies do not
reimburse their employees for the costs of reviewing for or sitting for any of the professional certifications listed. When it comes to employees who
already possess their certifications, however, only
29% of the companies fail to reimburse for required annual fees and costs of fulfilling continuing education requirements. Companies are most
receptive to reimbursing CPA candidates for the
costs of attaining (approximately 50 %) and reimbursing CPAs for the costs of maintaining (67 %)
their certifications. While slightly less than one
half of the companies (45 %) reimburse CMA candidates for the costs of attaining their certifications, approximately 52% do pay CMAs for the
costs of maintaining their certificates. Although it
is clear the rate of CMA reimbursement still falls
behind CPA reimbursement, it is also quite evident that CMA reimbursement has become significant and exceeds that available for all the other
professional certifications listed.
Salary Adjustments
We asked respondents to indicate their company policies regarding salary adjustment for an em-

ployee's successful completion of several professional examinations (Table 6).
Clearly, the great majority (76 %) of companies
do not make a salary adjustment solely on the basis of an employee's passing a professional examination. It is interesting to note, however, that
22% of the firms do adjust salaries for passing the
CPA examination and 16% for the CMA examination. In 1983, Pitman" reported in an unpublished paper that only 12% of the corporate contro l l ers h e s u rvey ed i n d i cat ed t h at th ei r
companies paid a bonus or gave special recognition to those who have successfully completed the
CMA examination. This rather quick and recent
(1983 to 1984) upward trend in salary adjustment
for successful completion of the CMA examination may reflect a rapidly growing recognition of
the value of the CMA.
We asked those surveyed to specify which professional certifications, if any, they preferred to
use in their management accounting recruiting efforts. Thirty -nine percent of the respondents stated that their firms do not list any professional certifications in th ei r man agemen t acco un t i n g
recruiting literature. Of those who do specify a

Table 4
Importance of Possession of CMA Certificate
For each of the three situations listed below, given qualified candidates with similar academic and performance histories,
please indicate whether you would consider the fact that the candidate possesses the CMA certificate: Essential,
Very Important, Reasonably Important, Slightly Important, or Not Important.
Very
Reasonably Slightly
Not
Essential important important important important

Situation
SCALE

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Mean
response

(5)

Entry level hiring of management
staff accountant.

,8%

9.1%

33.5%

29.9%

26.8%

3.73

Promotion to mid -level
responsibility.

.4

9.5

45.6

29.8

14.7

3.49

2.4

15.9

37.8

21.5

22.3

3.45

Promotion to upper -level
responsibility.

Table 5
Reimbursement Policies
Please indicate your company's policy regarding reimbursement of fees and costs for the following:
Maintaining
certification

Attaining
certification
Company policy'
Reimbursement for:
Certified Public Accountant
Reimbursement for: Certified
Management Accountant
Reimbursement for:
Certified Internal Auditor
Reimbursement for:
Certified Financial Analyst
Reimbursement for: Other
No reimbursement

Review for exam

Sit for exam

Annual f ees

Co ntinuing educatio n

49.8%

48.1%

66.9%

66.7%

43.4

46.3

51.3

52.6

28.8

31.6

36.9

36.2

28.3
7.3
45.4

27.3
7.8
44.2

30.9

32.4
6.6
28.6

7.2
28.8

Note that the columns do not add to 100% because some firms reimburse for more than one certification.
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preference, 51% list the CPA, 20% list the CMA,
and 6% or less list other certifications. Similar results were described by Half in 1980. When he
asked his survey participants who they would prefer to fill a financial executive position, "45% said
they would prefer to hire a CPA, only 27% voiced
their preference for a person with a CMA."'

Table 6
Salary Adjustment Policy
Please indicate your company's policy regarding
salary adjustment for successful completion of the
following professional examinations:
Examination Passed
Certified Public Accountant
Certified Management Accountant
Certified Internal Auditor
Certified Financial Analyst
Other

Salary Adjusted
Yes

No

21.5%
15.8
7.0
7.5
1.8

78.5%
84.2
93.0
92.5
98.2

Note: 76.3% of the companies make no salary adjustment at all.

Viability of CMA vs. CPA Career Path
Participants were asked to evaluate in terms of
both undergraduate and graduate students, the
relative viability of the career options of directly
entering private industry, gaining industrial accounting experience, and then earning the CMA
versus the more traditional route of first joining a
public accounting firm, earning a CPA, and then
switching to the management accounting area.
For undergraduates, 46% of the CFOs suggested that the CMA path is either as viable (30 %) or
more viable (16 %) than the tradi tional CPA
route. Conversely, 54% indicated that the CMA
path is either viable only in certain situations
(50 %) or not viable at all (4 %).
For graduate students, a majority (58 %) stated
that the CMA path was as viable (35 %) or more
viable (23 %) than the traditional CPA route.
Conversely, 40% felt that the CMA option is either viable only in certain situations (36 %) or not
viable at all (4 %).
Problems and Suggested Improvements
A section of the questionnaire asked the CFOs
to point out what has hampered the growth and
recognition of the CMA program. The respondents listed 225 problems in total (Some respondents listed more than one problem.) Those problems cited most frequently were grouped into
major classifications as indicated below:
35% —Lack of adequate publicity or visibility.
26% —CMA program is overshadowed by the
CPA.
22% —Lack of knowledge by employers as to the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

specific nature and challenge of the CMA
program.
19% — Insufficient recognition and support of
the CMA program by private industry.
9% — Failure of colleges to promote the CMA
ex ami n at i o n as t h e y h a ve t h e C P A
examination.
8% —Lack of governmental licensing or sanction for the CMA.
6% — Relative newness of the CMA.
5% — Competition fro m t h e CP A o r M B A
designations.
Another section of the questionnaire asked for
suggestions which might help overcome the problems listed above. More than 85% of the CFO respondents made suggestions for improvement.
(Note, some respondents made several.) T h o s e
suggestions which received the greatest support
were grouped into major classifications:

Corporate
financial
support, which
might attract
more CMA
candidates, is
conspicuously
lacking.

41% — Increase publicity and thus awareness of
the CMA program.
20% — Increase college faculty and student
awareness and promotion of the CMA
program as a viable career path.
19% — Educate corporate executives as to the
significance of earning the CMA and the
value of hiring employees who have the
CMA.
5% —Seek support for the CMA program from
other professional organizations (i.e., Financial Executives Institute, American
Accounting Assn., etc.)
4% — Educate personnel departments as to the
CMA's value and encourage its use in recruiting efforts.
We asked the survey participants to indicate
their assessments of both the short-run (within
five years) and long -run (beyond five years) prospects for increased awareness and acceptance of
the CMA program. Less than half the respondents (44 %) indicated that the short -run prospects for increased awareness and acceptance of
the CMA program are either good (38 %) or excellent (6 %). However, 75% of the CFOs stated that
long -run prospects are either good (41%) or excellent (34 %).
It is encouraging to report that the long -run
projections given above are much more optimistic
than those reported in an earlier study by Kreiser
and Talbott. In that study, a survey was conducted in 1976, 1978, and 1980 to determine the importance of the CMA as perceived by financial executives. In 1976 -42 %, in 1978 -47 %, and in
1980 -38% of the Kreiser/Talbott financial executives agreed that the CMA will be of substantial
$*55
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CMAs Can Learn
from the
U.K. Experience

Britain's certified cost and management accountants a re very su ccessfu l —
more than one -third of these professiona ls hold the position
of president, chairman, controller, or chief accountant.

By Richard Kochanek, Bimal Prodhan,
and Harold Wyman
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Over the past few years, we have observed an ongoing debate as to the relative merits and status of
the Certified Management Accountant (CMA)
versus the Certified Public Accountant (CPA).
We feel that comparing the CMA to the CPA is
inappropriate and counterproductive to what is
really important and that is how to improve the
image of the CMA.
In this pursuit, management accountants in the
United States can benefit from the experience of
their peers in the United Kingdom for several reasons. First., because it was founded in 1919 the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants
(IC MA) i n t he U. K. has had more experience
than the Institute of Certified Management Accountants (ICMA) in the United States which was
formed in 1972. Second, membership in the
ICMA (U.K.) is recognized worldwide because
exams are given semiannually in more than 150
locations throughout the world. More than 45,000
members and 18,000 registered students are in
countries outside the United Kingdom. Third,
many members hold top management positions.
Of the 18,000 members working in the United
Kingdom, over one -third hold the position of
president, chairman, financial controller, or chief
accountant.

A Comparison
The ICMA (U.K.) was founded after World
War I in response to the needs of industry. During
WWI, the British government became interested
in introducing cost control systems into munitions
factories and industry in general in order to improve productivity. Many early supporters of the
Institute, and particularly those involved in its
creation, were industrial managers or engineers
who had become aware of the limitations of the
traditional methods of accounting for assisting
management in the planning process. The close
relationship between the Institute and industry
has been strengthened over the years and is a primary reason for the respect and recognition the
ICMA enjoys today.
Both institutes require candidates to pass a
combination of examinations and a practical experience requirement. Unlike the ICMA, however,
there are two levels of membership in the ICMA
(U.K.). A Fellow Cost and Management Accountant (FCMA) must have practical management
accounting experience at a more advanced level
than required for an Associate Cost and Management Accountant (ACMA). See Table 1.
The ICMA (U.K.) does not attempt to duplicate the efforts of the financial accountant. The
focus of the ICMA is on understanding the internal information needs of management. In this reMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

Table 1
Background Comparison: Institute of Certified Management Accountants (U.S.) vs.
the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants (ICMA) (U.K.)

Characteristic
Date Founded
Objectives

Institute of Certified Management
Accountants (ICMA) (formerly
Institute of Management Accounting)
1972
1. To establish management accounting
as a recognized profession by identifying
the role of the management accountant
and the underlying body of knowledge,
and by outlining a course of study.
2. To foster higher education standards
in the field of management accounting.
3. To establish an objective measure of
an individual's knowledge and competence in the field of management
accounting.

Professional designation(s) Certified Management Accountant
(CMA).

Institute of Cost and Management
Accountants (ICMA)
1919
1. To promote and develop the science
of cost and management accounting.
2. To provide a professional organization
for cost and management accounting.

1. Associate Cost and Management
Accountant (ACMA)
2. Fellow Cost and Management
Accountant (FCMA)

I Two times per year, May and November.

Exam dates

Two times per year, June and December

Exam locations

In 1984 and 1985, 67 cities in the
United States

Throughout the world in 181
locations in 1983.

Certificates issued to date
(candidates completing
exam and experience
requirements)

More than 5,800 as of Oct. 1985.

22,164 ICMA members as of
December 1983.

Minimum education
requirements to sit
for the exam

One of the following must be met:
1. Hold a baccalaureate degree - in any
area - from an accredited college or
university, OR
2. Achieve a score on either the
Graduate Record Exam or the Graduate
Management Admission Test satisfactory
to the IMA, OR
3. Hold a CPA certificate or hold a professional qualification comparable to the
CMA or CPA issued in a foreign country.

All applicants for registration must have
reached at least a university entrance
standard or an equivalent level of
education.
Since the exam is given throughout the
world, specific overseas equivalent of
the qualification are listed for different
countries in the ICMA Student's Guide.

Number of exam parts
and exam hours

Five exams, each of which are 3 -112
hours in length. Total exam time is 17 -112 Eighteen exams, each of which are
hours.
3 hours in length. Total exam time
is 54 hours.
70%
A "B" grade is a pass standard. A "C"
grade is below pass standard but may
be given credit by good performance in
other parts of the section.
Program application fee $25. Annual
Program application fee Ell. Annual fee
fee $25. Exam fee per part $45. Student ,124. Exam fees per part: Foundation E25.
exam fee per part $22.50.
Professional E32.

Minimum passing grade

Exam Fees

Exam Procedures

Candidates must sit for at least 2 parts
each time they take the exam until only
one part remains. The parts may be taken in any order. All 5 exam parts must be
completed within a consecutive 3 year
period starting from the first part passed.
Minimum work experience Must be employed or expect to be
requirement to sit for
employed in management accounting.
Management accounting is broadly
exam.
defined.
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The two parts of the Foundation Stage
exam may be taken together or separately
in alphabetical order. Each of the three
parts of the Professional Stage exam
must be taken separately and in order.
Must be employed in management accounting. A log book is issued automatically to each student on registering with
the ICMA. The purpose of the log book
is to record and monitor the student's
work experience.
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in a prescribed sequence. T he f o und ati o n stages

Table 2
Examination Comparison: U.S. vs. U.K.
Institute of Certified Management Accountants
(ICMA) (formerly Institute of Management Accounting) Institute of Cost and Management Accountants (ICMA)
Part I

Economics and Business Finance
(3 -1/2 hours)
A. Enterprise Economics
B. Institutional Environment of Business
C. National and International Economics
D. Working Capital Management
E. Long Term Finance and Capital
Structure

Part II

Organization and Behavior, Including Ethical
Considerations
(3 -112 hours)
A. Organization Theory and Decision
Making
B. Motivation and Perception
C. Communication
D. Behavioral Science Applications in
Accounting
E. Ethical Considerations

Foundation Stage: Section A
(9 hours)
1. Financial Accounting (basic principles)
2. Cost Accounting (nature and classification
of costs for different industries)
3. Economics (economic framework and business
environment)
Foundation Stage: Section B
(9 hours)
4. Mathematics and Statistics (descriptive
statistics, probability, series, equations and
graphs)
5. Business Law (business relationships and
transactions)
6. Organization of Production (types of business
organizations, organization structure, management structure)

Professional Stage: Part 1
(12 hours)
7. Financial Accounting 2 (financial accounting
and internal audit functions)
8. Economic Analysis (market structure, enterprise
conduct and performance. economic growth
factors, international trade constraints,
planning)
Part IV Internal Reporting and Analysis
9. Quantitative Techniques (calculus, matrix
(3 -112 hours)
algebra, probability, significance testing, operaA. Concepts of Information
tions research. inventory control models and
B. Basic Financial Statements
techniques)
C. Profit Planning and Budgetary Controls
10. Cost Accounting 2 (study of cost theory and
D. Standard Costs
practical constraints on cost data)
E. Analysis of Accounts and Statements
Professional Stage: Part II
Part V Decision Analysis, Including Modeling and
(12 hours)
Information Systems
11. Company Law and Taxation
(3 -112 hours)
12, Organization Theory and Marketing
A. Fundamentals of the Decision Process
Management
B. Decision Analysis
13. Financial Accounting 3 (consolidations and acC. Nature and Techniques of Model
quisitions. branch accounting, stock exchange
Building
requirements)
D. Information Systems and Data
14. Management Information Systems and Data
Processing
Processing
Part III

Public Reporting Standards, Auditing and
Taxes
(3 -112 hours)
A. Reporting Requirements
B. Audit Protection
C. Tax Accounting

Professional Stage: Part III
(12 hours)
15. Management Accounting 1 (control systems,
budgets and cost variance analysis, capital
budgeting, capacity decisions, internal reports)
16. Management Accounting 2 (further testing of
Management 1 concepts)
17 Financial Management
18. Corporate Planning and Control
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Table 3
Experience Requirements: U.S. vs. U.K.

Years of Professional Two continous years of professional exExperience Required perience in management accounting.
for Certification

Type of Experience
Specified

Professional experience is defined as full time experience at a level where judgements are regularly made that employ the
principles of management accounting.
Employment activities that will satisfy this
requirement include:
financial analysis,
budget preparation,
management information systems analysis,
management accounting and auditing in
government finance or industry,
management consulting,
in- charge audit work in public accounting,
and research, teaching, or consulting
related to management accounting.

Level of
Responsibility
Required for
Experience

No specific criteria for the candidate. Emphasis is on experience where judgments
are regularly made.

Formal method
of Experience
Evaluation

Written verification of experience from
employer.
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Institute of Cost and Management
Accountants (ICMA)
Associate and Fellow: three years' relevant
professional experience required. A Fellow
must have acquired practical experience at
a more senior level than that required for
Associateship.

Industry and
the ICMA have
succeeded in
the
status of the
management
accountant.
raising

Comparison Area

Institute of Certified Management
Accountants (ICMA) (formerly
Institute of Management Accounting)

Relevant experience required in four areas:
Area 1 - Basic Accounting (minimum 12
months)
Perform or supervise the collection, classification, and recording of transactions: statement
preparation
Area 2 - Management Accounting
(minimum 12 months).
Perform or supervise performance evaluation, application
and operation of budgetary
planning and control procedures, provision of relevant
information for decision making,
capital expenditure assessment
and evaluation, cash flow
management.
Area 3 - Decision Making (No specific
time scale)
Perform specific decisions
made in the organization such
as policies, products, pricing,
capital expenditures make or
buy.
Area 4 - Other Experience (No specific
time scale)
Contact and cooperation with
other functions, skills and
disciplines within the
organization.
Three levels of responsibility identified:
Assisting (helping others)
Performing (Completing tasks to given
standards)
Supervising (Assuming responsibility
for the standard)
The level of responsibility required is
specified for each area of experience.
Log Book: A log book is issued automatically
to each student on registering with the
ICMA. It is mandatory for all candidates.
The purpose of the log book is to record the
education, training, and experience of the
candidate. Completion of the detailed record of experience is mandatory and will
form part of the candidate's eventual application for membership in the ICMA as
an Associate or as a Fellow.

Comparing the
CMA to the
CPA is
inna ppropria to
and counterproductive.

must be completed before the candidates may proceed to the professional stages. The CMA exam is
17.5 hours in length and candidates may take the
five exam parts in any order. The ICMA (U.K.)
tests specific exam areas (i.e., cost accounting) at a
foundation level and at a professional level. Each
part of the ICMA exam includes several different
subject areas. To pass a part of the ICMA exam,
candidates must pass all subject areas on the part
at one sitting. Failure to pass a subject area on a
given part of the ICMA exam necessitates taking
the entire part again (Table 2).
Th e IC MA (U. K. ) p u b li s h es a "S t ud en t 's
Guide" which provides a very specific list of topics to be covered in each part of the exam. In addition, specific texts and corresponding reading assignments are listed for each individual subject
area within each part of the exam. The ICMA
(U.K.) syllabus is very detailed and specific. The
ICMA (U.S.) provides candidates with a suggested reading list for each part of the exam.
Professional Experience Required
Perhaps the most significant difference between
the exams involves the professional experience requirements (Table 3). Three years of professional
experience are req uired fo r the ICM A (U.K.)
members hip i n co ntras t to two years for t he
CMA. Further, there are two grades of membership in the ICMA, associate and fellow. Usually,
after completing three years of professional experience and passing all exam parts, the member is
certified as an associate. After acquiring further
experience at a higher level of responsibility, the
member then applies for fellowship. In exceptional cases, persons with senior level experience may
elect to apply directly for fellowship.
For the CMA, professional experience is defined as full -time experience at a level where judgments are regularly made that use the principles
of management accounting. Specific employment
activities such as budget preparation, teaching
management accounting, and financial analysis
are listed as activities that will individually satisfy
this requirement.
In contrast, for the ICMA certificate, relevant
experience is required in each of four specific areas: basic accounting, management accounting,
decision making, and work that involves contact
and cooperation with other areas of the company.
In addition to specifying the length of time to be
spent in each of the four areas, three levels of responsibility are identified (assisting, performing,
and supervising). Levels of responsibility also are
specified for each area.
The significance of these requirements for the
ICMA certificate is to ensure that all members
have comprehensive professional experience in all
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aspects of cost and management accounting as opposed to only one area. Thus, it is not possible for
a candidate who has passed all parts of the exam,
but who has work experience in only one aspect of
the organization, such as budget preparation, to
become a member.
A unique feature of the British program is the
Institute's log book that is automatically issued to
each student registering with the ICMA. The log
book is the record of education, training, and experience for each candidate. The employer records
the relevant experience that the candidate has received, and also the level at which the experience
has been gained (assisting, performing, or supervising). The log books are examined periodically
by the Institute and also at the time when the candidate is being considered for membership.
Sandwich Courses
Empl oyers reco gn ize t he rel evance o f th e
ICMA program t o the needs of business, and
there has developed over the years a partnership
between industry and the Institute. As a result,
companies are very supportive of an employee's
efforts to achieve certification. Employers select
candidates for a three- to five -year company -sponsored training program. These candidates attend
college for six months every year and take courses
in preparation for the ICMA exams. During the
remaining six months the students will work for
the company to fulfill professional experience requirements in different areas of the organization.
Thu s, education and exp eri ence are "s an d wiched." The combination of work experience
and college training makes the course contents
more relevant. The day release program also is
used by companies to help employees achieve certification. The candidate earns one day per week
free from work in order to attend classes to prepare for the exam. Both programs illustrate industry's commitment to the ICMA and the management accounting profession abroad.
Lessons from Abroad
In the United Kingdom, certification of management accountants has been very successful in
terms of acceptance and image. A significant feature of the ICMA (U.K.) has been the effort to
direct the contents of the exam and professional
experience requirements to the needs of industry.
As a result, industry and the ICMA have worked
together in order to raise the status of the management accou n tant i n t he Uni ted Kingdom. It
should be noted that this has been a long process
that began in 1919. In comparison, the CMA certificate is relatively new and thus offers a unique
opportunity to make a significant contribution to
management accounting in the United States. El
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Letters
0
that appr o p r iat ely to u gh d iscip lin ary
m eas ures sh o u ld be taken wh en an y
case so warran ts. An d o n wh o m sh o u ld
the punishm en t fall? Mo st clearly , on
the audito r o r a u d it tea m th at p lan n ed ,
supervised , ex ecu ted an d reviewed th at
pa rt ic ular a ss ig n m en t . By an alo gy , if
the center field er of the Giants is fallin g
down on th e j o b , let 's rep lace h im , n o t
blam e the rest o f the team , th e leagu e in
which he p lay s, o r t h e wh o le g a m e o f
baseball.
So m uch for th e worth iness of th e on going investigatio n , th e need fo r im proved overall au d it perform an ce, an d
th e im p o r t a n c e of p r o f es s io n a l
discipline.
First, an in vestigative q u ality to b e
hoped for is an u n b iased attit u d e. Th at
is hardly co n vey ed b y su ch flam b o y an t
or sarca stic rh et o ric as " t h e p u b lic's
perception is akin to so m eth in g being
rotte n in th e stat e o f Den m ark" (p . 21)

y

o r "t h e ac co u nt in g p ro fes sion tells us
`wi t h co n si d era ble ent hus i as m' th at
th ese are o n ly a microscopic percentage
of th e to tal number of audits" (p. 22) or
" L i k e th e necr om an cers of o ld , they
(au d ito rs) fu nction in the ir own arcane
jarg o n , an d am id st vast saw ings of the
air, em issio ns of sm oke, sound and light
th ey com e forward with the pronouncem en t t h at a ll is well." (p . 54)
A second investigative quality that
wo u ld seem appropriate is a reasonable
degree of knowledge concerning the
sub ject being investigated. Briefly, an
im p erfect u nderstan ding is revealed on
th e fo llo win g matters:

1. "A c c o u n t an t s must clean up t he ir
act." Th is im plies concerted and pre vasive laxity by U.S. accountants as
a gro u p . Even slight firsthand acqu ain tan ce wit h a uditin g a nd audito rs b rin gs hom e the ab su rdity of
su ch a b roadside assertion.
2. "F ed er al regulatory process." Th e
in tervie wee use s this phrase repeat-

—
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edly. The implication is that this is
the responsibility of the independent
accountant. Not mentioned are the
armies of federal agency auditors
whose specific focus is centered on
conformity with regulations. To
name just a few, there are bank examiners, savings and loan examiners,
De fe n s e D e p a r t m e n t a u d it o rs ,
OSHA insp ecto rs, Trea sury Dep artment revenue agents, and the Gener-

al Accounting Office (GAO). See
next item.
3. "Types of audit." Another tacit and
undifferentiated assumption is that
an audit is an audit is an audit. Not
so. External audits are contractual
engagem ents varying in purpose, degree of detail, and relative strength
or weakness of the entity's own internal aud iting. Am on g the different
kinds of aud its ar e a ll- pu rpo se audits, fidelity audits, audits of specific
accounts only, and audits attesting to
the accuracy of the entity's financial
statements. Each type ent ails well $# 64

Still trying to figure out what kind of Holiday Gift to send
your colleagues and clients this year?
Why not do something really different!!!
Gift them with a subscription to Management Account ing.
preciated.�Just�send�us�the�names�and�addresses�—we'll
It's easy, inexpensive and you know it will be apdo the rest.' For just $54 for a one year subscription,
you'll be remembered no less than a dozen times.

holiday gift!
*We'll also send this year's handsome gift announcement card directly to each
recipient. inscribed with your name. Please send gift instructions to:
Circulation Dept, Manage me nt Acc ounting, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale
NJ 07645 or call (201) 573 -6267.
Your gift(s) may be tax deductible.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING for a year
. . . t h e y'll re membe r who sent that gift!
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Does theTypical
CurriculumPrepare
You for the
Exam?
There are very few topics on the CMA exam
that have not been covered in undergraduate business courses,
making preparation for the test easier than you think.

By Robert J. DePasquale

Robert J. DePasquale,
CMA, CPA, is the
chairman of the
Business
Administration
Department at Saint
Vincent College,
Latrobe, Pa. He is a
member of the
Westmoreland County
chapter of NAA,
through which this
article was submitted.
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As the instructor of the Saint Vincent College
Certificate in Management Accounting (CMA)
review course, and as the director of affairs for the
Institute of Certified Management Accountants
(IGMA) at the Westmoreland County chapter of
the National Association of Accountants, I have
had contact with many potential CMA candidates. Of concern to the majority of these candidates is whether the exam is passable. What they
really mean is, "because of the amount of time I
am required to devote to my work is it still possible to prepare for and pass the exam."
Very often potential CMAs develop a specialty
within their career field. Although they truly may
be called "experts" in that specialty, they are uncertain about their ability to do well on an exam
that covers many subjects. A fear exists that they
will need to do an extensive review.
Based on my experience, these fears are groundless. As the review process begins, it becomes

cl ear t o t h e can di d at es t h at t h ey are no t as
"rusty" as they first feared.
The second concern is whether the topics covered on the exam are similar to subjects covered in
an undergraduate curriculum. reviewing "rusty"
knowledge is worthwhile if it is relevant to professional growth. The study of entirely new areas,
however — especially if the new areas are not seen
as relevant to the candidate's professional development —does not make sense. This question was
asked so often that I decided to study the relationship between the exam and the typical accounting
curriculum.
Analyzing the Exam
The CMA examination consists of five sections:
• Economics and Business Finance
• Organization and Behavior, Including Ethical
Considerations;
• Public Reporting Standards, Auditing and
Taxes;
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Table 1

CMA EXAM
Part One
Economics and Business Finance
Percent
of exam

Topic
1. Microeconomics
2. Macroeconomics
3. Working Capital Finance

14
18
20

4. Capital Structure Finance

23

5. International Economics

14

6. Governmental Regulation
of Business

11

Course in w hich covered
Microeconomics
Macroeconomics
Finance
(Cost Accounting)
Finance
(Cost Accounting)
Economics
(Not covered, per se)
Not covered, per se
(Auditing)
(Management)
(Marketing)

100%
—

Each of the sections can be broken down into a
number of major topics covered within. For that
breakdown, I consulted CMA Examination Review by Irvin N. Gleim and Dale L. Flesher. Our
review course uses the text, and the results have
been encouraging. In June 1983 our passing rate
was 100 %n.
At the beginning of each section, Gleim and
Flesher show a breakdown of the major topics
covered on that section of the exam, as well as the
many subtopics included within each topic. I have
listed those major topics in Table I as well as the
relative frequency per topic over an eight -exam
period.
I examined the subtopics under each major topic to determine in which undergraduate course
those topics were covered. In most cases, it was
possible to identify one course which covered
most of the material, as well as some other courses
in which there was minor coverage. Again, in Tables 1 and 2, results of that analysis are shown.
The course in which the topic as such would be
found is written first, with courses containing min o r co ve rage o r a f ew s u b t o p i cs l i s t ed in
parentheses.
In a few cases, it was found that the topic was
not covered in any undergraduate course. For example, the topics tested on the CMA exam on
"Government Regulation of Business" are not
separately listed, as such, in any particular undergraduate course. Yet, this does not mean that
exam material on this topic is not covered. Rather, most o f the mat erial is covered i ndirectly
(parts of chapters) in courses such as auditing,
management, and marketing.
From information in Table I and 2, it was possible to summarize the coverage each accounting
course receives on each exam section.
For each topic on an exam section, a specific
course area had been identified. By adding the
percentages associated with topics covered in a
particular course area, a breakdown by course
could be pbtained. Thus, from Table 1, we see that
the topics "microeconomics, macroeconomics,
and international economics" are covered in the
undergraduate economics sequence. Adding the
respective percentages of coverage of the exam
(14 %, 18 %, 14 %), we find that 46% of the topics
tested in Part One of the exam are found in economics undergraduate courses. Similarly, topics
found in finance courses compose 43% of Part
One, with the remaining I I% not covered in any
course.
This analysis summary was computed for each
section, with the results appearing in Table 2. The

courses composing the undergraduate accounting
curriculum are listed on the left margin, with the
n u mb e r o f cre d i t s typ icall y tak en by the
undergraduate.
The last column is headed, "Weighted Average
of Major Coverage." Quite simply, the percentages in this column were found by adding across

Part Two
Organization and Behavior, including Ethical Considerations
Percent
of exam

Topic
1. Organization Theory and
Decision Making
2. Motivation and the
Directing Process
3. Communication
4. Planning and B udgeting

Course in w hich covered

19

Management

27

Management

9
9

5. The Controlling Process

23

6. Ethics and the
Management Accountant

13

Management
Management
(Cost Accounting)
Management
(Cost Accounting)
Not covered, per se
(Management)

100 ° '0
_

• Internal Reporting and Analysis;
• Decision Analysis, Including Modeling and Information Systems.

Part Three
Public Reporting Standards, Auditing, and Taxes
Topic

Percent
of exam

Course in which covered

1. Financial Accounting

26

Intermediate Accounting
(Accounting Theory)
(Elementary Accounting)

2. Special Reporting Problems

10

3. SEC and Other
Government Agencies
4. External Auditing

13

Intermediate Accounting
(Advanced Accounting)
(Accounting Theory)
Auditing

5. Internal and Operational
Auditing
6. Internal Control

7. Tax

14
10
7

20

Auditing
(Quantitative Analysis)
Auditing
(Not covered, per se)
Auditing
(Cost Accounting)
(Management)
Taxes (Corporate)

100%
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and dividing by five. The result is a breakdown of
the entire CMA exam as it relates to specific undergraduate courses. For example, approximately
13% of the entire exam consists of material normally covered in intermediate accounting.
It is interesting to note that:

CMA EXAM
Part Four
Internal Reporting and Analysis

Table 1

Percent
of exam

Topic

Course in which covered

1. Financial Accounting

29

2. Ratio Analysis
3. Process and Job Order
Costing
4. Budgeting and
Responsibility Accounting
5. Standard Costing
6. Cost /Volume /Profit
Analysis
7. Direct Costing

6
17

Intermediate Accounting
(Accounting Theory)
(Elementary Accounting)
Finance
Cost Accounting

29

Cost Accounting

12
5

Cost Accounting
Cost Accounting
(Finance)
Cost Accounting

2

• Approximately one -half of the exam test topics
typically are found in three areas of study: cost
accounting, management, and intermediate accounting. A total of 49.4% of exam material
comes from these three courses.
• Virtually every course in the undergraduate account ing curriculum is represented on th e
CMA exam.
• Some undergraduate courses contain material
tested in more than one section of the exam.
Not surprisingly, topics included in a typical
cost accounting course are covered on every
part of the exam.
• Only 4.8% of the exam is not covered in an undergraduate accounting curriculum. This fact
should give recent graduates confidence in their
ability to pass the examination.

100%

Part Five
Decision Analysis, Including Modeling
and Information Systems
Percent
of exam

Topic
1. Incremental Costing
2. Capital Budgeting
3. Decision Making Under
Uncertainty
4. Inventory Models

16
11
18

5. Quantitative Methods

27

6. Information Systems

23

Course in which covered
Cost Accounting
Cost Accounting
Quantitative Analysis

A Strong Relationship
The relationship between topics covered on the
CMA exam and the undergraduate accounting
curriculum is strong. Apparently, those academics
shaping the curriculum and those accountants
structuring the exam see the same topics as being
important.

Cost Accounting
(Quantitative Analysis)
Quantitative Analysis
(Management)
Computer
(Auditing)

5

100%

Typical Accounting Curriculum
Summary of Emphasis on CMA Exam

Table 2

CMA Exam Coverage
Topic

Credits

Elementary Accounting
Intermediate Accounting

Part 2

6
6

Part 5

Weighted Average
of Major Coverage

Part 3

Part 4

36

29

13.0

6

9.8

6
3

6

43

-

Business Law
Finance

Part 1

Economics
Quantitative Analysis

6- 9
6 - 12

Management
Marketing

3-6
3

Computer
Accounting Electives:
Taxes

3

45

9.2
9.0
17.4

87
23

4.6

-

6

3-6
3

Accounting Theory
Not Co vered, Per Se

3

32

19.4
8.8

44

_

65

6
3

Auditing
Fund Accounting

4.0

20

3- 6

'

Cost Accounting
Advanced Accounting

46

11

13

100%

1000/0

4.8
100%

100%

100%

100.0%

'Indicates Minor Coverage
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How a Proposed
Accounting Change
Threatened an Industry
Differences in accounting theory almost soured
Hawaii's sugar and pineapple industry.

"'

Issues of accounting principle can and do affect
our personal lives. The pineapple and sugarcane
growers of Hawaii can testify to that.
Industry practice had long ago accepted the use
of an accounting method in which the costs associated with growing crops are expensed as incurred rather than being inventoried. Proposed
changes by the Auditing Standards Division of the
American Institute of CPAs would have disallowed this method, thereby threatening a special
tax exemption previously negotiated by the industry with the IRS. Loss of this special exemption
would have been disastrous for the growers, residents, and state of Hawaii.
Respo ndin g to the threat of t his prop osed
change in accounting methods, industry accountants prepared a persuasive issues paper that documented the industry position and refuted those
arguments developed by the Agribusiness Special
Committee of the Auditing Standards Division in
support of the change. Although these events represented, potentially, the most important news
story in the state, they went unreported by the
general media.

incurred, including crop development costs in deferred charges until amortized, stating costs in
balance sheet at unchanging amounts substantially less than costs incurred and charging all current costs to operations when incurred, or deferring all costs and writing them off at harvest or,
for perennial crops, over the estimated productive
life of the planting.
In addition, the Committee found that there
was nothing authoritative or recorded in accounting literature that specifically addressed the problem ofaccounting for growing crops although accountin g for invent ories i n general had been
previously examined by Accounting Research
Bulleting 43, "Restatement and Revision of Accounting Research Bulletins," Accounting Principles Board Statement 4, "Basic Concepts and Acco un ti ng Principles Un d erl yi n g Fin an ci al
Statements of Business Enterprises," and Accounting Research Study 13, "The Accounting
Basis of Inventories." The Committee reviewed
these pronouncements focusing on permissible exceptions to the lower of cost or market rule.
•

By Steven L. Slepian

Concerned because of the lack of guidance from
professional pronouncements, and the many different accounting methods in use, the Agribusiness Special Committee (the Committee) of the
Auditing Standards Division of the AICPA published in July 1981 an Issues paper titled "Accounting by Agricultural Producers and Agricultu ral C o op erat ives. " One of the five iss ues
discussed in the paper was accounting for inventories by agricultural producers including the issue of accounting for growing crops.
In preparing its report, the Committee surveyed
published financial reports and found that there
were many different methods of accounting for
growing and harvested crops. Some of the methods involved: "charging costs to operations when
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ NOVEMBER 1985

•

Accounting Practices Vary

Accounting Research Bulletin 43, Chapter 4,
Statement 9 .. . an y other exceptions (other
than precious metals) must be justified by inability to determine appropriate approximate
costs, immediate marketability at quoted market price, and the ch aracteri st ic of u ni t
interchangeability.
Accounting Principles Board Statement 4, Chapter, 6, Paragraph 152.... Sometimes revenue is
recognized at the completion of production and
before a sale is made. Examples include certain
precious metals and farm products with assured
sales prices. The assured price, the difficulty in
some situations .of determining costs of products on hand, and the characteristic of unit interchangeability, are reasons given to support
this exception.

The views expressed herein are those of the author
and not Deloitte Haskins & Sells.

Steven L. Slepian,
CPA, is a senior
consultant in the
Emerging Business
Services department at
Del
Haskins,
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this article was
submitted.
Certificate of Merit,
1984 -85.
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The most
significant news
story of the
year remained
uhtold, a secret
to everyone
but a few.

• Accounting Research Study 13, Chapter 9.... A
market basis is acceptable (for inventory valuation) if the products have immediate marketability at quoted market prices that cannot be
influenced by the producer, have characteristics
of unit interchangeability, and have relatively
insignificant costs of disposal. The accounting
basis of those kinds of inventories should be
their realizable value, calculated on the basis of
quoted market prices less estimated direct costs
of disposal.
Trouble in Paradise
Surveying accountants in the agribusiness industry, the Committee learned that respondents
generally favored accounting for harvested crops
at market value rather than at cost. The reasons
most often cited were: many producers cannot determine a meaningful cost figure; users of the financial statements of agricultural producers were
most often lenders concerned with the value of
collateral pledged or to be pledged against loans
(and thus would best be served if inventories were
stated at market); management needed to identify
separately the gains and losses attributable to the
growing cycle as opposed to the marketing function, information not represented when inventories are valued at cost; and the use of market
value was long established in practice.
In determining its position on the issue of accounting for inventories of harvested crops, the
Committee examined the conditions necessary for
an exception to the lower -of -cost or market rule as
detailed by the authoritative sources. Members
found, in contradiction with the requirements,
that "costs are either available or can be determined with acceptable accuracy," and that "restrictions exist that affect the ultimate realization
of quoted market prices of agricultural products
including variations in grade and quantity, distance from central markets, and hazards of shipment." The third necessary condition of unit interchangeability was not addressed.
In a compromise between practice and theory,
however, the paper concluded that although the
lower -of -cost or market was the general rule, "an
agricultural producer should be permitted to account for harvested crops and livestock held for
sale at market, less estimated costs of disposal,
when all the following conditions exist:
• The product has a reliable market price that is
readily available.
• The product has relatively insignificant and
predictable costs of disposal.
• Th e prod uct is avai labl e for i mmed i at e
delivery."
Regarding the issue of accounting for growing
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crops, the Committee did not specifically refute
the various methods currently in practice and reported on as a result of their survey of published
financial statements. Nor were arguments offered
in support of a preferred method. However, the
theoretical support for charging costs to operations when incurred, the method used by the Hawaii an p l an t at i o n s , was ju d ged to be
nonpersuasive.
Without further discussion, both the Committee and AcSEC concluded decisively that growing
crops should be inventoried (at the lower -of -cost
or market) by the vote of 13 YES, I NO, and 12
Yes, 1 ABSTAIN, respectively. This recommendation was repeated in paragraph 38 of the subsequent exposure draft, Proposed Statement of Position, Accounting by Agricultural Producers and
Agricultural Cooperatives, issued on September
10, 1982. To the community of Hawaiian agribusiness accountants this seemingly innocuous
conclusion threatened the demise of their industry
and the fiscal soundness of the state of Hawaii.
History of Plantation Accounting
Pineapple and sugarcane are Hawaii's dominant agricultural products. Both are strongly tied
to the folklore as well as the economic development of the state. Many local families are descendents of plantation laborers who contracted to
work the fields during the 19th century. Plantations covering thousands of acres have existed on
all of the major islands, and because of the special
nature of their unique geography the Hawaiian
plantations are unlike those found anywhere else
in the United States.
Defined by the interplay of mountains and sea,
the fields range in size from a few acres to many
hundreds of acres and in elevation from sea level
to over 2,500 feet. Rainfall varies from 20 to 120
inches per year depending upon field location.
Unlike the U.S. mainland freezing never occurs,
making possible the cultivation of superior strains
requiring two - years' growth to maturity. Operations are thus continuous throughout the year,
permitting greater use of plantation assets. These
unique conditions result in the production of two
to three times the tonnage of sugar per acre than
for other domestic sugar producing states.
The history of plantation accounting in Hawaii
includes the use of two distinct methods, known
in the local industry as the "deferred crop" method and the "annual accrual" method. Under the
former method all plantation costs, both direct
and indirect, are deferred (inventoried at the lower of cost or market) until crops are harvested.
Under the latter, these costs are charged to operations in the year incurred. The deferred crop
method was the prevalent method until the turn
of the century.
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Conversion to the annual accrual method for financial statement purposes began around 1913
and for tax purposes in 1937. A three -year study
of the relative merits of the two systems prepared
by the New York consulting firm of Booz, Allen
and Hamilton in 1953 recommended the adoption
of the annual accrual method and all but extinguished the use of the deferred crop method from
use in Hawaii.
In 1954, several of the plantations sought and
subsequently received tentative approval from the
IRS to change to the annual accrual method for
tax purposes. Final approval was delayed, however, because of questions posed by the Joint Committee and the IRS concerning the appropriateness o f this method for financial statement
purposes.
To provide a third party opinion, another study
was undertaken in 1957, this time authored by
Weldon Powell, first director of the Accounting
Principles Board. The study concluded that, in
the case of the Hawaiian plantations, the annual
accrual method was the more appropriate method
for financial statement purposes. This position
was subsequently embraced by the chief accountant of the SEC, and, shortly thereafter, the IRS
issued its blank et ap p ro val for Hawaii an
plantations.
In 1975, Congress proposed significant changes
to the tax code that would have required corporations engaged in farming to use the deferred crop
method. By the summer of 1976, however, it appeared likely that the Senate Finance Committee
would delete this restriction from the bill, soon to
become the Tax Reform Act of 1976. The IRS responded immediately to this threat of deletion by
issuing its own similar ruling requiring the use of
the deferred crop method, Additionally, it rescinded all previously issued rulings, some dating
back to 1921, which had allowed the use of the
annual accrual method. Included in this call -back
were those favorable rulings previously issued to
Hawaiian producers.
In an act of self - preservation, the plantations
negotiated an arrangement with the IRS whereby,
in return for supporting Congress' general capitalization rule for others, the industry would be
granted a special exemption from the deferred
crop restriction. This special exemption is now
embodied in the Code as Section 447 (g). The allowance of this exemption was predicated on the
recognition of the annual accrual method by generally accepted accounting principles as an acceptable method for financial statement purposes. The
conclusion reached by the Proposed Statement of
Position reversed this acceptance. Professional endorsement of the annual accrual method would
thus vanish, leaving no basis for the special
exemption.
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There was
more at stake
here than
differences in
accounting
theory.

Photo by Ste ven L. Slepian.

Depression Predicted
To evaluate the effect that the proposed change
in accounting treatment would have on the sugarcane industry, a computer simulation model was
developed by Mr. Joe H. McDonald, controller of
C. Brewer and Co., Limited, and chairman of the
Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association Accounting
Committee. The model used actual industry production, market realization and cost data for the
period 1970 through 1981 and, as such, "the results (were) not strictly theoretical but rather a
retrospective demonstration of the disastrous consequences that would have resulted if the industry
had been forced to adopt a (deferred) crop method
in 1970. " 1
Among the key assumptions underlying the
model were that approximately 35% of each
year's plantation costs were related to planting
and cultivation, i.e., the amount to be inventoried
(rather than expensed) under the deferred crop
method, and that the IRS would allow for a deferred tax basis representing the initial inventory
to be established with the tax bite spread over 10
years. The financial impact of such a change, according to the model, was a devastating $170 million cash outflow, comprehending tax payments,
higher dividends due to increased reported earnings, and financing costs associated with replacing
the loss of funds.
The study concluded that if such a change were
to be enacted in 1985, the total cost to the indus49

The Committee
had to be
persuaded to
limit the
applicability of
its rule to
nontropical
growers.

try might reach $400 million because of inflation
over the 10 -year period. According to Mr. McDonald, "no agency would elect to continue employing its lands in sugar if the alternative were to
make additional investment to accommodate an
accounting change. In short, the perceived value
of sugar's future in Hawaii is insufficient to support a growing crop inventory on the industry's
balance sheet. Should this change go through, it
would almost certainly trigger swift and sudden
death to the state's 150- year -old cash cow."
Two years p rior to th e development of this
model, in December of 1981, the First Hawaiian
Bank released a study prepared by its Senior Vice
President and Chief Economist Dr. Thomas K.
Hitch titled How the Collapse of the Sugar Industry Would Impact on Hawaii's Economy. The not so- surprising conclusion reached by Dr. Hitch
was that a sudden closing of the sugar industry
would be devastating to the state's economy and
would result in the almost complete collapse of
the neighbor island economies.' The statistics developed in this study were subsequently updated
in a short presentation prepared by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. to include the pineapple industry as well, and are summarized below:
Jobs employed by these industries
Nonindustry jobs dependent upon
these industries
Total
Personal income attributable to
these industries
Drop in employment if industries
perish
Percentage of state income
Decline in general fund tax
revenues
State unemployment rate if
industries perish

14,400
32,926
47,326

$733,000K
13%
14%
17%
18%

The above analysis grossly underestimates the
all encompassing effect that such a collapse would
have had on the people of Hawaii. Additional welfare- related costs alone would strain the state's decreased resources to the limit. An increase in the
crime rate, virtually unavoidable under such conditions of economic duress would hurt Hawaii's
tourist business and thus further erode cash inflows. Psychologically, its residents would be in
shock. A statewide depression similar to what
happened in the 1930s would not be an unrealistic
scenario.
Needless to say, the group of accounting professionals representing the pineapple and sugarcane
growers were concerned with the requirements of
the Proposed Statement of Position. There was
more at stake here than differences in accounting
50

theory; the economic well being of an entire state
was threatened. It was decided that the Committee should be made aware of the far - reaching consequences of its proposal and persuaded to limit
the applicability of its pronouncement on growing
crop inventories to nontropical growers.
As these events were unfolding, the Honolulu
news media made no reference to Proposed Statements of Position, deferrals, accruals, or even the
Committee. The most significant news story of the
year remained untold, a secret to everyone but a
few. Hawaiian residents would continue to dream
throughout the night, undisturbed, oblivious to
the consequences that the impending change in
accounting methods might bring.
Fighting Back
The industry's reaction was strong and swift.
An informational packet containing position papers prepared by the two principal industry
groups as well as substantial supporting documentation was sent to Donald F. Linsteadt, chairman,
AICPA Agribusiness Special Committee. Persuasive arguments were developed to support the
conclusion that both theory and practice would
best be served by acceptance of the annual accrual
method for the specific conditions present in the
Hawaiian plantations.
Here is a summary of the arguments developed
by plantation accountants and their advisors.
The basic intent of the Proposed Statement of
Position is a more proper matching of revenue
and expense. By requiring that the costs associated with planting and cultivation be inventoried (at
the lower -of -cost or market) the Statement is
treating these costs as if they were similar to the
work -in- process of a manufacturing enterprise.
While work -in- process inventories of a manufacturing enterprise do contribute to a proper matching of revenue and expense, the analogy with
farming operations has little merit because:
Manufacturing and the growing of crops are
unrelated activities in a most basic sense, and
accounting systems should not be transferred
from one activity to the other without due consideration. Manufacturing occurs through the
application of labor to materials. Crops grow as
a result of a natural process. In most manufacturing operations a cessation of costs would result in a cessation of production. On a Hawaiian plantation a cessation of costs might result
in a reduction of crop yield but the crop would
continue to grow and possibly reproduce in self perpetuation.
• The nature of human involvement in the two
processes is altogether different. In a manufacturing operation, management has direct control over product quality and quantity. In a

0
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farming operation this is just not so. Weather,
pests, and disease are but a few of the many natural forces that can affect the outcome of a
planting. For Hawaiian plantations with two year crop cycles, the quality and quantity of future harvests is open to great uncertainty.
• A more meaningful matching of revenues and
expenses would not occur through use of the
deferred crop method. For a manufacturing operation, amounts are inventoried as work-in process because they are indicative of future expected cash inflows and will be matched against
such upon the sale of the completed product,
Write -downs of inventory from cost to market
rarely occur as future sales price is most often
determined by those work -in- process costs of
production. For a farming operation such as
pineapple or sugarcane, the future sales price is
determined by fluctating world market conditions and not by costs of production. Amounts
so inventoried could be misleading if interpreted as being representative of future cash inflows. Frequent writedowns of inventoried
amounts to market would occur as market conditions change, accentuating fluctations in the
reported income of future periods. In any event,
such a matching of revenue and expense would
have no intrinsic meaning as particular costs so
inventoried would not affect the future sales
price against which they were being matched.
• Information provided by such an accounting
method would not be useful for decision making. In a manufacturing operation per -unit
costs for identical units produced are generally
constant per production run. This per -unit information is useful to management for planning
and control purposes when there is a direct relationship between costs of production and ultimate sales price. For plantations such as those
found in Hawaii with significant variations in
field size, elevation, rainfall, and soil characteristics, the per -field (unit) costs —if they were
possible to develop in a meaningful way —
would vary considerably. Such information
however is useless to management because,
again, ultimate sales price has no relation to
those per -unit costs. Only costs of the plantation as a whole are relevant.
• Other accounting methods designed for manufacturing firms with a product development cycle of greater than one year (notably the per centage-of- completion method for long -term
construction contracts) are equally unsuited to
the environment of the Hawaiian plantation
where the future sales price of growing crops,
the contract price in the analogy, cannot be determined in advance, and progress billings on
work -in- process (growing crops) is an impossi-
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bility_ Moreover, while an uncompleted construction project may have a significant scrap
or salvage value, the market value of unripened
sugarcane or pineapple is, for all practical purposes, nil. The pineapple industry purposefully
plants its crops so that there is no ripe fruit in
the fields at the balance sheet date. The ripening of crops is scheduled fo r th e s ummer
months when the weather is most favorable for
harvest and labor is cheap. Surely amounts inventoried as growing crops would be misleading
if the market value of these crops is arguably
nil, except for the two -week period within their
two -year life cycle when the crops are ready for
harvest.
• Practice has shown that the annual accrual
method provides information that is useful in
decision making. As the ultimate future sales
price of growing crops cannot be affected by
management decision, control over overall
plantation costs must be its primary concern.
Under the annual accrual method, writedowns
of inventoried amounts to a lower market value
would not, by definition, occur. Unlike the results reported under the deferred crop method,
then, plantation costs, which are more or less
constant from year to year, would be so represented by the annual accrual method. As current costs are constantly expensed as incurred,
the annual accrual method approaches a perfect
LIFO, a method solidly endorsed by generally
accepted accounting principles. The annual accrual method is simple in concept and inexpensive to apply. Uniform use by companies within
the industry makes comparisons between entities meaningful.

Hawaii's
agricultural
products are
closely tied to
folklore as well
as economic
development.

The Agribusiness Special Committee reviewed
this material in preparation of the then soon -tobe- released final draft of the Proposed Statement
of Position. For the pineappl e and sugarcane
growers of Hawaii a moment of historic importance had arrived.
On January 4, 1984, the AICPA issued its final
draft of "Accounting by Agricultural Producers
and Agricultural Cooperatives." Paragraph one
states in part:
"Thi s st atement also does not appl y to
growers of timber, pineapple and sugarcane
grown in tropical regions, raisers of animals
for competitive sports, .. "
Ej
'Agribusiness Special Committee, Auditing Standards Divismn, AICPA, Issues Pa.
per, "Accounting by Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives," July
31,
981. Analysis of Proposed Change in Accountingg Mclhod.- letter to Senior
"'
Im1pact
Sugar Executives Committee of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters Assn. from Joe H.
McDonald. chairman, Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association Accounting Committee, dared May 3, 1983, and contained in the informational packet sent to the Com•
mittee tin behalf of the pineapple and sugarcane growers.
'Hitch, Dr. Thomas K.. How the Collapse of theSugar Industry Would Impact on
Hawaii's Economy. First Hawaiian Bank. Honolulu, Hawaii, December 4, 1981.
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Defeasance: Financial Tool
or Window Dressing?
Exxon retired $515 million in outstanding debt
by depositing $312 million of government securities in six trust funds—
and added $130 million to its earnings.
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Suppose a company has $787 worth of4% bonds
outstanding, due in 10 years. Also, suppose that
the current yield on 10 -year treasury bonds is 8 %.
Now the company can easily buy $787 of 8%
treasury obligations for $544. If these treasury
bonds are placed in an irrevocable trust, used entirely to pay off the corporate debt, the debt is removed from the books. This result occurs despite
the fact that the debt is not actually retired. This
type of transaction is known as in- substance
defeasance.
The full effect of in- substance defeasance is ill lustrated in the financial statements in Figure 1.
The top half of Figure 1 represents the company's
financial position immediately before the transaction while the bottom portion highlights the financial statements immediately after the transaction.
Note that the financial condition of the firm appears noticeably improved. Earnings per share,
the debt /equity ratio, and the return on total assets —all are improved. The real advantage is that
the company is allowed to report a gain of $243,
the difference between the liability that was on the
books and the amount that was used to "retire"
the debt. Also, the gain is not taxed until the portfolio of treasury securities matures.
In- substance defeasance is the process of extinguishing debt by setting aside sufficient risk -free
investments to cover all remaining interest and

principal payments on existing debt. Not only is
the debt removed from the books, but the difference between the book value of the existing debt
and the value of the risk -free investments is recognized as a gain on the current income statement.
With the passage of Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 76, "Extinguishment
of Debt" in November 1983, this type of transaction is now allowed.
Management accountants will play an increasingly important role as management seeks to evaluate alternative financial policy tools, including
in- substance defeasance. Therefore, management
accountants must have an understanding of the
impact, both economic and financial, of in -substance defeasance transactions and the alternatives that management is considering.
Defeasance has raised a number ofquestions in
its wake: What methods are available for extinguishing debt for financial reporting purposes?
What types of companies will benefit, if any? Why
choose defeasance? Is defeasance window dressing
or a sound financial tool? Should investors be
wary? What type of effect has defeasance had thus
far (i.e., financial statement impact)? Ifdefeasance
is so potentially misleading, why did FASB allow
its return?
A Look Back at Defeasance
With the advent of increased treasury yields
persistently above the coupon rates of existing
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standing debt obligations of the issuer. Because
there are no restrictions on the investors' use of
the funds received, the defeased debt does not
have to be matched by the required risk -free securities or government obligations. To ensure that
any future payments by the issuer are remote, the
transaction usually is further secured by a guarantee or letter of credit covering the payments to be
made by the third parties.
For instance, the Kellogg Co. used the assumption method of defeasance shortly after the Exxon
transactions. Kellogg paid several companies, who
were unnamed, a total of $65.6 million to assume
$75 million of Kellogg debt, which carried an
8 ' / B% coupon rate. Presumably, these companies
would then invest these funds at a return sufficient to satisfy the Kellogg interest and principal
payments. In order to provide assurance that the
payments were made and that the holders of the
notes did not seek payment from the corporation,
Kellogg obtained a letter of credit covering the
transaction from Morgan Guaranty Trust. The
FASB ruled, in FAS 76, that only the trust meth-

Figure 1
Balance sheet
(Before defeasance)
Assets
Cash
Other

1,000
20,000
$21,000
$

corporate debt, corporate issuers noticed the benefits of defeasance transactions. In July 1982,Exxon Corp. became the first publicly held corporation to use the in- substance defeasance technique.
Exxon retired $515 million in outstanding debt by
depositing $312 million of government securities
in six trust funds. The interest on the government
securities, averaging a yield of 14 %, was sufficient
to cover both the interest on the Exxon debt, with
rates ranging from 5.8% to 6.7 %, and the principal due in 2009. In summary, the transaction removed $515 million in debt from Exxon's balance
sheet and added $130 million to its earnings. The
remaining $73 million was recorded as a provision
for capital gains tax that would accrue when the
deposited government securities are collected at
their face value.
Shortly after the Exxon transaction, the FASB
and the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC)
became alarmed that the accounting treatment associated with the in- substance defeasance technique did not adequately reflect the risks associated with the t ran sacti on . The FASB 's in iti al
response was that debt should not be considered
extinguished unless the issuer had no further legal
obligation on the debt. The SEC did not believe
that corporations should be allowed to create accounting methods and imposed a moratorium on
in- substance defeasance transactions. In November 1983,however, the FASB issued its FAS 76,
which clarified and specified the accounting procedures for in- substance defeasance transactions.
Thus, the SEC followed by rescinding its prior action. These actions created a dramatic increase in
in- substance defeasance proposals.
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Liabilities and equity
500
767
8,000
11,713
$21,000

Income statement
(Before defeasance)

Types of Defeasance

Revenue
Expenses
Net income

$20,000
15,000
5,000

EPS 50c

Balance sheet
(After defeasance)
Assets
Cash
Other

S 456
20,000
$20,456

Liabilities and equities
Current liabilities
500
Other liabilities
8,000
Owner's equity (1,000 shares)
11,956
$20,456

Income statement
(After defeasance)
Revenue
Expenses
Margin
Gain
Net income

$20,000
15,000
5,000
243
5,243

$

In- substance defeasance can be distinguished
from two other methods of debt extinguishment,
legal and covenant defeasance. Legal defeasance
transactions are specifically covered in the original bond indenture when the debt is sold. After
placing riskless assets in an irrevocable trust, the
issuer is released from all subsequent obligations
under the indenture. The trust, rather than the issuer, becomes the primary obligor on the debt.
Covenant defeasance also is covered specifically
in the bond indenture. The riskless assets are
placed in a trust and the issuer is able to remove
the original debt from its books, and is released
from all covenant restrictions under the indenture. However, the issuer remains the primary obligor on the debts.
In- substance defeasance can be accomplished
using either a trust technique (discussed earlier)
or an "assump tion" method. The ass umption
method does not require the use of a trust. Rather,
the trustee turns over a specified amount of cash
to third -party investors, who assume the out-

Current liabilities
Long -term debt
Other debt
Owner's equity (1,000 shares)

EPS 52¢
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od of in- substance defeasance is valid and that the
"assumption" defeasance technique is not acceptable. Therefore, the Exxon defeasance is now acceptable while the Kellogg transaction would be
in violation ofcurrent acceptable practices.'
Alternatives, Risks, and Taxes

Critics charge
that defeasance
is nothing more
than balance sheet cosmetics
for hiding poor
operating
performance.

Other methods of retiring old debt, besides defeasance, include paying cash outright, debt -forequity swaps, and the issuance of new debt to refund existing debt. The benefits associated with
in- substance defeasance are relative to the other
methods.
The incentive to retire outstanding debt arises
for various reasons. Companies sometimes find it
beneficial to extinguish debt to improve certain
balance sheet indicators, such as their debt- to -equity ratio, in order to increase their capacity to
borrow, or to reduce the cost of new borrowing.
When current interest rates are higher than
rates on outstanding debt, a company can extinguish outstanding debt at a gain by purchasing the
debt on the open market. A disadvantage with
this method is that usually only a portion of the
outstanding debt issue can be purchased in this
manner. Reacquisitions of significant amounts of
a debt issue increases the bond's price because the
market for the debt issue is thin, making the purchase more expensive. Bondholders who have
purchased the bonds as investments may not desire to relinquish the bonds.
Also, the gain on repurchase is taxed immediately at ordinary tax rates. However, if the retired
bonds were used to purchase specific assets, the
gain can be used to reduce the book value of the
specific asset. This effectively spreads the gain
over the entire life of the assets involved. As a financial tool, in- substance defeasance can overcome these disadvantages.
The in- substance defeasance transaction is a
nonevent for tax purposes and the trust is not recognized as changing the issuer's position. The corporation owns the government securities for tax
purposes and is taxed on their income. Ifthe treasury securities deposited are purchased at a discount, however, a capital gain is incurred on the
debt only when they mature.
Similarly, covenant defeasance also is treated as
a nonevent for tax purposes. However, in an assumption type of in- substance defeasance, the issuer cannot deduct interest on the debt because
the third -party inves to rs have ass umed th at
expense.
Through the use of defeasance, an entire debt
issue may be extinguished in a single transaction
without the consequences associated with reacquiring the debt in the open market and the bondholders don't have to relinquish the bonds. Also,
because no stock is issued in this transaction,
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there is no subsequent dilution in earnings per
share. Finally, it can be argued that a defeasance
transaction does not violate loan agreements or indenture covenants which prohibit the repurchase
or retirement of debt.
There are several risks associated with defeasance transactions. Defeasance may prove more
costly for many potential corporate issuers. Because treasury securities are riskless, they are
more expensive than comparable corporate debt.
For instance, it is not uncommon that premiums
of $30 to $50 are paid for every $1,000 worth of
debt for low -rated securities. A better use of funds
might be to repurchase equity. Equity is generally
more expensive because dividend payments are
not tax deductible like interest payments. Similarly, to refinance and to pay off long -term debt in
times of inflation in effect, is, replacing existing
lower -cost debt with more expensive debt.
A second risk is that the issuer is not discharged from legal liability on the defeased debt.
Primary liability and financial covenants remain
intact. Thus, the issuer's legal status after the insubstance defeasance transaction has been completed does not change.
A third risk evolves from vague and contradictory laws guiding the issuers and trustees. The primary concern is the effect of bankruptcy on the
rights and obligations of bondholders and creditors. For example, can other creditors' claims (in
bankruptcy) be satisfied with the use of the trust's
asset.
Financial Tool or Window Dressing?
Despite decisions by both the FASB and SEC
to allow defeasance, the technique of extinguishing debt continues to draw fire from critics who
charge that defeasance is nothing more than balance -sheet cosmetics for hiding poor operating
performance. For example, an argument can be
made that companies ignore increased real returns
by investing in treasury securities instead of investing elsewhere, and pursue a noncash generating income gain.
Investors must be alert to the effects of defeasance transactions. One concern is that the "defeased financial statements" may serve as a smoke
screen to hide poor earnings performance. Although the gain should be reported as an extraordinary gain (or footnoted if combined with other
extraordinary gains), many investors are unsophisticated and may look to the bottom line or to
earnings per share to gauge financial performance.
For instance, an examination of Exxon's income
statement will show that there is no mention of
the $132 million profit included in income from
defeasance. Instead, Exxon reported the transaction in a footnote. The $132 million represented
almost 2 'h% of net income. One must question
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

whether the FASB and SEC had the best interest
of all investors in mind when allowing defeasance.
Also, investors should be aware of another
problem. The FASB requires that the risk -free investment must not have a maturity which extends
beyond the maturity of the extinguished debt.
This requirement also may limit a company's investment opportunities (and perhaps the ability to
use defeasance).
Defeasance isn't just a method of corporate
window dressing. We hope companies are involved in these transactions for sound economic
reasons and not for the noncash gain. Defeasance
experts don't deny that some companies will be
drawn to the accounting technique for cosmetic
reasons. However, the counter argument is that
defeasance is another tool for corporate debt management as we have discussed.

The passage of FAS 76 created a new financial
tool for accountants and managers. Careful analysis, however, is needed to evaluate all the risks and
benefits of defeasance along with other investment
opportunities before rushing to use the new method. Although it is possible to apply defeasance
solely for cosmetic purposes to make the financial
statements look better, the method can be used for
sound economic reasons, such as overcoming the
disadvantages of open market repurchases. Similarly, ifinvestors and bankers evaluate the financial statements and improved debt /equity relationships on balance sheets rather than at "face"
value, managers will have no incentives to use defeasance improperly.
❑
'However, the SEC did allow both firms to retain their defeasance transactions. The
FASB also has outlawed "instantaneous defeasance." Instantaneous defeasance occurs when a firm issues debt and then, on the same day, retire the debt through
defeasance.

After the
release of FAS
76, there was a
dramatic
increase in insubstance
defeasance
proposals.

How CFOs View the CMA Program
37 "
importance in the future in regard to internal advancement and external mobility.b
CMA: Good News, Bad News...
Our goal was to assess the progress, problems,
and prospects of the CMA program. Analysis of
the responses reveals some disturbing contradictions. Overall, a substantial majority of the CFOs
indicate that they believe the program has met its
stated objectives. More important, a majority of
the respondents state that the benefits of earning a
CMA include a positive image of an individual
who demonstrates a wide range of business and
accounting knowledge, has maintained technical
competence, and who has made a strong commitment to continued professional development.
Based upon these two findings, we might be led to
conclude that an individual who has earned the
CMA would be actively recruited, promoted, and
financially rewarded. The responses we received
to subsequent questions, however, are contrary to
such a conclusion.
Only a small percentage (20%) ofthe CFOs indicated that their firms expressed a preference for
the CMA in their recruiting literature, and more
than 50% felt that possession of the certification
was not even reasonably important in the hiring of
entry -level management accountants. Just over
50% felt that possession ofthe CMA would be at
least reasonably important in promotion decisions
at the mid or upper levels of responsibility.
Corporate financial support, which might attract more CMA candidates, is conspicuously ab-
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sent. More than 80% of the companies do not
consider the successful completion of the CMA
examination adequate justification for a salary adjustment. Furthermore, reimbursement for costs
associated with attaining and maintaining the
CMA certificate also generally is not covered by
the companies surveyed.
A final disturbing note is the inconsistency of
responses to the questions on the future prospects
ofthe program and the viability of the CMA as an
alternative career path to the CPA route. The
CFOs' attitude toward the increased awareness
and acceptance ofthe CMA in the long run is extremely positive; and, yet, there is no similar overwhelming endorsement of the CMA as a viable
career path.
Perhaps the CFOs are sending more than just
negative messages. The fact that so many took the
time to respond to a rather lengthy questionnaire,
and that more than 85% made the effort to offer
comments and suggestions is positive testimony to
the CFOs' strong interest in the CMA program. If
we are to respond to the CFOs' suggestion that
increased promotion and education are a key to
the long -run success ofthe CMA program, the cooperation of both the business and academic community is essential.
❑
'Although these respondents indicated "no knowledge of the CMA program,"
many did request results of the survey. This suggests at least an interest in the CMA
Program.
'Robert Half, "Do Management Accountants Have an Image Problem?' MANAGE,
MENTAC upmNG. August 1980, pp. 10-13.
'These benefitsare cited by lames Bulloch, Editor, in the Institute of Management
Accounting column, MANAGEMENT AccouNrmo. September 1981, p. 24.
'Marshall K. Pitman, "Corporate Conlrollere Attitudes Toward the CMA:' unpublished paper, 1983.
'Half, see above.
'Larry Kreiser and John C. Talbott, "Financial Executive Reaction to the CMA,"
The Woman CPA. January 1981, pp. 17.20.
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Case -Mix Accounting
Can Help Hospitals
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By being a ble to ma tch actu al costs of services
used with the individual patients who received
the services, medical facilities can manage
finances and resources efficiently and effectively.

Patient: Doe, J.
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In the last few y ears, so aring costs have forced the
health care in d u stry to face th e prospect of m andato ry state regu latio n o r volu ntary restriction on
ho sp ital ex p e n d itu r es. St at e health ca re reim bu rsem en t pro grams— Medicare and Medicaid,
wh ich acco u nt fo r 30% and 10% of hospital revenue, respectively —have been th e ta r ge t ar e a fo r
co st cutting b y state legislatu res. In addition, rate settin g p ro gram s h ave b e en attem pted by several
states in resp o n se to risin g h ealth care expenses.'
Th o se com b in ed situ ation s have created great
p ressu re on ho sp ital ad m in is tra to rs to tighten
th eir b u d getary sp end in g an d increase productivity , wh ich m ean s reevalu atio n and m odification of
presen t ho sp ital m an ag em en t cont rol system s.
Case -mix acco u n tin g, based on cos ts o f s im ilar
case typ es u sing similar ho sp ital resources, m ay be
th e solution .
Th e Tr ad itio n al S y stem
A ho sp ital is an acu te -care facility that provides
diagn o stic an d th erap eu tic services required by
ph y sician s in th eir clin ical m anagem ent of p a tien ts. In ad d itio n , it o ffers so m e hotel and social
services, su ch as ro om an d bo ard and counseling.
A ho sp ital is an eco n o m ic entity with specific
goals, such as high qu ality o f he alth care, new
m ed ical eq u ip m en t, a n d co m m unity servic es. To

achieve these goals, it acquires input —which includes capital, materials, supplies, and manpower —and produces output.
A hospital's product should be defined in order
to address the problem of cost control and productivity im provem en t. Usually it is def ined as a
package of services provided to each patient in
term s of m edical treatm en t, nursing care, laborat o r y t e s t s , a n d so o n , f r o m a d m i t t i n g to
discharging.
Like profit organizations, hospitals maintain
two sets of accounting system s. The financial accounting system consists of ke ep ing b oo ks and
producing the balance sheet, income statem ent,
and funds flow statem ent. Th e manageri al accounting system produces m anagem ent inform ation for hospital planning, control, and other decision m aking.
Traditionally, a hospita l's m anagerial accounting system is aggregate and department - oriented.
It lu m ps a ll d epart m ent cost s, d irect or indir ect,
and allocate s them to ea ch pat ient w ho has used
departm ent services on a per diem basis (nursing),
per m inute of usa ge basis (ope rating rooms), or
per diagnostic pr ocedure basis (laboratory). This
system does not provide inform ation on actual resources used by each patient because the flat averaging allocation m ethod is em ployed. In addition,
because each case is different —in type and com plexity— hospital resource consum ption varies for
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

each patient, even though two patients may be
hospitalized for the same reason.

These diagnosis - related groups have been constructed based on a procedure referred to as the
significant attribute method. This method identiCase -Mix Accounting Can Help
fies medical case types, each of which is expected
Obviously, a traditional accounting system is to receive similar output or services from a hospiinadequate in this situation. Case -mix accounting, tal, Physician judgments, medical databases, and
however, can help hospitals produce more actual statistical algorithms are employed for construcmanagement information. Case -mix cost account- tion of the DRGs. The length of stay is used as a
ing is based on diagnosis - related groups (DRGs), measure of output for each group because that ina case classification and hospital products defini- formation is readily available, standardized, and
tion system which recognizes that each diagnosis - reliable.
related group requires a particular bundle of serThe statistical method used is a variation of the
vices and hence a specific unit cost. Direct costs Automated Interaction Detector method of Son and some indirect costs are aggregated through quist and Morgan, which has been used in the
this accounting system. Cost control will be suc- analysis of complex sample survey data at the
cessful when well - defined hospital products are University of Michigan Survey Research Center.'
provided with a predictable set of associated costs. The objective of this approach is to examine the
The key issue of hospital cost control is to moti- interrelationships of the variables in the database
vate physicians to use hospital resources economi- and to determine which ones are related to some
cally, which requires a cost system to document specified measure of interest, referred to as the dethe relationship between administrative and medi- pendent variables.
cal decisions. The objective of case -mix accountThe medical database, obtained mainly from
ing is to provide a clear, complete picture of the hospitals in New Jersey and Connecticut, is dividcosts of treating individual patients grouped into ed into mutually exclusive and exhaustive primary
similar case classes based on use of resources and diagnosis areas called major diagnostic categories.
to set norms and standards for a management Each category is subdivided into groups based on
control system. Physicians will become aware of values of variables derived from the statistical althe cost consequences of their medical decisions gorithm. Some modification could be made from
and treatments because any inefficiency will be physician review. Thus the division process is
shown by the deviation of actual unit cost from based on both statistical criteria and physician
the standard budgeted unit cost of DRGs.
judgments at every stage. The variables included
In view of the nature of the correlation between in class definitions vary across major categories.
actual use and actual cost of resources, the appli- For example, age is not an important factor for
cation of case -mix cost accounting will permit gastric ulcer patients, but it is for hernia patients.
new insights into cost finding, cost budgeting, cost The diagnosis - related groups are formed from the
control, charging policies, and reimbursement major diagnostic categories. Some examples of the
policies. A hospital's management control system 383 DRGs are DRG Ill— ischemic heart disease
then can achieve effective operations through effi- except acute myocardial infarction with shunt or
cient use of resources.
other major operation; DRG 131— arrhythmia
and slowed conduction with insertion of heart deWhat Are Diagnosis- Related Groups (DRGs)?'
vice; DRG 187 —gastric and peptic ulcer with gasA hospital's case mix is the relative proportion tric resection or other major operation with a secof the different medical case types it treats. The ondary diagnosis present.
great variety of case mixes makes it difficult to
evaluate resources used and to compare hospitals' How Do Hospitals Structure Costs?
performance if traditional aggregate cost accountA hospital is a capital - intensive organization,
ing is employed for a management control system. with fixed costs accounting for 60% to 85% of
DRGs solve this problem by dividing case mix total costs. The "capital" of hospitals includes a
into different product units.
large p orti on of h uman power —the medical
The DRG approach should identify a set of staff —which makes a hospital also carry a characcase types, each representing a class of patients teristic of labor - intensive enterprises. The full cawith similar demographic, diagnostic, and thera- pacity of a hospital is about 85 %, and the remainpeutic attributes —such as age, sex, primary diag- der is reserved for emergency situations.
nosis, secondary diagnosis, procedures of care,
The hospital chart of accounts recommended
and length of stay —and a predictable package of by the American Hospital Assn.' is a tool for exservices. The currently existing DRG system, de- amining a hospital's general cost structure. Hospiveloped by the Yale University Center for Health tal costs typically can be classified into nonpaStudies, identifies 383 mutually exclusive and ex- tient- care - related overheads, patient- care - related
haustive medical case types.
overheads, direct inpatient hotel and other general
MANAGFMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

The key
issue... is to
motivate
physicians to
use hospital
resources
economically.
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Through
allocation, the
unit cost of
each DRG is
established and
becomes
available for
cost projection,
variance
analysis, and
cost control.

services, direct inpatient nursing, direct inpatient
ancillary services, and direct outpatient care.
The non patient - care - related overheads include
depreciation (land, building, medical equipment),
insurance (property, theft) interest (short -term
bank loans, mortgages), taxes (property, federal
excise), repairs and maintenance, public relations,
operation of power plant, hospital security, and elevator operation.
The patient- care - related overheads are expenditures incurred for housekeeping, laundry and linen, central sterile supplies and services, nursing
administration, intern and resident staff, employee
benefits, administration, personnel, accounting,
credits and collections, purchasing, communications, data processing, receiving and stores, and
barber and beauty shops.
The hotel and other general services are dietary,
admitting, billing, interns and residents (routine
medications), medical records, social service, and
hotel (meals, rooms).
Nursing includes several nursing units in a hospital, such as medical and surgical unit, pediatric
unit, obstetric unit.
Ancillary services include newborn care unit,
intensive care unit, delivery and labor room, coronary care unit, operation room, recovery room,
laboratory, blood bank, radiology, anesthesiology,
pharmacy, medical photography and illustration,
medical - surgical supplies, physical therapy, respiratory therapy, urology, elect rocardiology, and
the like.
Outpatient services are clinics operated in a
hospital where patients are treated without
hospitalization.
A standardized chart of accounts has not been
established yet because hospitals are composed of
different medical specialties and sizes. Thus, the
types of costs and their components may vary
from hospital to hospital. The cost structure just
presented could be found in a typical hospital,
but, again, not every one has the same structure.
Determining the Unit Cost of DRGs
The unit cost is an average cost per patient in
each diagnosis- related group.` Outpatient care is
not included in this computation. For cost control
and budgeting — managerial purposes —the nonpatient -care- related overheads also are excluded.
For charging and reimbursement — financial purposes —they are allocated to each DRG. Patient care- related overheads, direct hotel and other general services cost, nursing cost, and ancillaries are
assigned for all purposes.
Final cost centers are outpatient care, hotel and
other general services, nursing, and ancillary services. Patient - care - related overheads are allocated
to all four of those cost centers by the overhead
allocation statistics. For example, housekeeping
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cost is assigned based on housekeeping time, laundry and linen based on pounds, employee benefits
on salary, accounting and purchasing on general
fund expense, data processing on CPU time, and
so forth. After allocation of patient- care - related
overheads, the cost centers of hotel and other general services, nursing, and ancillary services are
used as cost data in computation of the unit cost
ofeach DRG.
Hotel and other general service costs are assigned to each DRG according to weighted -average length of stay or service used per patient, except billing and admitting. Admitting cost is flat
averaged for each discharged patient. Billing cost
is allocated based on the dollar amount billed for
all services of treating each patient.
Nursing cost is apportioned to each patient by
nursing intensity. Nursing intensity means the average total time of all nursing activities necessary
for routine treatment of patients in a DRG. The
nursing intensity information requires a good record- keeping system of actual nursing hours used
by each patient. The data are available to hospitals that adopt a patient acuity system for nurse
staffing purposes.
The ancillary services should be allocated by
the direct method. First, the total cost of each unit
or department, such as radiology or laboratory, is
divided into overheads (including patient- care -related overheads assigned) and direct costs. Second, overheads are allocated uniformly to each
patient who used the services. Direct costs then
are separated further into direct salary, variable
supplies, and fixed supplies. Direct salary and
variable supplies are assigned to each patient
based on actual consumption, procedures, or time
per patient.
Fixed supplies are apportioned based on time of
usage, procedures, or activities per patient. The
variable supplies are disposable items, such as surgical supplies, paper sheets, and gowns used in operating rooms. Fixed supplies consist of reusable
items, such as surgical instrument sets in operating rooms or basin sets in laboratories.
Through the allocation process, the unit cost of
each DRG is established and becomes available
for cost projection, variance analysis, and cost
control. A running tabulation of all information
about DRGs in a hospital is recommended for accurate record keeping.'
Cost-Influencing Variables
In variance analysis, it is necessary to identify
variables that affect cost behavior so one can understand causes and allocate responsibilities. Generally, hospital costs fluctuate because of five variables: case mix, number of cases, input per case or
mode of treatment, input price, and efficiency of
input utilization. Those variables are controlled
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by four factors: environment, physicians, administrators, and third -party payers, usually the insurance company and state government.
Case mix and number of cases depend on demography, but they also vary according to facilities and specialty of physicians in hospitals. The
mode of treatment is controlled predominately by
physicians. The input efficiency is controlled by
administrators, and the price also is controllable,
but it is not subject to their authority.
Traditionally, cost containment is solely the responsibility of hospital administrators. Attending
physicians usually do not pay attention to cost
consequences that will result from their decisions
and treatments. Thus, the mode of treatment is
the potential area in which hospitals can control
skyrocketing costs —by educating doctors and employing a new management tool as case -mix cost
accounting. Also, the "power equilibrium" should
be shifted to administrators to allow administrative flexibility of hospital management.
Budgeting and Variance Analysis Are Important
Standard cost is a good management cost -control tool. However, because there is no standardized chart of accounts for cost data collection and
because procedures of medical treatment and
complexity of instruments and equipment vary
from hospital to hospital, a uniform standard
DRG cannot be established for cross - hospital
comparison and internal management control.
Once a hospital adopts case -mix cost accounting,
the annual budgeted unit cost and other related
information of each DRG can be used as a norm
for comparison in management control.
In case -mix budgeting, historical DRG data are
used. Modifications should be made for predicted
price increases and for projected changes in case
mix and number of cases, and budgeted DRG tabulations should be prepared for comparisons.
Then administrators do the variance analysis of
actual costs and year -to -year comparison based on
year -end cost data and the annual budget.
Variance analyses can be performed in hospitals
using the case -mix accounting information.' The
case -mix variance is:
(total actual costs) –
(actual unit costs applied to budgeted case mix).
The case -number variance is obtained directly
by comparison of the "cases" items in actual tabulation and budgeted tabulation of DRGs.
The input -price variance is:
(actual price X actual DRG allocation statistics)
(budgeted price X act ual DR G allocation
statistics).
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

The mode -of- treatment variance is:
(actual average length of stay) –
(budgeted average length of stay).
The input - efficiency variance is:
(actual charges X actual cost /charges ratio) –
(actual charges X budgeted cost /charges ratio).
The above variance analysis is a suggestion. It is
not tested by sensitivity analysis or validation
evaluation, so some corrections may be needed to
improve the formulas.
Understanding the New System
Case -mix cost accounting is a system designed
to define in a precise and manageable way the services provided by hospitals and to provide a complete picture of financial and cost consequences of
treating individual patients. The case -mix cost accounting approach supplies a basic link between
financial management, utilization review, quality
measurement, and motivation. It highlights both
administrative and physician decisions, which
changes the traditional view of medical doctors
regarding their influence on resource allocation
and cost containment.
The DRGs facilitate management control by
dealing with case -mix differences in hospitals.
Once the traditional department costs are regrouped into DRGs, cost norms for comparison
can be established.
Cost allocation and DRGs are two essential
components of case -mix cost accounting. The allocation of costs to patients of each DRG is the
problem area of application of this system. Which
cost should be included in the cost data? What are
the cost centers that will receive allocated costs?
Should the cost center be a patient or a medical
unit? By what basis is each cost assigned to a cost
center? If case -mix accounting is to provide better
managerial information, those problems should be
addressed first.
Any one of the allocation concepts (cause and
effect, ability to bear, relative prices, fairness for
pricing, equity, physical units, and benefits available) could be adopted. In any event, accountants
should remember that case -mix accounting is designed for planning, control, projection, and motivation. Special conditions in a hospital may justify
employing any of the concepts.
The definition of attributes in classifying case
types is based on medical records and physicians'
judgments. The current 383 DRGs are constructed based on data from hospitals in New Jersey
and Connecticut. This limited scope makes the
therapeutic attributes of DRGs regional and per $#64

The allocation
of costs to
patients of
each DRG is
the problem
area of
application.
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desk. As an alternative, ACV provides
for a deduction for depreciation. But insurance depreciation is not calculated
the same as from an accounting or tax
standpoint. Depreciation is based on
useful life. Therefore, if the desk destroyed above was insured on an ACV
policy and had an anticipated useful life
of 10 years, a 50% recovery would be
available.
It also is vital that companies maintain and report property values accurately. Most policies have a coinsurance
provision requiring reporting to a minimum of 80% or 90% of true replacement cost. In the event of a loss, for
which it was determined lower values
were reported, the insurer will only pay
in direct proportion of the reported to
required values.
Risk transfer by contract is another
way to control costs. Often a company's
liability can be reduced by having a customer or supplier assume responsibility

in the event of loss. For example in a
real estate lease any liability can be
transferred to the tenant. Most leases
provide for the tenant to "hold harmless" the landlord and "indemnify" the
landlord against any loss arising out of
one's occupancy.
Large companies or companies with
fairly predictable losses may investigate
using alternate policy forms such as
swing plans, cash flow programs, or
Administrative Services Only (ASO)
contracts. In these liability and compensation forms, the insured agrees to assume some or all of the uncertainty of
loss.
In swing plans, the insured pays the
carrier a premium for the coverage provided. This premium is lower than a traditional guaranteed cost plan. In return,
if claims exceed a predetermined percentage of premium the insured pays an
additional premium based on a percentage of losses. Additionally, if claims are
below a predetermined level, a return
premium is provided to the insured.
Cash flow plans such as paid loss retrospective premium (retros) provide for
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the compan y to retain a greater am o u n t
of the uncertain ty . Typ ically , com pan ies
pay an insu ran ce co m p an y a fix ed co st
for expenses, plus mon th ly reim bu rsement of p aid lo sses. Th e carrier ad m in isters claim s, with a long tail o f p ay ments req u ired b y th e in su red . Th is tail
is the resu lt o f late claim s rep o rtin g o n
long -term claims su ch as wo rkers' com pensation o r liab ility claim s in volvin g
bodily inju ry or d isability . Trad itio n ally, these typ es o f claim s pay out over
many years, fo r wh ich the insu red retains a liab ility u n d er a cash flo w p lan .
In some cases, ho wever, this tail can b e
"so ld " t o th e in su re d a t so m e p o in t in
tim e after th e p o licy term in ates an d th e
losses evaluated.
Self- fu n ding p rovid es fo r ultim ate retention of loss, a p ro ced ure b y wh ich an
or ga niza tio n fu n d s lo sses in te rn ally ,
while purch asin g ex ces s co v erage fo r
the catastrop hic loss. In o rder to self -insure comp ulso ry co verage (au to m o bile
liab ilit y o r w o r k e r s ' co m p e n s a t io n )
most states req u ire that a co m pan y b e a
"qualified " self - insured . This usually requires meetin g certain fin an cial req u irem ents, p o stin g a bo n d gu a ra n te e in g
paym ent of claim s, an d verify in g of p ro fessional claims - handling p ro ced u res.
Although not all states perm it self -insurance, if it is availab le an d if feasib le,
this typ e o f p lan min im izes pay m en ts
for prem iu m taxes, in su ran ce co mp an y
overhead, m arke tin g co sts, an d profits.
Self - funding is only advised, however, in
situations where lo sses are pred ictable.
On e o f t h e simp lest ways to red uce
costs is to co mb ine p olicies. Often , co mpanies main tain m an y d ifferen t po licies
for basically sim ilar expo sures. Policy
consolidatio n can lo wer ex p en se co sts
and policy issu es fees as well as p ro vid e
additional n ego tiating leverage with u n derw rite rs. Th e ad d itio n al " c lo u t " is
due not on ly to th e larger p rem ium vo lum e, but also is based on a b ro a d er
spread of risk allo win g for mo re predictability to th e u n d e rwriter. Mo r eover, if an un d erwriter is in terested in
one aspect of the p ro gram , it is mo re apt
to consider less favo rab le asp ects o f th e
accoun t❑at❑m o re❑fa vo rab le❑p rem iu m s.❑

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
OF CONTRACTS
Due to significant increases in business activity. Northrop DSD
has several openings for persons experienced in financial planning, budgeting and management of defense contracts. Open
positions include:

•❑PROGRAM❑PLANNER
• COST & PRICE ANALYST
• PROGRAM CONTROLLER, SR.
•❑MANAGER,❑PROGRAM❑CONTROL

Applicants should be degreed individuals in Accounting or
Finance with 2 -10 years experience with defense contracts. MBA
a plus. Experience with DoD C /SCS criteria 7000.2 desirable.
Positions available on both development and manufacturing con.
tracts SupervisoryI management experience necessary qualify
for senior level positions
Cost S Price Analyst requires experience in preparing and sup
porting cost proposals to customers per ASPM and FAR
guidelines.
Northrop offers a competitive starting salary and full range
benefits package. Please send resume with salary history and
requirements to Employment Representative, Dept. M.S.M.,
NORTHROP CORPORAT1OlY' Defense Systems Division,
600 Hicks Road, Rolling M eado ws, IL 60008. An equal
opportunity employer M /F/V /H.

NORTHROP
Defense Systems Division
Electronics Systems Group
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Davi d G. Ad ler, ARM, is insurance manager at Ro llin s Co mp an y. He is a member of At la n t a North Chapter, through
which he submi tted this arti cle.
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Computers
and
Accounting
Alfred M. King, Editor

Control /PC Is Flexible, Easy to Use
Product: Control /PC (version 1.0), Kay Consulting, Inc., 101 Continental Blvd., El Segundo,
Calif. 90245, (213) 615 -0664, in other parts of
Calif. 1- 800 - 826 -6862, nationwide except Calif.
1- 800 -824 -3920, $1,500.
System Requirements: 'IBM PC, XT or AT, two
floppy disk drives, or one floppy drive and a
hard disk; PC -DOS 2.0 or higher; minimum of
512k memory; (optional) 8087 processor to
speed calculations.
*Note: I successfully ran Control /PC on a
Wang PC using the IBM Monochrome Monitor
Emulation Board and software.
Have you ever set up a spreadsheet application
capturing, say, five years of financial statement
information for a dozen or so different organizations, only to become frustrated when you want
to compare or consolidate selected items for
reporting and analysis? If only there were a
quick and easy way to pull out a particular line
by year across all the organizations, subtotal by
geographic area, and calculate the grand total.
Well, there is —using Control /PC.
Control /PC is a cross between a spreadsheet and a database program, bundled together with a flexible report writer, focusing on
"budgeting, consolidations, and variance reporting." Its major strengths include the ability
to handle applications requiring a large number
of related data sets (potentially hundreds of different organizations as mentioned in our example above) and the ability to quickly and easily
generate reports across any level.
Its flexibility is derived from its four- dimensional data structure. In addition to the columns
and rows (two dimensions) used in spreadsheet programs, Control /PC also allows you to
define two other dimensions: multiple data
types for each organization —up to 25, including plan, actual, forecasts, and what -if cases—
B2

and a hierarchy for consolidations and subtotalling. This process is accomplished simply by
filling out a series of screens that prompt you
for the required information. Say you have 12
organizations for which you want to capture five
years of actual financial statements by month.
First, design your input screen to list the financial accounts as rows and each month as a column. In this case, you will have used the maximum of 60 columns allowable in Control /PC.
Then define the hierarchy or how each of these
companies or organizations is related (third dimension). Pretend you want to define three levels: a grand total, a regional level, and a product g roup level. Create a mat rix of which
organizations report to which geographic area,
and define the corresponding product group of
each. Finally you're ready to enter the data
sets —in this case, an actual data file and a
"plan" or forecast file for each of the 12 organizations, which totals 24 files.
Data Entry
Data are entered one organization and one
data type (actual, plan, what -if) at a time. The
input screen will show the rows defined, listed
down the left -hand column, with the specified
number of period columns going across. As you
scroll across the columns, the description column remains stationary for ease of input,
In the definition phase, you can define rows
to be either input rows or calculations. You cannot enter data in rows defined as calculations.
Pressing the F1 key at any point during data
entry recalculates the values for these rows.
Eleven data replication features are available
to simplify the input process. For instance, you
can enter a value in the first column and copy it
across subsequent columns. Alternatively, you
can have the first value increase or decrease
by a constant factor across time. After entering
data for one organization and saving it, Con trol/PC then allows you to enter another organization or data type for the same organization.
Total levels are calculated automatically. You
can review the grand total on the screen, but
changes are made by changing data in the individual organizations.
Report Generation
Not only can Control /PC solve the reporting
problem as shown in the beginning example —it
can do much more. It comes with 12 standard,
preformatted reports, and if any of them do not
meet your needs, the flexible report writer allows you to create your own. Some examples
are Summary by Organization, Organization Across- the -Top by Month, and Rows- AcrossThe -Top by Month. You can run a monthly reMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ NOVEMBER 1985

port showing the variances between actual and
plan. A "Flash Actuals" report will show the
current month's performance and compare it to
the original plan and the latest outlook, highlighting variances.
You select how you want a particular report
to be run —which data types, what periods,
what sort order and subtotal levels, and which
organizations — simply by answering a series of
prompts. You can obtain different types of results b y running the same report s everal
times —first selecting only one row of data to be
displayed for all organizations and subtotalled
by region and again by selecting one organization or level (region) and all rows of data. Each
report takes only a minute or two to execute.
You also can design your own reports, saving
the definitions for future use. The report writer
is easy to use and well documented. I was able
to set up two reports —one simple and one
more complex —in about an hour in my first attempt. Various screens prompt you through the
data selection and calculation definition phase.
Calculations
Control /PC has 79 operators, including arithmetic, investment, inventory, depreciation, interest, other financial, and logical. To use any,
you must refer to them by their respective number. Unlike a spreadsheet, you cannot create
your own formulas. Instead you need to scan
the list of available operators, selecting and
combining them to get the desired results. If
you're used to working with spreadsheets, you
may find this approach cumbersome, especially
for long strings of formulas. However, if your
applications usually are restricted to calculations that are built into Control /PC (beginning
and ending inventory, ROI, PV), then this method can keep to a minimum the amount of your
programming.
Other features of Control /PC include:
• Data Link: To transfer data between Control/
PC tasks.
• Data Feeds: To transfer other types of data
files for use with Control /PC, Two PC file formats are accepted —DIF (Data Interchange
Format) and XDEF (Xerox Data Exchange
Format).
• Data Extracts: To pull out information from a
Control /PC file to either a DIF or XDEF file
for use with other software programs. (I tested this feature by creating a DIF file and
translating it to a Lotus worksheet using 1 -23's utilities.)
• Send and Receive: To exchange data between Control /PC and an IBM mainframe
computer running the mainframe version of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1985

Control.
Evaluation /Recommendation
Control /PC is best suited for consolidating a
number of identical units — organizations, portfolios, financial statements —while maintaining
the integrity of the originals. Each unit's data
can be updated easily. As in a spreadsheet,
there is no protection against accidentally
changing a previously entered number, but formulas are protected in that they are defined
separately in the model and cannot be altered
in the data entry or update process.
The product definitely accomplishes what it
sets out to do— provide strong consolidations
and reporting features without heavy programming. I would recommend Control /PC for anyone whose application requires the consolidation of a large number of identical units or
organizations and the ability to quickly and easily generate reports across any level of detail or
organizational structure.
Maria Popolo
Johnson & Johnson
Ed. Note: This is a four -star package. NAA currently is using this software for its own internal
budget and forecasting. NAA's experience with
this software coincides with the reviewer's.

Using an Expert Choice
Expert Choice, a decision support software system, has been introduced by Decision Support
Software, Inc. Expert Choice is useful in aiding
middle- and upper -level managers solve complex business problems.
Expert Choice allows the decision maker to
establish a problem - solving model that consists
of a goal, criteria, and alternatives. The decision maker then uses his judgment to decide
the relative importance of each criterion compared with the other. Then the alternatives are
compared with each criterion (all being prompted by the software). In the final step, Expert
Choice ranks the alternatives based on the decision maker's judgment.
Expert Choice does not make decisions. Expert Choice analyzes and compiles the user's
judgments and ranks the alternatives in a clear
and concise manner. Middle- and upper -management decisions makers should find Expert
Choice quite useful. For more information, contact Eileen Adell, 1300 Vincent Place, McLean,
Va. 22101, or (703) 442 -7900.
Ray Pate
Wilman Timberlands, Inc.
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'Drawn from Williams er al, pp. 453 -455.
'Sex John D. Thompson, er al. "Planning, Budgeting, and Controlling —One Look at t he Future: Case -Mix Cost Accounting."
Health Services Research. Summer 1979, and Robert Feuer, et al.
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haps deviant somewhat from those in
other hospitals in other states. The 383
DRGs are by no means representative.
If the concept is to be a basis for uniform reimbursement policies and hospital review, the current DRGs need further modification, and a standardized
hospital chart of accounts needs to be
created to provide a uniform basis for
cost data collection. This procedure
may be feasible at individual state levels
because of local laws and regulations
concerning medical practice, but even at
state levels there will be some difficulties in establishing a reasonable, all agreed -upon DRG system. Additional
studies and tests must be performed by
the medical profession with help from
accounting and statistics specialists.
Another controversial aspect of the
DRGs is the measurement basis of output. The current measure is the length
of stay of each case type because that information is available and reliable. But
the purpose of case -mix accounting is
asso ciatio n of individual patients' treatmen t with actual resource consum ption.
Even m o re re pres ent ative infor m at ion
will b e generated if the average cost, instead o f length of sta y, is em p loye d to

0

measure the resource consumption of
each case type.
Diagnosis- related groups and case mix acco unting have the potential to
permit op eration control and effective
p lan n in g and budgeting, plus balance
th e m an agem ent resonsibilities of ad min istrato rs and attending physicians.
Fu ture h o spital efficiency and effectiven ess lie in f urth er develo pm en t o f t his
m an ag em en t too l, w hich can deal with
th o se p ro b lem s haunting hospitals for a
lo n g tim e.
El

FeANAf

TOOC
'7 wonder if we're
allowed to benefit from
insider information. "
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'For a discussion of alternative rate schemes see Manuel Tipgos.
and Robert Crum, "Applying Management Accounting Concepts
to the Health Care Industry; Management Accounting.July 1982.
'See Robert Fetter, et al.. "Case Mix Definitions by D RGs" Medical Care. February 1980, Supplement. and Richard Fox, "DRGs:
A Management Control Tool in Hospitals and Multi-institutional
Systems;' Hospital Progress. January 1981.
'J.A. Sonquist, and J.N. Morgan. "The Detection of Interaction
Effects," Ann Arbor, Institute for Social Research, University of
Michigan, 1964.
'American Hospital Assn., Chart of Accounts far Hospitals, Financial Management Series of AHA. Chicago, AHA. 1966.
'For alternative approaches to Cost Allocation. see Williams, Sankey et al., "Improved Cost Allocations in Case -Mix Accounting.Medical Cam. May 1982; and Charles T. Wood, "Relate Hospital
Charges to Use of Services.- Harvard Business Review. March-'82.
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defined, usually somewhat restricted,
auditor responsibilities.
4. "Clean opinion." Cleanliness is a
quali ty next o nl y to godli ness.
"Clean," however, is a grave misnomer when applied to audit opinions,
fo r t h ey are n o t "cl ean " o r "u n clean" but, rather, "unqualified" or
"qualified" as to conformity to accounting principles and auditing
standards in the particular case. In
fact the more conscientious and capable the auditor, the more likely a
qualified ( "unclean ") opinion will be
rendered. See next item.
5, "Clean bill of health." The equating
of "clean opinion" with "clean bill of
health" is badly misleading because
both qualified and unqualified opinions may have reference to either excellent or poor financial condition,
either high earnings or en ormous
losses. There is no relation between
the financial facts depicted and the
competence of their verification. It is
therefore completely amiss to associate audit success or failure with the
client's business success of failure.
The two are independent of each other. Perhap s all aud ited financi al
statements should be subjoined with:
"Warning: The Facts Set Forth By
The Above Financial Statement, As
Attested By Our Independent Auditors, Are Not An Evaluation Or Interpretation Of Financial Health Or
Disease."
Di xon Fagerberg, Jr., ELA
Sedoni a, Ari z
A Substantial Colum n
I enjoyed Robert L, Shultis's "Opinion
(Sept. '85) and thought he ca ught the
spirit of th e m eet ing. More t han th at, I
thought he did it in a very readable and
entertaining way.
I believe Council m embers will enjoy
the colum n, so I dis tributed it to them .
Paul Kollon, Chairman
FAS Advi sory Council
St amford, Conn.
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In the Library
The books listed in this section are available from the NAA library.
The Adaptive Corporation
Alvin Toffler, McGraw -Hill Book Co.,
1221 Ave. of the Americas, New York,
N. Y. 10020, 1985, 218 pp. —For anyone
prepared to initiate drastic change and
for companies ret hinki ng goals and
structures, this book is most informative. Insights into how to think about
rapid changes and keep up with our
gro wi n g eco n o my are pres en t ed
cleverly.
The Toffler Report, originally submitted to AT &T in 1972, upset management with its call for the Bell System
breakup. "The report set out to show
how the world's biggest company could
be stripped down and redesigned, and
how the functions ofits various subsidiaries might be redistributed in ways
that served both the corporation and society at large," the author says. The report foresaw the telepho ne breakup
years before it actually took place. In
this book, Mr. Toffler presents key issues detailing why the breakup was unavoidable and describes measures to be
used to turn the breakup around in order to achieve maximum benefits.
Today we are in the middle of the
most rapid and complex corporate restructuring process in U.S. history. The
largest corporate event in history —the
breakup of AT &T —is an example of industrial reorganization. The adaptive
corporation needs a new type ofleadership, composed of adaptive managers
possessing a set of new, nonlinear skills.
Reacting and adjusting quickly to immediate pressures is an absolute must.
Managers are forced to invent their own
strategies instead of imitating existing
ones. "Above all, the adaptive manager
today must be capable of radical action— willing to think beyond the thinkable: to reconceptualize products, procedures, programs and purposes before
crisis makes drastic change inescapable," Mr. Toffler notes.
According to Mr. Toffler, AT &T's
difficulties stem from its inability to anticipate change —its lack of sensing or
warn i n g si gnal s th at acc o mp an y

change. He says AT &T's troubles were
structural, related to the growing differentiation of American society and business. He criticizes Bell's practices of
vertical integration. A suggested revision is a reconceptualized R &D unit
transforming a high - powered research
unit into an enterprise generator and
profit maker. It was not necessary for
AT &T to own its operating companies
outright. Another suggestion is for Bell
to cut back on its own operations —organizing modules and strengthening the
network.
Also presented are the three most
common problems facing companies today of which every executive should be
aware: organizational mismatch, "plain
flab," and overreliance on top -down hierarchy. In relating these to AT &T, Mr.
Toffler says, "Tak en t oget her, these
three organizatio nal problems mean
that AT &T, over the next decade or so,
will have to evolve a substantially more
flexible structure modeled on the mobile
rather than the pyramid."
What applies to AT &T should be of
interest to other businesses as well. The
Adaptive Corporation is a must for any
reader interested in a look at the dynamic world of today's business and
communications network.
Kim Serocke
Cost and Managerial Accounting
J. Owen Cherrington, E. Dee Hubbard,
and David H. Luthy, William C Brown
Publishers, Dubuque, Iowa, 1985, 884
pp. —This textbook is comprehensive in
scope and, as indicated by its title, is
suitable for courses in either cost accounting or managerial accounting. It
incorporates the details ofcost determination and accumulation as well as the
topics dealing with planning and decision analysis common to management
accounting texts.
Extensive use ofCMA and CPA materials is made in the end -of- chapter
problems. The final chapter in the book
is devoted to the description and content analysis of th e C MA an d CP A
examinations.
The authors recognize the leading
role taken by the NAA, its Manage-
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Miriam Redrick and Stan Stec, Editors

ment Accounting Practices Committee,
and the CMA program in enhancing the
management accounting profession.
Louis Bisgay
Social Accounting for Corporations:
Private Enterprise vs.
the Public Interest
Edited by Tony Tinker, Marcus Weiner
Publishing, Inc., 2901 Broadway, Suite
107, New York, N. Y. 10025, 1984, 208
pp.— Roughly half of this volume consists of papers by two noted critics of
accounting abuses, Professor Abraham
J. Briloff and Stanley Sporkin, former
member of the enforcement section of
the Securities & Exchange Commission.
In discussing the realism of present accounting reports, Mr. Sporkin makes an
interesting observation:
"I found a very interesting phenomenon during my days at the SEC arising out ofthe merger and acquisition
craze. It was normal practice for major firms considering the acquisition
ofother companies to have their accountants examine the target concerns, their books and records and
provide the acquiring company with
a true appraisal of what it was getting. I had occasion to review some
of those reports and to compare them
with the filed report that had been
passed on by the company's own auditors. Too often the reports differed
to such an extent that it was difficult
to realize both referred to the same
company."
That certainly should give pause to accountants who prepare reports year after year on the basis of "Generally Accepted Accounting Principles."
Professor Briloff is equally thought
provoking when he states:
"No longer should the auditor be afforded the luxury of shrugging off
the application ofa less- than - optimal
accounting alternative by asserting
that the statements are those of management and not his. My proposal
would put an end to what I call the
`greshamizing of GAAP' —a process
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The data is edited, stored, passed to your
host and is available for up -to -the minute
status inquiries. The data is processed
to reconcile labor to attendance time and
is prepared for your payroll, shop floor
control and inventory applications.

Bar Code
Bar Code provides a superior method for
collecting shop floor data. Easy -to -do
wanding is fast, accurate and readily
accepted by workers. Affordable wanding
stations can be placed near the workers to
minimize lines and unnecessary steps.

The System
DCSI supplies the complete system, takes
full responsibility and guarantees its
success. The best hardware by IBM,
INTERMEC, and PRINTRONIX can be
configured for up to 300 wanding stations
The powerful DCSI software allows you to
define the transactions to be collected
without custom programming. Data is
passed to the host by on -line communication or batch file transfer.
DCSI will configure a system and assist
you in tailoring the software to meet your
specific needs. DCSI provides on -site
installation assistance and user training.
For more information on how you can
benefit from bar code data collection and
implement your system in weeks, call
or write:
AFHI
SO
O
Data Collection Systems, Inc.
5500 France Rvenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435
15121922 -5954
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whereby an accounting alternative is
deemed permissible, however farfetched, if the client or the auditor
can lo cat e it in th e bowels of
NAARS."
One does n't have to agree with
Messrs. Sporkin and Briloff to be challenged intellectually. This brief volume
would repay the modest time investment spent in reading it.
Alfred M. King
Cost Accounting
Lester E. Heitger and Serge Matulich,
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 1221 Ave. of the
Americas, New York, N. Y. 10020, 1985,
962 pp.—The authors have provided a
well- written textbook that covers the
full range of topics. The book's structure facilitates its use in a survey course
or in a study of cost accounting that includes all the details.
Basic cost accounting concepts are
add res sed i n P art On e, followed by
product costing in Part Two. Part Two
does not, however, incorporate the detailed accounting for materials, labor,
and overhead —those areas are treated
in separate in -depth chapters toward the
end. Part Three deals with planning and
control, and Part Four discusses managerial uses of cost data, followed by a
section on long -range planning. The last
principal secti on co ntain s s ep arate
chapters on statistics, regression analysis, and learning curves.
Each chapter concludes with a summary of t he chapt er's co nten ts, key
terms introduced, questions, exercises,
problems, and cases. As noted above,
the book offers the flexibility to make it
suitable to a variety of students.
LB
The Future of Information
Processing Technology
Edited by Stephen J. Andriole, Petrocelli
Books, 251 Wall St., Princeton, N.J.
08540. 1985, 301 pp.— Forecasting the
future is difficult, if not impossible.
Based on experience, it is just as likely
to produce wrong answers as correct
guesses. Despite these difficulties, mankind continues to pursue this activity.
This book provides what appears to be
good forecasts in areas such as end -user
computing, the information industry,
and the market for potential new prod-

ucts and systems. The volume is very
much a group effort, involving the staff
of Arthur D. Little plus numerous federal agencies. It is recommended for
persons involved in market research,
planning, and budgeting for future developments in the high -tech area.
AMK
S Corporation Manual: A Special
Tax Break for Small Business
Corporations
Peter L. Faber and Martin E. Holbrook,
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. 07632, 1985, approx. 400 pp. —As
the authors state at the beginning, "Effective for taxable years beginning after
1982, the rules taxing partnerships and
S Corporations are much more similar."
The revenu e acts of 1 982 and 1984
made substantial changes in taxing S
Corporations, which are covered in this
extremely comprehensive reference
work. For those accountants who have
clients with S Corporations, this book is
a necessity. For others who are interested in the topic, it is well worth reading.
It is well written and easy to follow.
AMK

CUTSTHROUGH
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copies of
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The Tra nsfe r P ri c i ng P robl e m
A Theory for Practice
Ro be rt G . Ec cle s. H ar va rd Bu sin e ss S ch o o l
A b r ea k t h r o u gh in t r an s f er p ric in g . Ec c les d ra w s
in b us in e ss p o licy a n d o r g an iz at io n al c o n s id er a tio n s
es se nt ia l to d e ve lo p in g a n e ff ec tive a n d eq u ita b le
tr an s fe r p ric in g p o licy . H e d em o n s t ra te s t h at t r an s fe r

pricing policies must be consistent with company
strategy and implemented through careful attention
to administrative process. Managers can then solve
their transfer pricing problems in ways most appropriate to their own firms' characteristics. Eccles summarizes his conclusions on transfer pricing with a
general Implementation framework and offers
insights into the managerial aspects of the problem.
including questions of conflict and fairness. Here, at
last, are real solutions that work.
368 pages
ISBN 0- 669 - 09029 -8
$29.00

Ac c o u n t i n g a n d F i n a n c i n g f o r M o t o r
Carriers

W h y C o mp a n i e s F a i l
S t rat egi es for Det ect in g, Avo i d i n g, an d Profiting
f r o m B a n k ru p t cy
Harlan D. Platt, Northeastern University
A straight - forward presentation of the financial
causes of business failure and the strategies that can
steer a troubled company away from the threat of
bankruptcy and l iquidation. Why Companies Fail
identifies five major financial traps that can lead to
failure and illustrates each trap with actual cases of
U.S. companies — many of them household names.
both new and old — that have approached or succombed to bankruptcy in the last decade. An additional thirteen mini -cases document strategies for the
near- bankrupt, encompassing asset, liability, and
company maneuvers that might guide failing businesses to firmer ground.
ISBN 0- 669 - 09748 -9
176 pages
$16.95

T h e Au d i t o r ' s R e p o r t a n d I n ve s t o r B e h a v i o r

Philip C. Cheng, East Carolina University
The only book available on accounting practices
and financing techniques for the motor - carrier
industry.
'Professor Chen g has writt en a co mprehens ive
reference text on this important in dustry after conducting extensive research and nu mero us interviews with financial managers in trucking compan ies as wel l as other professionals, such as public
acco u nt ant s an d ban kers. . . Thi s useful book is
recommended for accou ntan ts who audit or are
employed by trucking companies. "— Journal of
Accountancy
448 pages
ISBN 0- 669 -07340 -7
$45.00

Ralph Estes, Wichita State University
Billions of dollars are spent annually on audits of
corporate financial statements on the assumption
that investors are influenced by the auditors' reports.
Estes challenges this assumption and presents the
results of a carefully controlled analysis of the effect
of audit reports on investors. He suggests a means of
revitalizing the auditor's report as a vehicle for
communicating valuable information to investors.
144 pages
ISBN 0 -669- 05584 -0
$20.00

E mp l o y e e Own er s h i p i n Amer i c a: Th e E q u i t y S o l u t i o n
Corey Rosen, the National Center for Employee Ownership, Katherine J. Klein, the University of Maryland,
and Karen M. Young, the National Center for Employee Ownership
Explores the variety of employee ownership plans and examines how well they work — and why.
The authors analyze the factors that affect implementation of a successful plan, highlight some of the
companies that are doing extremely well. and examine how they combine the various factors to achieve
their goals. This book critically explores the reasons for the successes, as well as failures, of employee
ownership plans: and provides a comprehensive, practical analysis of the broad scope of employee
ownership experiences. Issues in Organization and Management Series.
288 pages
ISBN 0-669-10307-1
$19.95

Lexington Books
D.C. Heath an d Comp any
125 Sprin g Street
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 862-6650 or (800) 334 -3284

DC Heath
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Jack Vavasour— Mister NAA (1920 -85)
Executive Committee, 1960 -70, and of
John E. Vavasour, former NAA managThe
Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
ing director for special projects, died
Jack also was a member of the AssoSeptember 28 from cardiac arrest.
ciation for Computing Machinery, the
Mr. Vavasour, who was known as
American Accounting Assn., the New
Jack to hundreds of NAA members,
York Society ofAssociation Executives,
had just retired at the end of August.
and the American Society of AssociaHe had been a managing director of the
tion Executives (ASAE). In 1979 he was
National Association of Accountants
designated a Certified Association Exsince July 1, 1970, when William M.
ecutive (CAE) after passing a compreYoung, Jr., succeeded Rawn Brinkley as
hensive examination and demonstrating
executive director.
extensive
experience in the profession of
His service to the Association both as
association
management.
a volunteer and as a salaried member of
the NAA staff totaled more than 30
years. (He liked to show friends the cancelled check for his first NAA dues payment.) This dedication to the Association earned him the sobriquet "Mister
NAA" when he was introduced at Association meetings.
Jack Vavasour was born in Albany,
N.Y., in 1920. He was graduated with a
B.B.A. degree from Siena College in
Loudonville, N.Y., helping to pay his
way through college by working as a
disc jockey.
In 1943, he joined General Electric
Co., serving the company in various accounting capacities including manager
of G.E.'s New York information processing center. In 1964, he joined American Metal Climax Co. where he was
named director of corporate systems
and procedures. Prior to his appoint- Executive Director Robert L. Shultis presents
ment as NAA managing director, he Jack with clock - plaque citing him for his service to Association.
was director of the information processing department of Consolidated Edison
Co. of New York.
He joined the Association in 1949, affiliating with the Albany Chapter and
was elected to chapter positions including chapter president for 1956 -57. He
was elected to the National Board of
Directors, 1957 -58, and 1959 -61. He
was a member of the Committee on
Promotion and Publicity, 1957 -58, and
1960 -62 (chairman), and a member of
the Committee on Accounting Development, 1959 -60. He was elected national
vice president, 1962 -63, when John Bachofer was president and served two
terms on the Committee on Chapters,
1963 -64 and 1964 -65. From 1966 to
1970, he served as the Association's
treasurer. He was a member of NAA's At a Summit meeting of accounting organizations in 1972.
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Moreover, he helped found the Council for Noncollegiate Continuing Education, an organization established to accredit education programs and served as
president of that organization. NAA is
still an active member of CNCE.
`See Jack'
Jack was widely known throughout
the Association because of his many visits to counsel chapters, his willingness
to assist national officers in presenting
trophies and charters, and his ability to
deliver t alks on NAA's professional
programs. As a former officer and director, his advice was valu ed by the
NAA chapter boards and his knowledge
and experience in the Association was
even more valued when he joined the
NAA staff.
Inside the Association he was recognized as the NAA expert on legal and
tax matters affecting the Association
and acted as parliamentarian at NAA
Board meetings. When an issue came up
involving the NAA Constitution and
Bylaws or outside legal matters, the
usual response was, "See Jack."
An educational association, NAA enjoys a tax- exempt status as a 501 (c)(3)
organization. Jack carefully monitored
all Association activities in light of the
requirements of this statute, serving as a
liaison with NAA's legal counsel.
It is entirely fitting that Jack's greatest contribution to the Association he
loved came at the end of his career and
involved the most significant action the
Association has taken in its 66 years of
existence. The construction and financing of NAA's new headquarters and the
actual move to Montvale, N.J., last year
involved thousands of little details. The
successful completion of this enormous
project was due in large part to Jack
who acted as coordinator of the effort.
Working out of a trailer at the muddy
construction site, he spent many hours
in discussions with architects, builders,
landscapers, decorators, and NAA volunteers involved in the project. The actual move was conducted with a minimum of disruption in the day -to -day
operations of the Association, thanks to
this assiduous attention to detail.
One of Jack Vavasour's hobbies —and
passions —was the game of golf. When
he managed to escape from his NAA
work, often as not he could be found on

Jack and his wife, Kaye, at luncheon for official opening of new
NAA building.

Presenting charter for the Northwest Keystone Chapter in 1977.
the golf links. In recognition of this
hobby —and his career contributions 1983-84 President Charlie Smith, and
his class, during the Annual Conference
in St. Louis presented him with a putter
inscribed with the NAA seal.
Jack also was a jazz buff, compiling a
collection of jazz recordings dating
from 1945 to the present.
Jack and his wife, Kaye, had seven
children and one, John E. ( "Ned ") Vavasour, Jr., is a past president of the Albany Chapter, continuing the tradition
so superbly launched by his father.
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Flags at half mast in front of NAA building, which Jack supervised from conception to ribbon- cutting.
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People in the News
been appointed vice president — finance
for the Hysol Aerospace &. Industrial
Products Division, Pittsburgh, Calif.
James C. Small, Phoenix, was promoted
to assistant vice president — corporate
tax and internal audit manager at The
Tanner Companies.
Rodney W. Rowan, Roanoke, has been
promoted to vice president and controller of Dominion Bankshares Corp. and
Dominion Bank, N.A.

Emeritus Life Associates (ELAs)

When Bellevue Eastside (Wash.) Chapter won the 16th place banner in
1984 -85, Past National President Late Fox couldn't have been more delighted. After all, his son Richard, as president, had led the chapter to its
first banner. At St. Louis Annual Conference, 1. -r, President Herb Seiftert,
Rita Fox, Rick Fox, Late, and Vice President Patricia Douglas.

at De Marche Associates.... Connie
Wetzel recently was promoted to executive vice president of Bannister Bank
and Trust.

Robert R. Beattie, Florida Gulf Coast.
Dorothy W. Bishopp, Scottsdale Area.
Charles A. Daniel, Tampa Bay.
Carlos A. Del Rio, Pensacola, past president, past national director, 1979 -81.
(SCMS).
Mary W. Edgar, Mobile.

Donald H. Barry, Bridgeport, past national vice president, 1983 -84, was promoted to controller, Health and Beauty
Products Division of ChesebroughPond's Inc.

G. Wayne Pearce, Lake West Point
Area (Ga.), has been promoted to the
position of assistant controller —bed
products within the sheet operations of
West Point - Pepperell's Consumer Products Division.

Now, Prepare
For CMA
The "PC" Way!

Roman L. Weil, CMA, Chicago, has
been named the first George Olincy
Professor in law and accounting at New
York University School of Law.

Robert T. Byrne, Member -at- Large,
USA, is now plant controller at Relian ce E lect ri c, Shelby plant, Kings
Mountain, N.C.

James A. Cash, Cincinnati, has been
named manager of finance at Universal
TV Rental.

Janet C. Ingle, Nashville Music City,
was promoted to supervisor of federal
and international tax reporting for
Northern Telecom, Inc.

Promotions and New Positions
Cris Tarquinio, Atlanta North, has been
promoted to chief accountant at Tull
Industries.

Lawrence J. Preske, Evansville, is now
controller for the Hoprich Co., Inc.
Jock Mourton, Greater Ozarks, is now
controller with Win -Vent Manufacturing Co., in Springfield, Mo.
David Thornburg, Greater Topeka Area,
is now director of accounting and finance at Kansas Group Life Insurance,
a subsidiary of Blue Cross /Blue Shield
of Kansas.
Steve Cox, Kansas City, recently was
promoted to assistant senior consultant
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Edward R. Caito, New Hampshire, has
been elected president and chief executive officer of First New Hampshire
Mortgage Corp.
Paul P. Gregg, New Orleans, has been
named controller in the financial and
administrative department of C.N.G.
Producing Co. , .. Karlen S. Haase has
been promoted to assistant vice president and assistant controller by First Fi
nancial Bank, FSB.
Paul Matya, Oakland -East Bay, has

Introducing Yardstick "
Accounting Evaluator
Software.
Now, candidates can practice test - taking under
simulated conditions of the actual exam.
Accounting firms, companies and colleges can
give employees or students a higher level of exam
readiness. Personnel departments may use
Yardstick to objectively evaluate applicants. And
seasoned professionals can even play accounting
trivia.
Yardstick creates a comprehensive exam from
official test questions —based upon published or
past exam history percentages. Test sessions are
automatically timed, scored and evaluated. A
printed copy indicates individual results for time
number of questions answered.. . percentage
...
strengths and weaknesses.
score
...
Conveniently
choose categories within sections
of the exam. With Yardstick, learn what areas
require the most concentration. Take the
Yardstick challenge. For candidates and licensed
professionals. CPA, CIA versions also available.
$99 Per package. Yardstick runs on IBM PC'
and compatibles. Call 1 -800- 241 -9700; in Texas,
1 -409- 295 -1597.
- -

Micro- Mash"
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New Products /Services

Donna Marks, Editor
One Indiana Square, Ste. 2900, Indianapolis, Ind. 46204.

nected in a local area network (LAN) as
required. Total inventory and min /max
levels can be adjusted on forecasted
sales and prior year usage. Projected inventory usage, cash flow requirements,
and projected labor requirements also
are available. For further information,
contact Anne Staffin at (201) 381 -3222.

New Network Productions, Inc., has introduced their applications of satellite
communications technology for businesses and associations. The company
offers teleconferencing services in internal employee communications, multi city press conferences, stockholders'
meetings, sales, and marketing. These
services bring people together via satellite. The satellite retransmits the conference signal back to earth where it is
picked up by reception equipment in
hotels, television stations, or temporary
portable earth stations. Call Kathleen
Farhi at (617) 292 -6414.
A new material requirements planning
system is now available from Command
Line Corp. The system includes inventory control, bills of material, automated purchasing, optimal inventory maint en an ce, cas h fl ow, an d lab o r
requirements forecasting. Designed for
companies with from 3,000 to 30,000 inventory items and for personnel without
computer experience, the CLC -MRP
system operates on IBM and MS DOS
compatible computers with hard disk
capability. Additional PCs can be con72

Independent CashFlow Advisors, Ltd.,
has introduced CashFlow Trust, a money fund which invests in short -term
money market instrtunents. Dividends
are earned and credited daily, and after
the $100 initial investment required to
open an account, investments can be
made in any amount. CashFlow Trust
has no minimum checkwriting restriction. Interest is earned on all investments from the first dollar, and customers recei ve t wo mo n t h l y acco u n t
summary statements, in addition to the
usual monthly account statement. Call
CashFlow at 1 -800- 336 -2468.

Advertisers' Index
Price Waterhouse has introduced a microcomputer software package that will
model and perform most calculations
needed by life insurance companies to
estimate their federal income tax. The
spreadsheet will run on all IBM and
IBM - compatible microcomputers and
will do "what if' calculations needed by
stock and mutual life insurance companies to complete IRS form 1120L in accord ance wi th the new tax law. The
program incorporates Lotus 1 -2 -3, requires 256K memory, and performs the
calculations necessary to determine
marginal tax rates, alternative tax, company /policyholder share, and to demonstrate the impact of different investment strategies on federal t ax t o be
paid. For further information, contact
any P ri ce Wat erho use o ffice or t he
Price Waterhouse Insurance Group,
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Eczel Corp. has introduced the Fotoboard, which is described as a high -tech
version of the conference room white board or flip chart. The Fotoboard allows executives and other office personnel to draw charts, outline key points,
or present other information on a large
whiteboard surface and then produce
perfect letter -size hard copies of the visual presentation. Call Paula Rampe at
(415) 951 -5071.

.

Eczel's Fotoboard.

EZWare Corp. has released TAX PREP, a personal income tax preparation system for electronic spreadsheets.
The TAX -PREP spreadsheets will be
available for Microsoft's Excel software
and are designed to run on the Apple
Macintosh computer. TAX -PREP also
is available for users of Lotus 1 -2 -3 and
Multiplan electronic spreadsheets and
will incorporate new tax laws and IRS
regulations for the 1985 tax year. The
software provides menu - driven selection
of the 22 IRS schedules and forms availabl e with t he tax s oft ware package.
TAX -PRE P si mpli fies complicated
computations for tax calculations and
provides powerful planning capabilities.
In addition to standard Form 1040 and
Schedules A through G, R, SE, and W,
TAX -PR EP i nclu des t empl at es for
Forms 2106, 2119, 2210, 2441, 3468,
3903, 4562, 4684, 4797, 5695, and 6251.
Call Joyce Gerritsen, Bala Cynwyd, Pa.
at (215) 667 -4064.

Kosty and Daszkiewicz, a tax consulting firm, has introduced their corporate
state income tax cons ultin g service,
which it will offer on a contingent fee
basis. The firm will review corporations'
tax returns that have been filed in the
last three years, with the aim of obtaining refunds. Any refunds obtained are
then shared between the firm and the
client; otherwise there are no fees. Call
John Daszkiewicz at (617) 542 -2111.
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Now. Unsecured credit lines to X25,000

from the privacy of your office.

As a member of the National Association of Accou ntants, you are eligible
to apply for a line of credit up to
$25,000 ... on your signature alone. No
collateral is necessary. No endorsers.
No co- signers. And, most Importantly,
no hassles.
• Credit lines available from $5,000
to $25,000. Major funds for your major
needs. While current earnings or credit
cards can take care of most smaller
needs, today's busy executive requires
larger amounts of cash from time
to time.
• All transactions handled by mail.
This unique feature makes borrowing
unusually convenient and guarantees
privacy. There are no personal meetings and no complicated procedures. The few necessary steps are
made by you in the privacy of your
home or office.
• Your signature Is the only collateral
required. There's no need to tie up
any of your assets.
• The convenience of a revolving
credit line. Once your credit line is
approved, it only takes a phone call to
activate your credit —a check is mailed
immediately. if you want additional
funds the next month ... or the next
day... just call and your money will be
in the mail.

• No fees. No prepaym ent penalties.
There is no charge to establish your
credit line. no loan processing fees,
and no prepayment penalties. Once
you activate your line. you pay interest
only on the amount you actually use.
• Satisfaction guaranteed. There's no
risk. If you activate your credit line and
are not completely satisfied, return the
money within 30 days and there's
absolutely no cost to you.
This special program is administered
by Security Pacific Executive /Professional
Services in Aurora, Colorado —a national
leader in providing mail loans with a
history dating back to 1905. In California.
the program is handled by The Banker's
Investment Company.
Both Security Pacific Executive/
Professional Services and The Banker's
Investment Company have the experience and financial strength to serve the
membership. They are subsidiaries of
Security Pacific Corporation, the nations
seventh largest bank - holding company with
assets over $46 billion. Both institutions
are equal opportunity lenders and
approval of all credit lines, regardless
of amount. is subject to their normal
credit polices.
To cover the administrative costs of
arranging a national program, the
Association receives a small fee. The

offer should not be construed as an
endorsement by the Association of the
lender or any other products or services
included in the Group Discount Program.
You'll find It easy to apply for
your line of credit. lust fill out the
coupon below and mail it today. By
return mail you'll receive a one -page
application. It's that sim ple.
S .
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14201 East 4th Avenue
Aurora, Colorado 80011

1- 800 -525 -1132
Colorado residents call collect
341 -6581
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"It's easy to make good decisions when there are no bad options."
Robert Half on Hiring by Robert Half (Crown)

How to ]be
successful
0more
M your financial
and edp hiring.
Using a specialist will increase your success in hiring
accounting, financial and edp personnel —and using
Robert Half, the most experienced personnel specialist,
will increase your chance of success even more. Here's
why:
• You'll be getting highly personalized service from
professionals who understand your financial and
edp needs.
• You won't waste time with unqualified candidates.
(We'd prefer not to fill the job, rather than refer
someone who doesn't fit.)
• You'll have the advantage of the resources of the largest
organization in the financial and data processing
personnel field, with offices on three continents.
• You pay nothing unless we fill the job. And, we back
each and every placement with a liberal guarantee.
Next time you're looking for an accountant, financial
or edp professional, call your nearest Robert Half office.
You'll be glad you did.
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accounting, financial and edp
� c4�personnel�specialists.
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